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ABSTRACT
BookTube, a literary-focused subcommunity of YouTube, is a network of readers where
educational theory and literary theory collide. BookTube is known for delving out book reviews
and showing off book hauls, but its content creators, known as booktubers, do much more
than display walls of colorful hardback books. The BookTube community is a networked
knowledge community (Sorensen & Mara, 2014) in which informal knowledge is valued as
much as the formal knowledge attained in classrooms. Online book reviews on sites such as
Amazon and Goodreads have demonstrated the waning influence of professional book
reviewers because now any reader take on a critic’s role (Fay, 2012; Piorrecký & Malínek,
2020).
This qualitative research study uses narrative inquiry, transactional reader response
theory (Rosenblatt, 1938/1994, 1978/1995), and networked knowledge communities
(Sorensen & Mara, 2014) as theoretical frameworks to examine firstly, booktubers as readers
to understand how and why they read and secondly, their participation in and with the
BookTube community. Secondly, this study also examined how booktubers approach the
booktube as a reading community and the technicalities of content creation. The findings of
this study showed that booktubers based their identities as readers from early experiences
with literature. BookTubers are also literacy sponsors (Brandt, 2007) to their viewers: they
encourage reading and response to various forms of literature. BookTube is also a locus of
diverse readers who read a variety of genres and formats. BookTubers are also connected to
each other and their viewers through networked reading as they forge connections across
social media platforms. Lastly, as with any community, there are counternarratives, which
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address the conflicts within the community. Within literature, booktubers advocate for genres
outside of the trendier bestsellers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
According to a 2014 PEW Report on young peoples’ reading and technology habits,
“some 98% of those under 30 use the internet, and 90% of those internet users say they use
social networking sites” (Zickuhr & Rainie, 2014, p. 1). Reading and reading communities have
changed due to the internet’s impact on daily life. Now, readers have a variety of ways to
access and digest texts. Young readers are heavily influenced by new technologies that
transform texts into different formats across a variety of devices, platforms, social media, and
applications. Young readers listen to audiobooks on their phones, access e-books via tablets
and smartphones, and still read physical books. The media in which young readers digest their
texts has changed too, as social media has become a mix of words, images, and video. The
Internet has become a place where teens come to learn but also find community in shared
interests, including forms of literature. Social media platforms such as Tumblr, Instagram, and
TikTok have become spaces where readers can take part in fandoms based on series and
characters based in their favorite literary works. Twitter has become a medium in which
Twitter poets can share their works with followers and strangers alike. Conversations
surrounding reading extend to YouTube, too. BookTube is a space where readers come to
share their love of literature while advocating for reading culture to subscribers and viewers.
In spite of an advocacy for reading and community, BookTube is not without its
criticisms. Many within the community argue for more diversity and equality amongst its
members, mirroring similar calls in publishing, education, and global society (Doggett, 2019a).
Another major issue is how BookTube is used by publishers to market their titles and authors
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to a larger audience (Booktubers must disclaim if they receive compensation) which leads to
Booktubers giving a potentially favorable review to a book they may not like (Brekelmans,
2017). Some booktubers have gone on to work in publishing and even write their own fiction
and nonfiction books because of their work on BookTube and other social media platforms.
BookTube also converges with social media platforms through linkages between booktubers’
social media accounts and all are rich spaces for analysis by teachers and literature scholars
alike to discover how reading culture conveyed in the digital age.
Although BookTube is a smaller subcommunity on YouTube, it is still sizeable. Searching
the term booktube in Google yields 1,330,000 results. The number of BookTube channels on
YouTube is unknown, but a search of booktube on Google shows 398,000 results. The first
booktube video is currently unknown, but the community goes back as far as the early 2000s.
Given its popularity, BookTube’s engagement with young readers should be part of both
educational and literary research.
Statement of the problem
Students sitting in classrooms are digital natives, yet schools and curriculum are
unprepared, or unwilling, to accommodate the informal knowledge young people gain on the
internet. Prensky (2001a) defines digital natives as “’native speakers of the digital language of
computers, video games, and the internet” (p. 1). Digital natives instinctively use the internet
as a source in of information and entertainment in their daily lives. Today’s students use digital
resources constantly, and classrooms are coming to terms with these changes. Educational
research now encourages educators to use several digital platforms such as wikis, Twitter,
Instagram, and YouTube to engage and inform students. As a result, students’ work is now
2

reaching the publication stage outside of classroom bulletin boards and hallways. In doing so,
students realize the broader impact of what they create (Chase and Laufenberg, 2011).
Students also come to realize how their work can teach and inform a larger community than
just their classmates, peers, teachers. In participating in linked social networks and social
media, students can see how the subject about which they are passionate fosters real-world
skills and connections. Through social networks like BookTube, students can share their
knowledge of reading and literature and engage with other users across social media
platforms, taking part in a collaborative reading and literary analysis. Young readers are also
able to take part in the community of readers that exists outside of their classrooms and
communities, allowing for greater opportunities for students to discover literary works that
will encourage them to be lifelong readers. Using BookTube in the classroom merges academic
learning, reading, literature, and literary analysis with the informal learning valued on social
network sites. For this study, I will borrow Bissett’s (2018) question as the overarching
research question for this dissertation: “Is BookTube educational?” How does BookTube create
a community of readers that could aid educators in classrooms?
Informal knowledge is gained not only through copious amounts of Google searches,
but also the result of tapping into networks of experts, many of whom have learned through
trial and error (Allocca, 2008; Lange, 2014). Social networking platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter have become go-to places for learning how to understand complex
ideas or make tasks easier to understand. While teachers and researchers alike may not
consider these online communities to be equal to the training obtained in schools and
universities, they are worth investigating to understand how their users construct knowledge
3

(Allocca, 2008; Lange, 2014; Sorensen & Mara, 2014; Vizcaíno-Verdú, Contreras-Pulido, &
Guzmán-Franco, 2019).
BookTube, a reading-centered sub-community of the video sharing platform YouTube,
is a place where formal learning and informal knowledge meet. Booktube is immersed in book
and reading culture. The content creators produce videos focusing on book hauls (the buying
and reviewing of several books from one shopping trip), book chats, tags, reading
challenges/read-a-longs, and meet-ups with other creators and even fans. Booktubers,
creators of book-centered videos of varying themes and formats, and their videos’ viewers,
use literature and reading, and the knowledge gained to create a network of reading culture in
a digital space. The BookTube community could be one way to engage young readers on a
platform they use regularly.
While Booktube videos vary in theme, their setting is fairly standard, with the
booktuber appearing in front of a large bookcase filled with a rainbow of book spines and
sharing his or her opinion about books: those they have read, are reading, and want to read.
The booktuber encourages viewers to subscribe to the channel, like the video (a means of
showing support for the content creator or video topic) and comment below in the video’s
comment section, a space where both the video creator and other viewers can interact.
BookTube becomes a space where narrative inquiry and reader response theory come
together. Readers share their experiences in and with literature through video and
conversational commenting. Popular BookTuber Ariel Bissett posited the question “Is
BookTube educational?” in a video posted to YouTube on April 25, 2018. Bissett (2018)
explains “’BookTube was a place I could truly share my enthusiasm for books and be creative
4

in the ways that I share enthusiasm. It’s a place where I could meet other booklovers and a
place where I read whatever I wanted, whenever I wanted.’”
Bissett provides a working definition of BookTube’s aims for its creators, many of
whom are not English majors, teachers, or librarians. BookTube presents a space where
informal knowledge is valued and exchanged by its members and viewers. Bissett (2018)
explains that BookTube and her university English degree have “definitely informed each
other. I’ve somehow convinced a few cool teachers throughout my degrees to let me make
videos instead of essays and I’ve made videos about the things I’ve learned in the classroom.”
Bissett’s experience in merging academic knowledge with informal creation shows the
potential that BookTube could have on how literature can be shared and analyzed using a
visually-dominant social media platform.
Bissett set out to prove BookTube’s educational worth in her own informal study. In the
same video, she contacts fellow BookTubers to gather their opinions as to the subcommunity’s
educational qualities. Besides her question, “Is BookTube educational?” She also asks, “what is
BookTube’s relationship to a formal literary education?” (Bissett, 2018). Her respondents,
Marisa, Claire, and Christine, who each have their own active BookTube channels, tackle the
questions with their own analysis of the literary culture that BookTube creates, which values
an understanding and appreciation of literature that does not require special training or
literary analysis valued by academia. She explains that “BookTube is fun where school is
serious” and further that “BookTube is educational, but it is teaching passion and love as
opposed to any content information” (Bissett, 2018) Bissett’s question drives the research for
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this study: to explore how BookTube works as a space of learning and self-expression within
the community and has the potential for using the sub-community within education.
Purpose of the study
This project will explore how BookTube and its content creators (called Booktubers)
engage their viewers as readers. There are no current numbers available for how many
BookTube channels exist, though a Google search can estimate about 287,000 video results.
The significant numbers show why a study based on BookTubers would contribute to an
understanding of booktube content creators as readers. A possible reason is that the
community is very fluid, as noted by several critics studying networked knowledge
communities (Gurung, 2014). The YouTube Channel BookTube Network exists on YouTube. The
channel’s About section describes the channel as “a unified collaborative project channel
owned and maintained by members of the BookTube community” (TheBookTubeNetwork,
2020); however, the channel’s last video was uploaded on January 13, 2013. The channel was a
collaboration between four BookTubers, Dionion, Caleb, Dean, and Liz, who also maintained
blogs linked on the channel’s About section. As of June 2020, only Caleb continues to write on
his blog, Think Games (Ross, 2020).
More recent collaborative space for BookTubers are Goodreads groups. The largest of
these groups is BookTube en espanol with 3598 members and BookTube with 988 members. A
search for the largest-BookTube related group is BookTube 2018 (9668 members) and
BookTube en espanol. There are 33 pages within the Goodreads search of “booktube,” but
most do not identify as BookTube-focused, nor adjacent in the group’s description. The
number of booktube-dedicated channels or booktube videos is currently innumerable. Merely
6

entering “booktube” into YouTube’s search bar creates a perpetually scrolling list of literarycentered videos. Because BookTube is such a fluid space it is important to note that, truly, any
video that speaks of books could be considered a BookTube video. For example, School Library
Journal has a YouTube channel in which books are reviewed for librarians, educators, and
parents, but the channel’s description is not considered part of the BookTube community
proper (School Library Journal, 2020). This study will focus on BookTube channels in which the
content creator has self-identified him or herself as part of the BookTube community.
The significant number of booktubers and Goodreads users lead to this timely study.
This study will attempt to respond to the following research questions in order to create an
understanding of the BookTube community, its participants as booktubers, booktubers as
readers, and the educational potential teachers of using BookTube with students.
Research questions
This study focuses on understanding BookTube as a part Networked Knowledge
Communities (NKCs). NKCs are the connection of online communities through social media
platforms. These communities create knowledge amongst themselves by exchanging ideas,
skills, and responding to users’ questions. Secondly, they create knowledge on social media
which is then acted upon by their readers or viewers. Therefore, the social media users
become teachers and the platforms become informal learning spaces.
1. What motivates BookTubers’ to participate in BookTube networked knowledge
communities (NKCs)?
2. How do participants engage and contribute in NKCs via shared book hauls (either
purchased or through the library), book recommendations, book chats on literary
7

analysis and themes, book tags (responding to a list of random questions posed by
another booktuber), reading challenges/read-a-longs, and meet-ups with other
creators, and film adaptations of books?
3. What is the relationship between BookTubers and their viewers’ reading habits?
4. How does BookTube reposition academic authority?
Summary
The internet has changed the way people interact with each other and with
information. Technology has changed the ways in which readers peruse literature which
now include e-books, smartphones, and audiobooks. Internet-based communities create
opportunities for the development and sharing of niche interests. Readers come together
on the internet via platforms such as Goodreads and subcommunities on media sharing
platforms, such as the BookTube community on YouTube. Social media platforms are
widely-used by young adults, teens, and adolescents. This study seeks to understand how
the BookTube subcommunity comes together over a common love of reading and how
these attributes can be brought into the classroom to create an enthusiastic community of
young readers.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The current research on BookTube is somewhat limited. The majority of research based
on BookTube and booktubers has been based published outside of North America, with
research studies being conducted in France, India, along with Eastern Europe and Latin
American countries. There are 662 research articles focused on BookTube available in any
language. In English, I found six capstone projects, six master’s theses, and two dissertations.
Table 1 includes the Google Scholar searches available for both BookTube and booktuber.
Table 1. Google Scholar Search Results
Language
Chinese
Dutch
English
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Polish
Portuguese
Spanish
Turkish

Number of articles
BookTube
1
6
207
80
19
6
0
1
5
97
194
1

Number of articles
Booktuber
1
2
233
52
17
6
0
2
2
430
940
1

Because of the lack of research literature speaking solely to BookTube, I researched digital and
media literacies, YouTube as a social network, especially YouTube’s use as a pedagogical tool
in classrooms to give a broader view of the platform’s influence in everyday life and in
education. This literature review is divided into sections examining research based on those
areas: digital literacy and how BookTube is part of a new mode of digital literacy; transmedia
9

learning; the collective reading experience both online and offline; readers and social media;
the influence of publishing and marketing on readers and BookTube, and mass media
reporting of BookTube and its content creators, booktubers.
Digital Skills and Literacy in Networked Communities
Digital literacy involves more than computer use, but extends to reading, writing,
listening and speaking skills. NKCs harness knowledge gained through working with and within
the World Wide Web to crowd-source collective knowledge to develop answers to be used
within a community of users. Garcia (2013) notes that the National Writing Project defines
digital literacy as “the cognitive skills that are used in executing tasks in digital environments"
(para. 3). With this definition in mind, I looked at research examining how teachers and
students use digital spaces as learning environments and what skills are gained through digital
learning.
Jenkins’ (1992/2006) book Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture
ventures into early digital artistry and the communities that support creators. The book uses
the term reader to encompass consumers of an assortment of medias, including film,
television, music, writing, and reading. His close reading of Twin Peaks (Frost & Lynch, 19901991) fans’ use of early internet message boards is the first glimpse of research of network of
users coming together to analyze media. The users pool their knowledge in order to uncover
the show’s central conflict: who killed Laura Palmer. Jenkins’ analysis shows how the internet
connects this new understanding of readers to not only to build upon a common interest in
media but also use their collective knowledge to close-read that media.
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Jones’ (2011) article on the contemporary coming-of-age stories and prosumer girls
speaks to how young female readers harness the internet to share their interests based on the
literature they consume. She defines prosumer as someone who both produces and consumes
media content. She explains of the female Twilight Saga (Meyer, 2005-2008) fandom as
“Twenty-first century networked girls actively produce their own bildungsromans everyday
through social networking sites such as Facebook. The bildungsroman as process rather than
product becomes the key distinction between the traditional object and its Web 2.0
counterpart” (Jones, 2011, p. 441). Young readers create a digital text of their lives and
interests when using social networking sites. Jones’ prosumer girls share characteristics with
Jenkins’ textual poachers in saying that “some girls who embrace the series deconstruct it with
productions of their own, ranging from the proliferation of fan-fiction sites to YouTube
homages and correctives” (Jones, 2011, p. 441). Therefore, the twenty-first century prosumers
take fandom and connectiveness into the digital age.
With the advent of the Internet and numerous social networking sites, digital
communities create opportunities for users to participate in virtual ways with a larger number
of peers. Jenkins, Ito, and boyd’s (2016) book Participatory Culture in a Networked Era shows
how the internet has increased participatory culture in the decades following Jenkins’
(1992/2006) ethnography of fans and fandoms. Of particular note is how young people are
using digital networks to explore their interests and participate in communities, spaces which
are often misunderstood by the adults in their lives, causing areas of tension. Buck’s (2012)
study focuses on exploring how social networking sites are spaces for digital literacy. Buck
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particularly examines how an undergraduate student uses literacy across several social
networking sites, using each as a learning and sharing space.
Lange’s (2014) ethnography on Kids on YouTube shows how YouTube can be
understood as an informal learning environment. Lange (2014) explains “By pursuing organic
interests and passions, kids extended their skills and participatory knowledge. By specializing
in different tasks, they could accelerate the process of achieving something collectively, and
begin to see how a more complex work might take shape” (p. 33). Her research builds upon
Jenkins’ (1992/2006) work on how communities form around similar interests and the
product(s) that results from members’ interactions. She also looks at how young Youtubers use
the platform to both produce content and consume it. Lange’s study brings to light Jenkins, Ito,
and boyd’s (2016) understanding of how participatory culture on social media platforms builds
niche communities amongst users. Allocca’s (2008) writing on YouTube as a space for
engagement through commenting and sharing lends to the fluidness of NKCs. Nearly all social
media postings can be digitally shared across platforms and networks; “Our experience of the
videos is interactive – our commenting and sharing means that, whether we realize it or not,
we’re having the kinds of active discussions that have always helped us interpret and retain
information (p. 164). Lange (2014) explains “Sites such as YouTube operate within a networked
ecology of numerous communities of interest, or groups of individuals who are deeply share
passions for particular activities” (p. 18). Learning can occur through numerous mediums and
medias via the internet; therefore, understanding how transmedia learning impacts readers
and reading can aid in understanding how collective reading occurs on social media networks
like BookTube.
12

Transmedia Learning
Transmedia learning can be understood as learning which happens through a variety of
mediums, such as audio-visual sources and texts, and through diverse sources, many of which
are not scholarly authorities. Scholars call the space in which transmedia learning occurs Web
2.0, though even that term seems to have become obsolete. Alexander (2008) explains that
Web 2.0 “describes a heterogeneous mix of relatively familiar technologies and old practices.
It encompasses the work of large corporations, along with exceedingly emergent ones” (p.
152). Users who work between these technologies and the platforms they support require
being able to navigate them, which requires a certain skillset. Alexander’s article also speaks
to users’ ability to comment on a creator’s work, “allowing readers to triangulate between
primary and secondary sources” (p. 153), terms which are normally used in educational and
research settings. Social networks then become spaces for literacy and research. In order to
take part in social networking, one has to be able to read and write at some level. Reading and
writing then become the mediums for engagement with other users and the media itself.
Williams and Chinn’s (2009) study showed that using Web 2.0, namely social media platforms
such as Facebook and YouTube, helped business students better engage with a target market
to share their advertising message through experiential learning. Dreon, Kerper, and Landis’
(2011) article speaks to the use of digital spaces to expand storytelling. The researchers speak
to their use of digital storytelling to inspire their students to connect what they learn in school
to their personal experiences beyond the classroom. The authors explain “Digital storytelling
connects students to content in ways that they are accustomed to consuming
information…They make their own videos and post them to online forums” (Dreon, Kerper,
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and Landis, 2011, p. 7). Their findings are similar to Jenkins’ fandoms who produced video
mashups and fanfiction based on television and movie characters and storylines to exchange
at fan conventions decades earlier. Digital storytelling brings student interests and learning
into the digital space.
Basaraba’s (2015) master’s thesis on transmedia storytelling in book trailers on
YouTube serves as a precursor to BookTube. By 2015, BookTube was an established
subcommunity within the YouTube platform. In examining book trailers, readers can see some
of the same elements that would attract BookTube viewers to book reviews, the decisions that
BookTube content creators must make when producing content, and the technical skills
necessary to produce videos. The study also takes into account the audience’s role, as
Barsaraba analyzes the comments, sharing, and viewers’ liking book trailers. Basaraba based
her study on a content analysis of 30 book trailers on YouTube produced by major publishers
of young adult literature. She analyzed the video’s rhetoric and rhetorical devices using ethos,
logos, and pathos. Barsaraba found that viewers prefer cinematic book trailers, but an equal
number enjoy narrated, slideshow, or author vlogs. The study also examined the types of
videos, and then discussed how ethos, pathos, and logos were used in the videos, along with
recommendations of how publishers can establish rhetoric in book trailers. In her discussion of
a video’s ethos, the researcher discussed the videos’ comments section for negative or positive
comments (of the publisher – “big six,” now “big five”), the presence of an author’s name or
the publishers’ name or logo, a narrator, or the narrator’s POV. To analyze pathos, the
Barsaraba analyzed the book trailers’ audio-visual cues such as mood, music, color scheme,
and pacing. In analyzing logos, the author noted whether the video included “character name,
14

background, main goal, the setting and even main plot points” (p. 64). The researcher found
what elements of a video best attract viewers and how this could be important in engaging
readers, especially from a publishers’ perspective.
Beach’s (2014) reflection upon how digital learning impacts her teaching shows how
students’ online interactions relate to what they learn in classrooms. Beach challenges
educators to rethink their students’ interactions with digital media, especially how these
mediums can be used in the classroom. Beach also notes that educators must teach students
how to critically engage with what they consume, which is rooted in reading. Here, an
understanding of text is expanded to anything that can be consumed, as noted in Jenkins
(1992/2006), expanding the definition of literacy. Beach’s article relates to Baron’s (2011)
analysis in that students of any educational level read in various formats depending on the
purpose.
Baron’s (2013) study on digital reading brings Wright and Parcoma’s (2011) literature
review on digital literacy into context. Baron’s three studies looked at what readers read and
in what format (digital versus a hard/paper copy) and the learning that results and provides a
greater understanding of the PEW (2014) survey mentioned in Chapter 1. She specifically
analyzed the depth of reading that happens on devices, such as computers and e-readers. She
found that students’ preference of reading format depends on the purpose for reading (leisure
versus informative reading). Baron’s study concluded that new forms of reading are emerging
amongst students which educators must keep in mind.
Transmedia learning leads to discussion of transmedia literacies, which needs to take
into account how reading, in its many forms, occurs for groups of readers. A discussion of
15

reading in groups, which I refer to as collective reading, is important in order to understand
how readers come together to read and discuss works. BookTube is often referred to as an
online book club, thus, a discussion of how and why reading in groups occurs is necessary to
understand how this format could be replicated on the Internet.
Collective Reading
Reading in groups happens in various formats. The most relatable understanding of
collective reading happens in educational settings, where textbooks, literary works, and other
resources are read, discussed, and analyzed either individually, in literature circles, or through
whole-class readings. Book clubs are another popular way in which people come together in
order to read and discuss literature. Now, readers can find book clubs everywhere, even if they
lack a specific group that meets face-to-face. Celebrity book clubs have popped up in the news
media, the earliest being Oprah’s Book Club (Hall, 2003) and continuing with Jenna Bush
Hager’s book picks on the Today show, as well as book clubs on the Internet, such as Reese
Witherspoon’s and Emma Watson’s. Numerous researchers show that women lead the charge
in creating and implementing reading groups both for leisure and educational purposes, and
this is also the case for BookTube, where female content creators are the norm.
González’s (1997) analysis of women’s reading groups helps researchers to understand
the role that childhood reading practices transfer to reading habits during adulthood.
González’s research questions are “1) How did the participants become engaged in the specific
genre of Nancy Drew mysteries? and 2) What can be learned from interactions that were part
of the Nancy Drew reading group discussion (in a noninstructional setting) that can inform the
field of literacy about the processes and values of such discussions for adult participants’
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literacy engagement?” (p. 222). González gives a brief description of what it means to be
literate and the literacy created by a community in contrast to literacy fostered in classrooms.
She also notes the importance of literacy agents, who foster a passion for reading, and literacy
events, activities which produce authentic reading and writing for real purposes (McGee and
Richgels, as cited in González, 1997, p. 222). González also notes women’s role as active
promoters of reading because they believed it improved their lives, emancipated them from
household and family demands, and allowed them to learn. The author describes how studying
adult reading groups could help literacy teachers foster classroom discussions. González’s
study took place at the Nancy Drew Conference held at the University of Iowa in spring 1993.
Her participants were 14 women who took part in a reading group preceding and following the
conference. The reading group was also moderated by a Nancy Drew scholar who provided the
reading group with background information to focus their discussions. González took part in
the reading group as participant observer. The study used ethnographic and other qualitative
methods for data analysis. González audiotaped the scholar’s lectures and the small group
discussion that followed. The data for this study included transcripts from the small group
discussions, the researcher’s fieldnotes, and interview material from small group participants,
and initial and follow-up questionnaires. The study’s findings showed that “literacy agents
promote engagement” (González, 1993, p. 230). She found that the reading group women
were often encouraged to read Nancy Drew by older females in their lives, such as their
mothers, aunts, librarians, and friends. Furthermore, González highlights the importance that
families have in fostering reading. The participants also noted the relationships reading Nancy
Drew brought to their childhood, and as noted by the study’s setting, have continued into
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adulthood. The women largely spoke of the fond memories they have of reading Nancy Drew
books.
Berg’s (2008) study with her students about academic authority and criticism throws
light upon the question of where students have agency to express their opinions about
literature. Berg’s own students came to be part of her reading group for a community reading
and discussion series during fall 2005 sponsored by her university in fall, where she is also a
literature professor. She notes “…I decided to use this serendipitous opportunity as an
occasion for observing reading in different settings and noting the effect of authority on group
dynamics by creating a course based on the books that formed the nucleus of the evening
discussion series and making attendance at the evening series a part of the course” (Berg,
2008, p. 127). She involved 21 students – 18 women and three men – as her research
participants. Her goal in this project was to look at intersections between her classroom, the
book club, and the discussion evenings as three research sites for analyzing “ways in which
they diverged and converged, and what those intersections might tell us about authority,
literary and otherwise” (Berg, 2008, p. 127). She distributed a questionnaire to her students
based on group readings and used student work samples as artifacts and data sources. She
also informed her students that their work would be used as part of a journal article. Berg
notes the interactions that occurred in each learning site, the classroom, the evening
discussions with scholars, and the book club. She explains in her discussion how reading
groups and reading-in-groups (collective reading) interact. Berg notes that book clubs exist for
intellectual stimulation, but also for pleasure, noting that reading fiction is often seen as a
leisurely pursuit. She also reflects on the role of teachers and students, particularly when
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teaching moments occur (or go awry). Berg’s article speaks to what other articles note about
who gets to assert literary criticism and where their authority, or lack thereof, is derived.
Lastly, she asserts that both students and teachers are learners by the relationships they forge
with academic topics and with each other.
Sedo’s (2011) chapter on the collective reading experience in a young adult literature
centered message board shows how literary readers exchange their readings of popular young
adult texts. What’s most interesting about the message board is the dominance of adult
readers of young adult literature who are educational stakeholders (teachers, librarians, and
parents of young adults). The conversations that take place on message boards call into
question the role of the expert. Although young adult texts are intended for middle and high
schoolers, the message board’s users show that this is not the case. Young readers were not
given the space to discuss a genre which was written for their enjoyment.
Social Media and Readers
As noted in the above sections, social media has become a mainstay in communication,
particularly for young people. Youth are the first to take on new technologies and often the
first to discover how to use them across the devices they use daily. They also are the first to
uncover how it can help them in their daily lives, which normally involves both their education
and social lives.
Anderson and Jiang (2018), compiled a PEW research study of teens’ (ages 13-17) use
of social media which noted that 45% of teens are online ‘almost constantly’” (p. 8). The same
study was the first of the PEW studies to include YouTube as an option for social media use,
with 32% of respondents using the video-sharing platform the most. Furthermore, the study
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notes that 16% of respondents use social media for news and information or to connect with
people who have similar interests (15%) (Anderson & Jiang, 2018, p. 5). The study also showed
that “social media is a good venue for entertainment (9%), that it offers a space for selfexpression (7%)….or to learn new things in general (4%)” (Anderson & Jiang, 2018, p. 5). Teens
are connected on several online communities and use these communities for a myriad of uses
translating to their daily lives. Understanding teens’ use of social media can help educators
and researchers uncover how BookTube and collective reading on social media platforms
could easily be adapted into the classroom.
Perkins’ (2017) article in The Serials Librarian is the first known instance of the library
community’s awareness of BookTube as a tool. She specifically looks at the sociotechnical
aspect capabilities of the internet and YouTube to create and maintain a community (Perkins,
2017, p. 352). Perkins’ research question posits the correlation between BookTube celebrities’
extreme popularity and the content of their channels (Perkins, 2017, p. 354). She also is one of
the first researchers to note BookTube’s beginnings and give a concise definition of the
community “the BookTube community is an online community that began during the 2010s,
which grew out of the YouTube vlogging trend. Within this community people share everything
and anything related to books” (p. 352). Her research examines three booktubers, each with
over 100,000 subscribers, and who actively upload videos to their channels. She also notes
that the booktubers have formed friendships based on their mutual interest and participation
in the community (Perkins, 2017, pp. 353-354). Her findings create a general understanding of
booktubers and the viewers they attract. Perkins (2017) explains “It should be noted that
these BookTube celebrities began with certain privileges that others in the community might
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not have had – they are all young, white adults from well-off families” (p. 354). She also notes
the prohibitive costs associated with being a popular booktuber, as one must keep up with the
most popular titles, which are often distributed in hardback first. Perkins’ study points out the
tremendous influence of BookTube, its content creators, and its viewers in the online reading
community. Her research notes that booktubers bridge the boundary between the private
action of reading and the public reviews, hauls, and analysis taking place on booktubers’
channels. Furthermore, she notes booktubers’ impact on publishing, as they drive their
viewers to buy more books, often in the popular YA genre.
Hughes’ (2017) research paper based on BookTube’s relationship in creating and
sustaining a canon of young adult literature titles is important in understanding the subgenre’s
prevalence in the BookTube community. This study also notes the importance of booktubers’
influence on publishing and marketing. To form a participant pool for her study, she selected
booktubers based on their channel activity, pinpointing those content creators who posted at
least once a week and whose channels were primarily YA focused. She sent out fifty surveys to
booktubers and received eight responses. She selected the booktubers based upon their
channel activity. She used survey research to collect survey data from 8 booktubers. She
viewed and analyzed the respondents’ channels, especially focusing on their 2016 favorites
videos - favorite books identified, information collected on author, publisher, publication date,
publisher size, and whether it was a New York Times (NYT) bestseller. The study’s statistics
were calculated on the percentage of the favorite books’ being New York Times’ bestsellers,
the publication date, publisher, and sales data. She found that 80% of favorited book were
from Big Five publishers, 90% were from a combination of Big Five publishers (Penguin
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Random House, Hachette, HarperCollins, MacMillan, and Simon & Schuster) and larger
publishing houses. Of the favorited genres, 66% were YA titles, 34% adult titles. The favorited
books’ publication years showed that 60% were published in 2016, 20% in 2015, and 20%
published in earlier years (referred to in BookTube as backlist titles). This showed that “YA
readers do not have a long cultural memory” (Hughes, 2017, p. 9). Hughes attributes this to YA
attracting a younger reading demographic and the rise of the YA genre due to popular
publications. She also notes that “nearly all of the books discussed could be deemed either
highly successful or highly successful titles” (Hughes, 2017, p. 10). The study discusses the
elements that make BookTube a community, yet also the homogeneity of that community.
Oftentimes, the books recommended by booktubers were recent YA bestsellers. Also brought
up is the relationship between publishers and booktubers. The study also highlights that
because the BookTube community is small, booktubers often review the same books, often
before the titles are available to their viewers. Hughes explains “However, some BookTubers
disagree, they see the repeated discussion as a negative aspect that narrows views and diverse
voices” (p. 11). Therefore, smaller publishing houses lacking large marketing budgets may not
have their titles reviewed or recommended to the large audiences that BookTube attracts.
Newer authors may not receive as much attention as well-known, established authors.
Booktubers focus on new releases or best-selling titles and ignore older, backlist titles. Finally,
Hughes’ study explains the influence that BookTubers have with their viewers, the community
(or lack thereof) that BookTube creates, and the lack of diversity within BookTube itself. It also
notes publishers’ influences with BookTubers, calling into question the veracity of reviews.
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Vizcaino-Verdu, Contreras-Pulido, and Guzmán-Franco’s (2019) study positions
BookTube as a space of transmedia literacy, where booktubers and viewers engage in informal
learning. The researchers specially examine how two Spanish booktubers: Fly Like a Butterfly
and Javier Ruescas, engage in transmedia literacy competencies, which are listed as interpret,
recognize and describe, compare, evaluate and reflect, and apply (Vizcaino-Verdu, et al. 2019,
p. 98). Creating BookTube videos is part of applied learning. Transmedia competencies are
similar to Bloom’s Taxonomy, which is used widely by educators to assess students’ mastery of
concepts.1 Understanding how booktubers engage in these competencies may position
BookTube as a space that could be of use to educators and literary researchers, as it is space
where informal learning but in-depth literary analysis occurs. BookTube is not the only social
media platform where readers come together to share a common love of literary works.
Content creators sharing posts across social media platforms is an example of a NKC, though
their posts’ content may vary depending on the medium and viewership.
Digital reading culture and communities occur across social media platforms with each
having specific attributes and aesthetics. Lo’s (2020) article looks a variety of bookish-centered
social media platforms including BookTwitter, Bookstagram, and BookTube as spaces where
readers come to visually show what they read, participate in discussions around literature, and
share with fellow readers. Lo notes that BookTube book reviews require in-depth literary
analysis while Bookstagram’s short descriptions may only require cursory knowledge of the
book, focusing on the book’s aesthetics, the cover, rather than the content. Thomas’ (2021a)

1

Shabatura (2014) explains “Bloom’s Taxonomy provides a list of action verbs based on each level of
understanding” (para. 1)
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article examines the aesthetics of digital reading on Bookstagram and the networks that occur
between readers, which, citing Steffensen, she refers to as ‘meshworks’ (Steffensen, as cited in
Thomas, 2021). She argues that scholars should rethink what reading and reader response look
like. She posits that Bookstagram encourages its viewers to read through distributing images
of physical books, surpassing the sharing of words to the images that the words convey or the
feelings that surround reading. Thomas (2021) links her research to NKCs stating,
Finally, the concept of meshwork has also proved to be important in accounting
for ways in which the individual acts of reading not only interconnect with each
other on platforms, but also speak of a culture where readers and books are
part of a complex media ecosystem in which boundaries between media, texts,
producers and consumers are much more fluid (p. 9).
Rethinking how social media changes reading and reader interactions is important in
understanding how researchers should rethink how literacy is distributed and by whom.
Malinek’s (2020) mention of Czech BookTube in his article examining literary culture
contrasts the YouTube subcommunity with traditional literary culture. Malinek notes that
BookTube’s contribution to reading culture is tied into publishers’ marketing campaigns. This
links the passion of reading to advertising and marketing, which monetizes a leisurely pursuit.
Burling’s (2015) article for Publisher’s Weekly also pointed out the connection between
YouTubers and publishing, especially harnessing the connection between content creators and
their viewers, who are potential readers. The article does not specifically mention BookTube or
booktubers but focuses on popular YouTube content creators who have transitioned into
becoming authors. Burling shows the influence that content creators can have amongst their
viewers’ and their buying choices. Viewers want to know the content creators beyond the
images and stories they share on-screen.
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The literary qualities behind BookTube were also a prevalent part of research on
reading and social media. Reading on social media platforms allows readers to share aspects of
their reading lives. Readers can come together to bond over a favorite read or hotly discuss
their differing opinions. Like narrative inquiry, reader response theory allows for an
understanding of what readers bring to a text and how a text can transform a reader.
Literature becomes a space for reflection and transformation. Thomas (2021) also brings this
up in her article on Bookstagram, that social media takes the individual act of reading and
makes it a public and shared experience. Parkins’ (2020) chapter on BookTube takes into
account reader response’s role in BookTube content. She particularly notes how the
community’s unique literary response format could be useful to schoolteachers because
students likely interact with YouTube in their online lives. She also notes that BookTube could
be useful in motivating students to read. BookTube is a rich space for learning and sharing
learning experiences, much like a classroom.
Cassany and Aliagas’ (2021) literature review looks at BookTube and similar online
literary spaces through the lens of Gee’s (2004) affinity spaces. “According to this theory,
people who share interests and interact amongst themselves in order to broaden their
knowledge end up developing their own set of practices with distinct traits – often coining
their own particular ‘language’ – and sharing their learning experiences” (Cassany and Aliagas,
2021, p. 3). Several scholars examined in this study use Gee’s theory as the basis to explain
niche cultures. Beach (2014) cites Gee’s affinity spaces to explain her students’ preferences for
online spaces to learn. Jenkins, et al., (2013) mention Gee in their explanation and analyses of
niche communities.
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Matthews’ (2016) article focuses on Goodreads both as a social network and marketing
platform. Readers use Goodreads to exchange their opinions of literary texts, normally
through starred ratings and/or written reviews. His examination of Goodreads as a collective
reading and readers further spotlights Sedo’s (2011) assertions on the position of an “expert
reader.” The article also brings into question authors’ roles on social media platforms, as
conversations circulate around their literary works, and not all of their exchanges are positive.
Lastly, given that Goodreads is now owned by Amazon, the world’s largest distributor of
books, Matthews’ findings also call into question how social media platforms can also be used
as marketing tools for media producers, relating back to studies on the relationship between
publishers and social media content creators.
Vlieghe, Vandermeersche, and Soetaert’s (2016) study also focus on Goodreads as a
potential space for learning. Their study of Belgian preservice teachers’ use and opinions of
Goodreads as a digital learning space. Vleghe et al.’s (2016) study demonstrates Beach’s (2014)
assertion that educators should be aware of the social media that their students use and build
upon the skills acquired online. Sedo’s (2011) study on collective reading within online
platforms is also explained here, calling into question “expert” status, as the preservice
teachers question the reliability of the reviews posted on Goodreads.
Ehret, Boegel, and Manual-Nekouei’s (2018) article points out how the participatory
culture of YouTube can impact booktubers’ interactions within the community as prosumers.
Their study of two booktubers shows how the online community can create pressure upon
content creators to produce a certain level of content based upon popular literature to attract
a larger viewing audience. Their study calls into question how content creators can critically
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interact within the communities in which they participate. The researchers draw on BookTube
as a participatory culture, relating to Jenkins’ (1992/2006) ethnography on participatory
culture within fan communities. Jenkins, Ito, and boyd’s (2016) writings on niche communities
also relate to BookTube as it is a smaller YouTube subcommunity focused on various forms of
literature and reading in its various forms (film adaptations are of particular interest) and
formats. This study brings up issues from Beach’s (2014) article in which the teacher notes that
teachers must show students how to be critical consumers of social media and information on
the internet, which Ehret, et al. (2018) bring up in their conclusion, noting that some students
may experience unequal access to and knowledge of digital media, causing a gap in digital
literacy.
Influence of Publishing and Marketing
Publishing houses use various social media platforms to promote their upcoming titles.
Social media influencers within the book community act as ‘expert readers’ (Sedo, 2011) or
“literacy sponsors” (Jacobson, 2017) for their audiences. These influential readers must
establish themselves as trusted sources for book reviews and recommendations. Reading
influencers do this through speaking of their experiences with a book, as in the tradition of
narrative inquiry and Rosenblatt’s transactional reader response theory (1938/1994,
1978/1996). The literary influencer must be able to convey a literary work’s meaning while
also building the viewer’s interest. Matthews’ (2016) study spoke to Goodreads’ position as a
space for literary influence. Goodreads could be considered part of publishers’ marketing
scheme because of the giveaways that the site promotes to users, which distributes free
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physical, electronic, and audiobook (Kindle only) copies of literary works, but this is largely
controlled by Amazon, which owns Goodreads.
Understanding publishing and marketing’s relationship to BookTube and social media
readers is important because it shows how the publishing industry has adapted to use social
media influencers to interest more readers to buy their books. Fuller, Sedo, and Squires’
(2011) article shows how publishing houses’ relationship with book clubs and libraries have
altered which titles and authors are chosen. They explain “…publishers – and to a lesser extent
booksellers – are using reading groups as a marketing resource” (Fuller, Sedo, & Squires, 2011,
p. 187). Texts containing reading group guides and discussion questions at the end lend
themselves nicely to collective readings. Several researchers have investigated large publishing
houses’ relationship with book reviewers. These studies call in to question the honesty behind
book reviews.
Booktubers do provide reviews in exchange for advance reader copies (ARCs) of
upcoming titles, which are coveted items in online reading culture. Influential readers are
chosen based on their viewer, subscriber, or follower counts. The book reviewing scheme
relies on rhetorical logos and pathos, as noted by Basaraba’s (2016) master’s thesis on book
trailers. Potential readers rely on a book reviewer’s literary expertise and persuasiveness to
encourage them to buy and then read the literary work.
Social media reading influencers’ hazy relationship with publishers leads to questions if
money is exchanged for literary reviews and if reviews are honest. Presently, in the United
States, the Federal Communications Commission requires that broadcasters note when their
material is sponsored (Federal Communications Commission, 2021). YouTube now also has a
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tab in the upper left-hand corner of the screen noting “Includes paid promotion” if a video
includes sponsored content or is an advertisement for a brand. Additionally, smaller and
independent publishing houses are also forced to compete with small marketing budgets to
distribute ARCs with bookish “swag” such as bookmarks, stickers, and related knickknacks for
new authors and titles (Tomasena, 2019, p. 8). There are also implications for self-published
authors. Several booktubers have noted in their channel’s information section that they do not
accept self-published works, which may negatively impact these titles being able to compete
against works supported by a publishing house’s large marketing resources. Conversely,
Amazon does have a self-publishing platform, Kindle Direct Publishing (Amazon, 2021).
Publishers’ reliance on reading culture’s social media influencers opens up new discussions
about book reviewers’ relationships with publishing houses, especially as they are used as
marketers for these entities yet are not paid for their work.
Albrecht’s (2017) master’s thesis focused on understanding BookTube’s relationship to
the British publishing industry using field theory. Of particular importance is social media’s role
in influencing publishers. Albrecht notes that publishing now competes with social media to
capture readers’ eyes and attention. Social media’s reach can now attract more and newer
readers. Albrecht explains that BookTube is particularly helpful to publishers because it brings
publishers literary content to the eyes of a social media users who are often younger and techsavvy. The study also pinpoints the difficulty researchers may have in uncovering quantifiable
data related to BookTube due to its rapidly-changing, ever-evolving nature (Albrecht, 2014, p.
4).
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Daspin’s (2016) article in USA Today highlights reading’s prominence in social media
imagery. She particularly cites how booktubers act as marketing agents for publishers through
unboxing videos of the newly published literary works. She further explains how large
publishing houses such as Simon & Schuster, HarperCollins, and Penguin Random House have
launched their own BookTube channels. She states “YouTube content dovetails with the other
social media marketing, and for publishers, represents a new twist on an old-fashioned way of
selling books – world of mouth” (Daspin, 2016, para. 6). Thus, Daspin further notes how
BookTube should be noticed by publishing companies.
Brekelmans’ (2017) study analyzing the impact of BookTube on marketing within the
publishing industry explains the affect that content creators can have on creating bestsellers.
She also notes how publishers essentially get free marketing from BookTube’s content
creators. She explains that “while BookTube is a powerful marketing tool it also reproduces
many of the existing power dynamics within the industry between large and small publishing
companies” (Brekelmans, 2017, para. 1). Brekelmans analyzed the top ten BookTubers’ 2017
video content. She found that listicles were the most popular video genre. Brekelmans defines
listicle based on a short introduction setting the list’s purpose and then presenting a bulleted
or numbered list (Nordquist, as cited in Brekelmans, 2017, para. 2). This video genre may be of
limited use to publishers because books are only briefly reviewed or mentioned by the
booktuber, leaving little time for viewers to be enticed to buy a listed title. Brekelmans also
discovered that the BookTube community has a limited breadth of reading in that content
creators tend to read and review or recommend that same titles. “This means that it is very
difficult for a publisher to have their books be featured prominently on a BookTube channel
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through a review” (Berklemans, 2017, para. 7). As a result, smaller publishing houses have
even less chance of having their books reviewed by content creators. Given that the BookTube
community often reads the same books at the same time, major publishing companies get
repetitive advertising for their texts. Finally, she notes that publishers should be cognizant of
the BookTube community and its role in influencing younger viewers.
Tomasena’s (2019) study on Mexican booktubers’ relationship with the publishing
industry also points to the influence of collaborations between the industry and booktubers.
He argues that publishers gain free advertising space for their titles when they gift books to
booktubers who review or recommend the books on their channels. Tomasena uses
Bourdieu’s field theory to explain the levels of capital and positionality that occur between
booktubers and publishers. The article points out “They are not popular enough to profit
through YouTube’s partners program or advertisers. However, their social and symbolic capital
among passionate communities of young readers is highly valuable for the publishing industry,
which faces a big struggle to make books known in a hyper-saturated and competitive market”
(Tomasena, 2019, p. 9). Booktubers have social capital (because of their social media
presence) or cultural capital (because reading is an intellectual activity), but the publisher gains
the more important economic capital. His digital ethnography followed 25 booktubers on their
BookTube channels and across their social media platforms. In an auto-ethnographic practice,
he created his own BookTube channel where his videos were focused on his research,
observations, and personal readings (Tomasena, 2019, p. 2). His study included 17 semistructured interviews which included participants’ filming schedules, motivations for
participating in BookTube, the community formed with their audiences, the YouTube platform,
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and with the publishing industry. One booktuber interviewed by Tomasena noted that books
sent to him by publishers were overwhelming both his physical space and TBR list because he
felt forced to review books sent to him. “In this sense, BookTubers have become integrated
into the commercial production of books through the promotional tactic of publishers, like
other content creators (often known as ‘influencers’” (p. 7). Tomasena found that while
publisher-booktuber collaborations remain unpaid, they do create conflicts for the booktuber.
Audiences and fellow booktubers may accuse them of “doing it ‘just for the money’ or ‘selling
out,’” (Tomasena, 2019, p. 9) which reduces the booktuber’s influence within the community
and with viewers. This study positions booktubers as reading or literary influencers because of
their dual roles as readers and content creators, yet also notes that publishers use booktubers’
creativity and platforms for economic advantage.
Lo’s (2020) article looks at a variety of bookish-centered social media platforms
including BookTwitter, Bookstagram, and BookTube as spaces where readers come to visually
show what they read, participate in discussions around literature, and share with fellow
readers. She specifically looks at BookTube, BookTwitter, and Bookstagram through the social
media networks’ relationship to young adult literature (YAL) and YAL publishers. Lo notes that
BookTube book reviews require in-depth literary analysis while Bookstagram’s short
descriptions may only require cursory knowledge of the book, focusing on the book’s
aesthetics, the cover, rather than the content. She explains “Advertising the book on different
accounts also allowed publishers to reach a range of audiences, thereby increasing exposure
and interest” (Lo, 2020, p. 615). Social media platforms’ use by young people is way in which
content creators and publishers have reached new readers.
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Doggett (2019a) first covered BookTube to profile the subcommunity for The
Huffington Post, but her article also speaks BookTube’s relationship with publishing
companies. She explains “Publishing houses have taken notice of Booktube and have changed
the way books are pitched, marketed and even the way book covers are made” (para. 4). She
cites a several publishing industry insiders who explain booktubers’ influence upon their young
readers. Doggett also writes of how booktubers can make their channels into more profitable
endeavors. “Other BookTubers have been able to parlay their channels into lucrative
opportunities, getting paid to make videos through sponsors, YouTube Ads, and contributions
made through sites like Patreon” (Doggett, 2019a, para. 7). Doggett also briefly comments on
the subcommunity’s conflicts. She also includes a quote from Cindy Phan of ReadwithCindy,
who hopes that with more visibility and viewers, “We’ll see a lot more diverse faces. And more
BookTubers and author of color” (para. 10). Doggett’s (2019b) later article covered the lack of
Black booktubers and the community’s relative homogeneity in content – reading the same
titles and authors, with a lack of diverse representation in reading.
BookTube and booktubers have been the subjects of mass media coverage since 2015,
with journalists covering the subcommunity’s influence upon viewers’ reading habits and
booktubers’ own forays into the publishing world. Some publications covered BookTube as a
means of encouraging people to read (Jarema, 2017 & 2019; Puccio, 2018). Jarema (2017)
wrote on UK booktuber Mercedes Mills’ (Mercy’s Bookish Musings on BookTube) “5 Star TBR”
as a method to read books one already has available on their bookshelves (para. 1). Several
news outlets have focused on individual booktubers or collaborations, such as the
Booksplosion trio (Doggett, 2019a, Tejeda, 2015/2017; Seales, 2016). Booktuber Emma Oulton
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(2016), who has her own channel, Drinking by My Shelf, wrote an article for Bustle
encouraging readers to create their own BookTube channels.
Jarema’s (2019) later article for Bustle mused on why BookTube viewers watch content
creators read. Citing Dr. Sanama Hafeez, “‘For something like reading that can be isolating, a
community with people excited about the same things can be extremely beneficial’” (para. 4).
Booktubers make the solitary act of reading into a communal act through vlogs, which Jarema
highlights in her article. She also points out the influence that booktubers’ reactions to
literature have upon the viewer. She cites BookTube viewer Emily Peterson who explains “‘If I
am influenced by BookTube to buy a book, it’s most often from a reading vlog where I got to
see the emotions and reactions throughout the whole book’” (para. 14). Reading vlogs put
Rosenblatt’s (1938/1995) reader response theory on display for an audience’s consumption.
Booktubers’ influence upon their viewer explains why publishers are eager to get books in
content creators’ hands.
Tejeda’s (2015/2017) article profiles three booktubers (Christine Riccio, Jesse George,
and Kat O’Keefe) and positions BookTube as a “virtual book club,” which they named
“Booksplosion.” BookTube marks the transition of reading influence from Oprah’s Book Club to
an online collective reading experience. George notes that “’I stumbled across the BookTube
community and it really challenged me to read more.’” (para. 5). Tejeda also writes of the
friendships made amongst booktubers within the community and with their viewers, all of
whom are connected by reading. Riccio explains of BookTube “The YouTube community can be
a wonderful place to make spectacular friends so be sure to get involved. And make sure
you’re making videos you enjoy about things you’re passionate about” (para. 15). Riccio
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explains BookTube as a space where content creators can share their passions and where the
work itself is a passion project rather than a career. George comments on the influence that
BookTube had on his reading as “BookTube completely changed my life…It’s provided me with
books that have impacted me, friends that will always be there for me, and it’s given me so
many incredible opportunities” (Tejeda, 2015/2017, para. 16). His explanation demonstrates
the deeper reach that BookTube as a community has had on his life outside of reading.
De Leon’s (2018) article in The New York Times introducing BookTube and booktubers’
influence upon readers is the first major publication to feature BookTube and its content
creators. She interviewed booktubers Christina Riccio, Jesse George, Ariel Bissett, and
Dominique Taylor during VidCon 2018. Her article concentrates on booktubers as readers and
content creators, the community fostered in BookTube, and how that community is fostered in
real life through conventions (BookCon and YALLFest) and meet-ups with fellow booktubers
and viewers. She explains “According to YouTube the community as a whole has gotten over
200 million views, and compared to this time last year, engagement with them is up 40
percent” (de Leon, 2018, para. 10). She contrasts popular BookTube channels with smaller
channels and the prevalence of young adult titles versus adult and contemporary literary
works. Of particular note to this study, de Leon (2018) quotes booktuber Dominique Taylor
who describes her aspiration for her channel to become “’a literary teaching hub.’ BookTubers
discuss character development, themes, and motifs, she said, and ‘that’s basically English class,
essentially’” (para. 10). De Leon’s article defines BookTube as an educational platform for
literary-centered content.
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BookTube’s lack of diversity has been highlighted in several studies and articles. Pruitt’s
(2016) article pointed out the LGBTQ community’s presence on BookTube. The study explains
how LGBTQ content creators find a community within the subcommunity. Pruitt’s (2016) study
on queer readers coming together on YouTube points out a particularly powerful aspect of
BookTube: bringing together the LGTBQ+ community as readers and giving them a space
where they may not be afforded a place in their real lives. He frames his article through an
analysis of how social networking sites provide venues for users to linguistically represent
sexuality and sexual identity (p. 59). His writes “Through this lens, I consider how queer
readers who maintain BookTube channels both produce and shape a literate culture through
their definitions of ‘queer literature’ and their vitriolic censure of heterosexual readers who
present that literature poorly” (Pruitt, 2016, p. 59). Pruitt uses an ethnographic lens in this
study. Pruitt analyzed seven BookTube channels with self-identified LGBTQ+ content creators.
Many of these participants assert the division between queer readers and their heterosexual
counterparts. Pruitt notes one participant’s response to the “Angry Queer Book Tag” “‘if you
are cisgender, heterosexual BookTuber, I really do not want you to do this tag. Because it’s not
for you. It is for queer BookTubers to talk about queer lit. Just let us have this space’” (Pruitt,
2016, p. 66). Pruitt’s participants also desire to create a broader understanding of LGBTQ+
identity terms. He states
Through both a conflation and a parsing out of identify markers suitable for
explicating their complex sexual orientations, these BookTube personalities
critique the heteronormative, binary categorizations of gay and straight by
articulating fluid, even multiple sexual identities made sense of through
additional categorizations of sexual desires through critical reflection. (Pruitt,
2016, p. 67, emphasis in the original).
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This happens through participants’ identifying with the characters in the works they read,
whether these works are specifically labeled as LGBTQ+ literature or include LGBTQ+
characters. In contrast, Pruitt includes a Charr Frears’ video “I Don’t Like Reviewing LGBTQ
Books” also citing an issue with reader-response with characters or themes in the text, noting
Rosenblatt’s (1978) aesthetic process of reading. [NB: This video has since been removed from
YouTube and Frears has created a new YouTube channel, Thoroughly Enjoyed Books (Charr
Frears, 2019; Thoroughly Enjoyed Books, 2019)]. One of Pruitt’s participants, Ivan, later
challenges this video with a response video. Conversely, the comments on Frears’ video are
negative, “they encourage her to enjoy, learn from, and discuss LGBT novels with LGBT
readers” (Pruitt, 2016, p. 70). This leads to the belief that BookTube is an encouraging place
where readers are reciprocal learners. Pruitt further states “At the root of Frears’ complaint
lies a question of difference: heterosexual readers often located LGBT fiction at the margins of
mainstream literature, but queer readers celebrate that difference” (p. 70). Luce, one of the
study’s participants explains that LGBTQ booktubers and truly all booktubers have a
responsibility to openly review and recommend LGBT texts because of their responsibility to
their viewers, who may need to see these texts. Pruitt (2016) concludes “These discussions
nevertheless provide a medium of social exchange helping these readers define themselves
and formulate responses to the larger world” (p. 74). Pruitt speaks to the social nature that
results from collective reading that hopefully leads to learning. This research also lends to the
overarching question explored by several researchers and writers of who has authority to
analyze and comment on literature and in what spaces (Berg, 2008; Fay, 2017; Sedo, 2011).
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BookTube’s lack of diversity has also been spotlighted in mass media articles. Doggett’s
(2019b) second article about BookTube focuses on the community’s homogeneity. She
spotlights several Black booktubers who also explain their frustration with the lack of diversity
amongst content creators. Doggett also point out the publishing industry’s lack of diversity.
“Only 4 percent of employees across major publishing houses identified as Black, according to
a 2015 diversity survey conducted by Lee & Low Books. The same study showed that only 1
percent of book reviewers utilized by these publishing houses identified as Black.” (para. 4).
Doggett (2019b) also cites Jennifer Baker who explains that “‘the Black female community is
the biggest consumer of books, yet the industry still doesn’t give us the range’” (para. 5). The
article also questions the impact of YouTube’s video suggestion algorithm, which recommends
similar content to viewers who show a preference for a specific video genre. Baker likens this
to racism and segregation (para. 4). Doggett (2019b) includes a quote from booktuber India
Hill Brown “’My ancestors fought for the right for me to know how to read. If my channel isn’t
growing because of my diversity, I don’t think that’s right’” (para. 3).
Haupt’s (2019a, 2019b) two articles for The Washington Post feature BookTube and
bookstagrammers highlight the increased popularity of reading and social media. Haupt
(2019a) notes what previous scholars have stated “In these sprawling but welcoming
communities, readers have found one another, banding together in a global, aesthetically
pleasing book club that’s open for discussion 24/7” (para. 3). She also shares some statistics
writing “more than 33 million Instagram posts are tagged ‘#bookstagram’ (Haupt, 2019a, para.
3). One of her interviewees, Jamise Harper (spinesandvines) created the #diversespines
hashtag “to indicate a book by a woman of color” she also co-founded a face-to-face book club
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with another bookstagrammer” (Haupt, 2019a, para.6). Booktuber Cindy Pham explains the
intimate nature of her videos “’I just sit in front of a white wall and prop my phone on a stack
of boxes’ – creating the intimate feeling that you’re lounging in the living room with her,
talking books” (Haupt, 2019a, para. 13). Haupt also write an additional piece on 10 booktubers
she recommended, 3 of which were publisher-created channels, which is significant given the
marketing influence and authority these channels have upon viewers.
Summary
Current research on BookTube and booktubers is limited in English; therefore, I have
included research on digital literacy, the collective reading experience, and transmedia literacy
to better understand how BookTube content creators convey the transactional reader
response experience (Rosenblatt, 1938/1995; 1978/1994) to their audiences. What has been
most interesting is the research available on booktubers has come from researchers outside of
the United States, proving that BookTube’s influence extends past English-language literature
and related content. Available studies have focused on the relationship between booktubers
and publishers, the impact that booktubers have on book marketing and as a result, on their
readers. Research has also focused on the challenges facing the subcommunity such as
consumerism, lack of diverse reading choices, and lack of diversity amongst content creators.
In Chapter Three, I will present the elements that made up the research study, including the
setting, participants, data sources and data analysis, researcher positionality, and the key
terms used in the study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study examined the BookTube community as a networked knowledge community
(Sorensen & Mara, 2014) and as digital space where readers come together to share their
knowledge and love of literature and reading in hopes of understanding BookTube’s potential
for educators and literary scholars. This chapter contains key terms used in the BookTube
community and other literary-centered social media platforms including Goodreads,
Instagram, and Twitter, which also have their own reader-centered communities. In
understanding these key terms, users can switch between social media networks with a
common vocabulary. The theoretical framework for this study describes how BookTube works
as a networked-knowledge community. The overall research design is given along with
situating the study’s setting, context, and participants. Next, the data collections sources, data
analysis methods, and coding procedures are presented. Lastly, the researcher’s positionality
is stated and the limitations and delimitations of this study were presented.
Definition of Key Terms
Book Haul – A type of video where the content creator shows books purchased or acquired
(Gold, 2017)
Book Tag – A type of game where content creators create a list of book-related questions
(usually on a theme) and answer them in a video. They then “tag” other members to answer
the questions (Gold, 2017)
Booktalk – A special type of book review where the content creator discusses the whole book,
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including spoilers (Gold, 2017).
Booktube: A networked knowledge community (within the larger YouTube community) that
focuses on the acquisition and review of books. (Sorensen & Mara, 2014, p. 99)
Booktuber: A channel host within the BookTube community (Sorensen & Mara, 2014, p. 99).
Booktubes: The genre identifier for videos produced within the Booktube community
(Sorensen & Mara, 2014).
Channel – A YouTube account where a user can upload his or her videos. (Gold, 2017)
Content Creator – 1. A YouTuber. 2. A person on YouTube who makes and uploads videos to
share on the site. (Gold, 2017)
Discussion – A type of video where the content creator shares their opinion on a topic with the
intent of having a discussion in the comments or just adding to the community as a whole
(Gold, 2017)
Live Show – A video that is presented in real time on YouTube. These are usually filmed using
Google Hangouts and are saved to the channel as a full video once the live show is over. (Gold,
2017).
Readalong – When two or more readers read a book within the same time period, often while
sharing and discussing their thoughts through social media (Gold, 2017)
Read-a-thon – A book community event where readers plan to read more than usual. These
can be general (e.g., Dewey’s 24 Hour Read-a-Thon) or specific (e.g., Crush Your TBR Read-AThon) and are often accompanied by social media chats and events (Gold, 2017)
Spoiler – Information about the plots of a book, movie, or television show that spoils the
surprise or suspense for a reader or viewer (Gold, 2017)
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Subscribers: People who have indicated a preference to receive notification that a particular
channel or channels have posted new videos to YouTube. (Sorensen & Mara, 2014, p. 99)
TBR – Short for “to be read.” These are books one plans to read (Gold, 2017)
Unboxing – A type of video where the content creators film themselves opening packages to
share their content (Gold, 2017)
Views: The number of times a video has been ‘played;’ however, it does not indicate whether
these videos have been played all the way through. (Sorensen & Mara, 2014, p. 99)
Vlog – 1. A video blog characterized by a person speaking directly to the camera. 2. (In some
contexts) a specific style of video where a person records events from their life and pieces
them together to tell a visual story. (Gold, 2017)
Vlog: Video blog. (Sorensen & Mara, 2014, p. 99)
Wrap-up – A video where the content creator shares all of the books they have read over a
period of time, e.g., a monthly wrap-up (Gold, 2017)
This study uses several theories in order to understand BookTube as an online
community and as a network of learners, both as content creators on the YouTube platform
and as readers learning from each other’s literary analysis. Sorenson & Mara’s (2014)
networked knowledge community and Rosenblatt’s (1938/1995, 1978/1994) transactional
reader response theory were both instrumental in understanding BookTube as a community of
readers sharing the impact that texts have on their lives.
Theoretical Frameworks
Gurung (2014) explains the online collaborative community as a knowledge-making
spaces called networked knowledge communities (NKCs). He argues
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With the rapid globalization and the proliferation of social networking
technologies (e.g. social media), new types of learning communities are
surfacing, where people from all around the world create and share their ideas,
stories, and knowledge. These learning communities are the networked
knowledge communities (NKCs) that proactively participate in building and
advancing knowledges (p. 2).
Gurung roots NKCs in social networking, in which users come together to communicate and
collaborate. For example, a social network is both a social media platform and the people
behind these profiles. In BookTube, these social networks happen through linking social media
accounts. A booktuber may provide links to his or her Twitter, Instagram, and/or Goodreads
accounts so that viewers may interact with them on various platforms and see what the
booktuber is reading between videos, as some booktubers may not have regular video posting
schedules. These communications and collaborations often produce new understanding. “As
opposed to the traditional concept of knowledge, the NKC is not a fixed truth but a fluid
construct that is purposely redefined across contexts within an individual’s or a group’s
domains, beliefs, and perspectives” (Gurung, 2014, p. 3). Although the online basis of the
knowledge is vast, these small communities share a common interest, which Faraj, Jarvenpaa,
and Majachrzak (2011) also noted in their research. For Gurung, too, NKCs are fluid, as is the
knowledge that they create within their communities. Gurung (2014) explains networks as
both the technology application and its users. “The network refers to the networking
technologies, especially the digital social technologies (e.g.) social media, Web 2.0, cloud, and
apps) that mediate data exchange and interpersonal communication synchronously or
asynchronously.” (p. 3). Gurung notes that network exchanges can occur in real-time or
belatedly because of the lack of time and space on the internet. The combination of both
technology and its users create a unique concept of community. Gurung (2014) comments “So,
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a community refers to the various types of learning communities or common interest-based
communities that intentionally engage and strive for sharing ideas, creating knowledge, and
learning new things in general” (p. 2). A community is based on learning and understanding
both human users and new ideas. Gurung (2014) and Faraj, Jarvenpaa, and Majachrzak (2011)
both position the internet not only as a place where users go to learn, but also one in which
knowledge is created and exchanged.
Sorenson and Mara (2014): Networked Knowledge Communities
Networked knowledge communities are always evolving as new digital formats and
spaces are established. Sorenson and Mara (2014) cite Jenkin’s explanation that
NKCs operate fluidly, and are informed by the emotions of its members; ‘new forms of
community are emerging, however; these new communities are defined through
voluntary, temporary, and tactical affiliations, reaffirmed through common intellectual
enterprises and emotional investments…These communities, however, are held
together by mutual production and reciprocal exchange of knowledge’ (p. 89).
BookTube encompasses many of the attributes of NKCs in the following ways. First, BookTube
is fluid in that the members are in constant flux. Some BookTubers have a regular video
posting schedule that is known to his or her viewers, while others post sporadically when life
allows them. BookTubers seek to share the knowledge gained or emotions felt while reading
but reading takes time and is a largely solitary action. In order to create videos, one must get
to the business of reading. Reading is dependent on internal and external motivations. Some
readers must be in a certain mood, space, and/or time in order to read effectively and
efficiently. BookTubers readily admit to being in “reading funks” when no book attempted
feels quite right. Viewers can identify with this sentiment and sympathize in the comments
section, often offering solutions of books or authors who have helped them enter back into
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reading, leading to the mutual production and reciprocal exchange of knowledge. BookTubers
also share knowledge with their viewers through the creation of videos based around reading,
inspiring others to read like the BookTuber or take part in reading in general.
Transactional Reader Response Theory
Literary theorist and educator Louise Rosenblatt wrote of reader response theory (RRT)
to legitimize the reader’s own experience in critiquing what he or she read. RRT posits that the
reader does not need to understand an author’s biography, the social commentary at work in
a text, nor a theoretical lens of literary theories that alter the affect the manner through which
the reader internalizes literature. RRT is perfect for classrooms, as it puts literary
interpretation into readers’ own hands, thus allowing the students agency in their reading
experience.
Rosenblatt expounds her theory in two main works, Literature as Exploration
(1938/1995) and The Reader, the Text, and the Poem (1978/1994). Literature as Exploration
posits the reader as a permissible literary critic. She explains that the act of reading is
individual and personal and involves “the mind and emotions” (Rosenblatt, 1938/1995, p. 33)
Teachers understand that the key to unlocking a student’s motivation to read is finding the
“right book at the right time.” Rosenblatt (1938/1995) notes “The teacher of literature will be
the first to admit that he deals inevitably with human relations, with the experiences of human
beings in their diverse personal and social relations” (p. 5). Rosenblatt’s belief is that students’
views about what they read are formed from their own experience; therefore, she shares
Dewey’s (1938) theory on the influence of society upon the learner. Readers make meaning of
literature by bringing their own background knowledge to a text.
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Literature as Exploration examines the roles of teachers and students in approaching
literature. Rosenblatt (1938/1995) explains
The reader counts for at least as much as the book or poem itself; he responds to some
of its aspects and not others; he finds it refreshing and stimulating, or barren and
unrewarding. Literature is thus for him a medium of exploration (vi).
Rosenblatt argues that literature is a form of escapism or torture for the reader. If a reader
enjoys the images that the text creates in his/her imagination, then the text is “refreshing and
stimulating.” However, if a text does not engage a reader, it is “barren and unrewarding.” (It is
crucial to note that readers approach a text differently at various stages of life; thus, an initial
opinion of a work may evolve over a reading life). For Rosenblatt, to read is to experience
humanity and the human condition. Readers are all humans and can empathize with authors
and characters, and even a young student is able to insert his or her own experience into what
is read.
She further explains
The reader seeks to enter into another’s experiences to glimpse the beauty and
intensity that the world offers, to fathom the resources of the human spirit, to gain
understanding that will make his experiences more comprehensible, to find molds in
which to pour his own seemingly chaotic experiences. The teachers of adolescents – in
high school or in college – know to what heightened degree they share this personal or
‘human’ approach to literature (p. 8).
Reading helps students connect with each other through similar experiences, to those outside
their classrooms and schools. Reading also helps students understand differences in opinion,
culture, and experiences, too (Style, 1988/1996; Bishop, 1990).
The Reader, the Text and the Poem is derived from her own observations as a
literature teacher of her students as self-critics (Rosenblatt, 1968/1994). A literary text is not
only for the author, nor is it only an object to be consumed. In previous scholarship, the
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relationship between author and text was most important, with the “invisible reader” taking
on a passive role. She presents the act of reading as transactional wherein the reader brings
his or her life experience and the text brings meaning behind words. The act of reading is
meaning-making. Rosenblatt (1968/1994) comments,
Recall however, that this is not the words, but the individual reader who has acquired
associations with them, and who pays attention to these associations or shuts them
out of awareness…The cues offered by the text on one hand excite his response and on
the other hand lead him to eliminate what is irrelevant from what is to be incorporated
into his sense of ‘meaning’ of the text (p. 72).
The reader acts as a sifter of words, parsing out what he or she reacts to, what is meaningful to
him/her and the purpose for the reading. In The Reader, the Text, and the Poem, Rosenblatt
also explains efferent and aesthetic reading. She clarifies “efferent reading gives attention
primarily to the referent alone; aesthetic reading places the experienced meaning in full light
of awareness and involves the selective process of creating a work of art” (Rosenblatt,
1968/1994, p. 75). Efferent reading involves mostly decoding the words for their denotation,
while aesthetic reading connects to the reader’s imagination and the imagery behind the
words. Mart (2019) notes, citing Rosenblatt: “The distinction between aesthetic or efferent
readings springs from ‘what the reader does, the stance that he adopts and the activities he
carries out in relation to the text’” (Rosenblatt, as cited in Mart, p. 82) 2. Rosenblatt’s
connection to aesthetic reading has caused her to be connected to aesthetic education.
Rosenblatt’s theory on the interactions between reader and text are still relevant and
usable today. Literacy educators still make use of her theories to help students make personal

2

Mart (2019) states “in aesthetic reading learners attend to the quality of the experience they are exposed to
under the surveillance of the text; conversely, in efferent reading learners attend to information and directions
that reside practical situations” (p. 82).
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connections to what they read. Furthermore, she believes that reading connects people to
realities outside their worldview and personal experience. Understanding a student’s
background can help teachers (and librarians) guide students to literary works that interest
them based on their backgrounds and their interests (Miller, 2009). In doing so, they can
engage students as readers and motivate them into becoming life-long readers.
I used Rosenblatt’s transactional reader response theory to understand literature’s
impact on the reader. Reader response theory explains the literary analysis in which
booktubers partake with the literary works they review and recommend on their channel.
Their persuasiveness in presenting literature is with the hope that their viewers may have a
shared experience in their own reading. Yet, booktubers’ reviews are critical, not every text
receives a positive recommendation. In fact, the disagreement over a literary work is rich for
analysis by educators and literary scholars, as it demonstrates how literary criticism takes
place on a social media platform.
Research Design
This study sought to understand booktubers’ personal experiences as readers and
content creators within the networked knowledge community formed within BookTube.
Understanding how booktubers began their reading lives and then transitioned into a larger
community of reading is helpful in understanding how booktubers learn from each other as
readers and as content creators. Narrative inquiry as a research methodology specifically
focuses on research participants understanding of their lived experience through storytelling.
An integral part of this study centers on understanding how participants identify as readers
and as part of the BookTube community.
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Narrative Inquiry
Narrative research as a qualitative research methodology focuses upon stories based in
the human experience. This type of research is a response to reductionist quantitative
research and seeks to give meaning to experience and life story (Bochner, 2014). Clandinin
(2013) explains that narrative inquiry is both a as both a phenomenon and methodology (p.
220). Hendry (2009) notes “The oral storytelling traditions of earliest man were narrative
inquiries that sought to address questions of meaning and knowing. From the beginning,
narrative embodied ways of knowing” (p. 72). In this way, narrative inquiry is a way to address
questions generated by researchers who interact with both the story and its teller.
Narrative design is ideal for this study not just because BookTube is rooted in stories
and storytelling, but because the literature we read inevitably has an impact on our lives
(Connell, 2000; Greene, 1993; Rosenblatt, 1968/1995). Clandinin, Huber, Steeves, and Yi
(2011) explain
When we begin to engage in narrative inquiry, we need to be attentive to thinking with
stories in multiple ways, towards our stories, towards others’ stories, toward all the
social, institutional, cultural, familial, and linguistic narratives in which we are impeded
as well as towards what begins to emerge in the sharing of our lives and lives told (p.
34).
Using narrative inquiry can help explore how personal stories are being shared in the digital
space. This is particularly important as a call for acknowledgement of diverse voices and
experiences in all sectors of society, especially in classrooms and learning spaces. Clandinin &
Connelly (1998) explain “We see living an educated life as an ongoing process…For us,
education is interwoven with living and with the possibility of retelling our life stories” (pp.
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246-247). Education is not only understood as learning within a classroom, but within society,
through physical and distanced relationships. Huber, Caine, Huber, and Steeves (2013)
comment on the pedagogical possibilities of narrative inquiry, “We wonder, for example,
about the possibilities for storying and restorying ourselves and one another into being; we
wonder about new kinds of, or maybe forgotten or written over, obligations and ways of
interacting and responding to each other” (p. 216). The belief that one is made up of stories
brings into questions what kind of stories people take part in, including the literary texts that
help in making up our educational and personal experiences. Connell (2000) explains of
Rosenblatt’s (1938/1995) Literature as Exploration that “The goal of literary study is to
broaden students’ comprehension of the world through their experiences with humanly
significant works” (p. 32). A qualitative study into the communal reading experience and the
stories that result from the lived experience of reading and sharing literature is enacted in a
digital space where an understanding of community is expanded to members, viewers, and
lurkers, those who watch or read, yet do not respond through posting.
Digital spaces and networking are now part of the human experience and serve as
repositories for one’s experience and stories. Hand (2008) notes the way in which “our lived
experiences are technically shaped and ordered through historically specific machineries” (p.
6). He also points the various narratives that go with digitization, including public access to
information and archives, which change society’s way of thinking about memory. He explains
accounts of national culture and memory are made available through the development
of storage systems and retrieval techniques which can locate records and their relation
to other records, maintaining the integrity of their content (reliability) and their
unaltered meaning (authenticity) (Hand, 2008, p. 12).
The digital archive comes to create its own story which can be analyzed for meaning. This is
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especially important when thinking of how digital natives come to see the world and
themselves as they interact with each other and with technology within technological spaces.
Much of millennials’ and Generation Z will have their lives archived online. Parents and
teachers are at the front lines of helping students navigate these spaces and the information
found within (Palfrey & Gasser, 2011). In order to be active participants in these digital spaces,
parents, teachers, and researchers must acquaint themselves to the technology, apps, and
digital networks (Prensky, 2001a, 2001b, 2006) to help young learners navigate these spaces as
good digital citizens.
Reissmann (2008) also mentions the possibilities of using video in narrative inquiry to
understand research participants’ points of view. Video allows for participants to show their
own perspective of their lives (p. 172). Reissmann mentions how many video participants in
the study she analyzes use music and sets, much like BookTubers do in their videos. Reissman
(2008) observes “The larger lesson is clear – visual narratives, like oral and written ones, are
created for audiences, often blurring fact and fiction, the ‘natural’ and the scripted, the public,
and the private. Visual narratives create new fictions with public performances of a ‘personal’
self” (p. 178). Video stories have become an important format for conveying storied
experiences in a medium in which aids with validity if photos, diaries, and primary documents
are included with the participant’s story.
This qualitative research study analyzes the BookTube community, its participants and
viewers. Analyzing these data sources – BookTube videos content analysis, a video viewing log,
along with interviews with BookTubers - helped address the overarching question posed by
Ariel Bissett (2018) in her BookTube video which asked whether BookTube is educational. In
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understanding how BookTube uses the collective reading experience and supports a reading
community, literary researchers and educators may be able to harness the influence of the
BookTube community in their own classrooms. Understanding BookTube’s potentials for
educators could help to them to understand how to motivate and support readers in an
increasingly digital world.
The research questions explored for this study were the following:
1. What motivates BookTubers’ to participate in BookTube networked knowledge
communities (NKCs)?
2. How do participants engage and contribute in NKCs via shared book hauls (either
purchased or through the library), book recommendations, book chats on literary
analysis and themes, book tags (responding to a list of random questions posed by
another booktuber), reading challenges/read-a-longs, and meet-ups with other
creators, and film adaptations of books?
3. What is the relationship between BookTubers and their viewers’ reading habits?
4. How does BookTube reposition academic authority?
This study used narrative inquiry to understand booktubers’ personal experiences as readers,
meaning the literature that brought them into reading, how their reading has evolved over
time, and how BookTube influences their reading and interactions with other readers, namely
their viewers. I chose this research design because Rosenblatt’s explanation of transactional
reader response theory (1938/1995, 1978/1994) describes two kinds of readers, based on
their purpose and reaction to a literary work.
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Participants
In terms of sampling strategies, participants for this study were recruited based on my
own BookTube subscriptions. Collins, Ongwuegbuzie, and Jiao (2007) explain that a multitude
of purposive sampling schemes are used for research studies. Two primary sampling schemes
– criterion and convenience – were found appropriate. Criterion sampling was used as
booktubers who agreed to participate in the study were active in the subcommunity;
convenience sampling was used as targeted participants agreed to participate.
I currently subscribe to over two dozen BookTube channels. As the first part of this
study progressed, YouTube’s algorithm recommended channels to my feed. Many booktubers
provide their contact information or social media accounts in video descriptions or in their
channel’s About section. I contacted 11 BookTubers through their provided email address.
When email addresses were not provided, I used Goodreads’ internal messaging system. I
have been on Goodreads since 2012 and use the platform to regularly track my reading
progress, list the books I want to read (my TBR list), rate and review the books I have read, and
delight in general bookish culture. I contacted 8 BookTubers using Goodreads messaging, with
some of these overlapping email contact. I also contacted two BookTubers through Twitter’s
direct messaging (DM) system. Of the 15 BookTubers contacted for this project, five were
interviewed. Notably, none of the booktubers interviewed for this project create BookTube
videos as their full-time employment, as several mentioned having jobs during the course of
our interview or within the videos I watched as part of this research study.
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Table 2. Study Participants
Participant

Gender

pseudonym

First posted

Subscriber

Number of videos posted

video

count as of

on channel

March 2021
John

Male

January 2015

10,600

196

Christie

Female

July 2017

27, 400

653

Katherine

Female

June 2016

12, 400

205

Annelise

Female

June 2020

15, 700

81

Layla

Female

April 2015

7,070

994

John
John was the first to respond to my Goodreads message asking to participate in my
study. He is the oldest participant in this study at 50 years old. He is the son of Korean
immigrants, who lives in Canada where he works in the technology industry. His entrée into
reading came at a young age when his parents visited the library searching for books to help
them learn the English language.
As of this writing he has 10,600 subscribers and has 196 posted videos, the first posted
in January 2015 featured the comic Sex Criminals. His videos run the gamut of popular culture,
publishing, and reading culture, and due to the COVID 19 pandemic, more general content in
which he speaks to the audience.
He acknowledged during both our interviews that he reads mostly front-list titles,
meaning literary works that have recently been published. He also hosts a Discord channel for
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his viewers that functions like a message board for not only booktube-related content, but also
general discussion too. He explained during our first interview that Discord is similar to an
online message board site where members post messages, such as questions and responses.
The messages can include links to other social media networks, including YouTube videos,
screenshots, and memes. Discord was first used by video gamers to live stream their playing
and share gaming strategy but is now used by the internet at large. Anyone who signs up to
the Discord platform site or application can join a Discord. John also hosts a monthly book club
there.
Christie
Christie was also one of the first to respond to my Goodreads message requesting
participation in this study. She noted during my first interview with her that she has always
been a reader, a trend which continued through primary and secondary education, and
through her university studies. She has a master’s in literature, where her thesis focused on
bonnet rippers.3 She has 653 videos on her channel; the first video was her BookTube
introduction video posted in July 2017.
Her channel features a mix of literary genres. She admitted in our first interview that
she is largely known for her diverse reading content and for the sheer quantity of books she
reads – she admitted that she does not watch TV during our first interview. Her channel
attracts 27,000 subscribers. Her channel features videos based on book hauls, monthly reading
wrap-ups, but she also uploads videos based on literary analysis. For example, one video

3

Weaver-Zercher (2013) describes bonnet rippers as Christian-themed romance novels often involving an Amish
female character (paras. 4-5).
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focuses on her favorite literary tropes, while another argues why historical accuracy is
garbage. As of late, she has hosted several live-stream videos in which she speaks on current
happenings and trends specific to reading and the BookTube community. One such live stream
featured another participant in this study in which they spoke of BookTube’s own conflicts.
Katherine
Katherine responded to an email request for participation in this study. She lives in
New York where she works for a book publisher. She admitted to being a life-long reader who
was influenced by her high school English teacher. She majored in comparative literature in
college which lends to her preference for East European literature. She also works in the
publishing industry working with translated texts especially those from Eastern Europe.
Her first video, a tag video featuring the classics, was posted in August 2017. As of this
writing she has 12, 400 subscribers to her channel which features 205 posted videos. Her first
videos focused on book hauls, favorite books, and book recommendations, but she expanded
to books about reading culture. For example, in one video she questions the cost of reading
too much and in another she talks about her work in publishing. She explained in her second
interview that she focuses her videos not for views, but on the videos she wants to film, the
conversations she wants to have.
Annelise (& Winston)
Annalise also responded to my email requesting participation in this study. She one of
the newest booktubers in this study, as she began her channel in June 2020 during the COVID19 lockdown in her area. She is a military spouse currently living in Italy. In her second
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interview, she revealed that she began her channel after being part of BookTwitter and
Bookstagram, platforms in which she still takes part.
Her channel currently boasts 15, 700 subscribers and has 81 uploaded videos. Her
video uploads span book hauls, tags, channels, and TBR videos, but she is mostly known in the
BookTube community for revealing book culture drama. Her video series on book drama
reveals not only booktubers behaving badly, but also conflicts within the writing and
publishing communities that would impact consumers. Her videos nearly-always include her
dog, who also appears in her channel’s logo.
Layla
I discovered this participant after posting a message on a book club to which I belong
on Facebook. She is also a military spouse living in North Carolina. Her channel is also relatively
small in comparison to other participants’ channels, with 7, 070 subscribers and 994 videos.
Her first video posted in January 2015 was her introduction into BookTube. She discovered
BookTube after creating her first YouTube channel focused on scrapbooking.
Her channel features TBR videos, tags, wrap-ups, and hauls. She also noted in our
second interview her friends’ influence on her channel, as they have created an original weekly
series based on a specific topic. She also explained how her daughter, a middle schooler, had
begun to influence her reading choices.
Setting & Context
Research for this study was completed entirely online, as BookTube is an online
community and its content creators spread throughout the world. The video viewing phase of
research occurred solely on YouTube with videos being logged on an Excel document as an
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artifact. Interviews were conducted entirely through Zoom. Transcriptions were created using
Otter.ai.
Research Instruments
I developed the instruments for this study to help me organize the data and to easily
compare material. I created the video viewing log (Appendix B) to organize video information.
I charted this data through an Excel spreadsheet. The information included the date I watched
the video, the date of the video’s original upload date, the title, the video’s run time, the
booktuber’s screen name, a short descriptor tag to summarize the video’s genre, the video’s
setting, and the video’s link. I originally created a video viewing guide for the initial close
viewing analyses but found that I could track the pertinent information through the viewing
log and the video’s transcript. The 16 videos, roughly 10% of the total videos watched for this
project, were chosen out of the video viewing log for close viewing analysis.
For the close viewing analysis, I chose videos which I felt responded to the study’s
research questions. I also selected videos if I felt they showed important aspects of the
booktuber’s life, reading experience, or reader response, as this study uses Rosenblatt’s
transactional reader response theory (Rosenblatt, 1938/1994, 1968/1995) as a part of its
theoretical framework and narrative inquiry as its research methodology. Of note are videos
which critique the BookTube community and offer the viewer an insider’s look into how the
community functions, especially with regards to communal reading (Berg, 2011; Sedo, 2011).
I chose Otter.ai to transcribe videos for the close viewing portion of this study because the
iPhone app and Cloud were easily accessible to import video recordings, create a transcription,
store the transcriptions, and export the transcribed video text to a Word document. Once
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videos were chosen, I used the Otter.ai iPhone app to record it from my laptop. The
transcriptions were then exported to a Word document. I watched the video again to check
the transcription for accuracy, sometimes using YouTube’s close captioning to ensure the
correct wording. The resulting transcript was used for coding.
Data Collection
I analyzed approximately 166 BookTube videos posted by a diverse sampling of
booktubers in order to understand booktubers as readers, content creators, and the planning
and thinking that occur behind the scenes. I also analyzed the literary reading that forms the
basis of BookTube’s video content. Although it was not a primary data source, I also followed
booktubers’ social media accounts. Following booktubers’ social media helped me
understanding the complex networks that BookTube, as their reading lives often are a part of
their postings on these platforms (Haupt, 2019a; Pratidina, 2021; Sorensen & Mara, 2014;
Thomas, 2021). Interviews with booktubers helped me to understand how booktubers came
into the BookTube community, how BookTube has informed and influenced their reading lives,
and the important issues which they feel impact this growing subcommunity. Put together, the
data sources helped me understand content creators as readers who participate in a
networked reading community. In this chapter, I will describe how I examined booktubers’
reading lives through extensive viewing of BookTube content. Through these viewings I came
to understand how they reveal their reading lives to their viewers. I then specifically focused
on 16 videos in which booktubers reveal their reading habits and their reading experiences,
which was also explored through interviews with five booktubers.
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This study was conducted in two parts to help me understand the BookTube
community as a whole, while also understanding an individual booktuber’s experience as a
reader and as a content creator. First, I conducted a content analysis of approximately 162
videos over the fall semester of 2020 (September 2020 to January 2021) a total of 11 hours, 28
minutes and 41 seconds total running time. The videos’ original posting dates spanned from
2014 to 2021. I kept a video viewing log with an Excel sheet noting the date I watched the
video, the original upload date, its title, the booktuber’s name or screenname, video’s genre,
the booktuber’s screenname, the video’s run time, the setting, and a link to the video. I also
transcribed, using Otter.ai, sixteen videos from the video viewing log which I felt better helped
me understand a booktuber’s reading experience or BookTube as a community or culture.
Transcripts were double-checked for accuracy, to create codes, and to determine common
themes.
In the study’s second part, I used the sixteen transcribed videos and looked at the
booktuber’s interaction with viewers via the video’s content, as booktubers often mention
their viewers’ influence upon their reading habits noted in a video. Viewers can be categorized
as casual viewers, sometimes called lurkers, who only view the content. Viewers who leave a
comment in the video’s comment section become commenters. Several booktubers have
patreons, in the tradition of wealthier patrons supporting artists who then create work in
honor of the patron. Patreon’s site description on Google explains “Patreon is a membership
platform that makes it easy for artists and creators to get paid” (Patreon, 2021). In 2013,
YouTube created its own program in which content creators could create members-only
content for viewers who pay for certain levels of access (BBC, 2013). Both Patreon and
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YouTube have tiered payment options, in which viewers who pay more receive more benefits,
or access, to a content creator. These benefits can include access to special videos or access to
a livestream hosted by the content creator. These patreons have varying degrees of input as to
what booktubers read each month, as they pay for special access to exclusive material to
which non-paying viewers cannot access.
The study’s third data source was interviews with five booktubers who were
questioned on their reading experience and their experience in and with the BookTube
community. Interviews were split into two distinct foci. The first interview explored the
booktuber’s reading life including their experiences reading in school. This interview was based
on five questions which were rooted in the study’s research questions. The second interview
concentrated on the booktuber’s interactions as a content creator on YouTube. The interview
questions were meant to examine how they created content, what inspired them to take part
on the platform, and their outlook on community’s future. I also asked them to explain if and
how they believed BookTube was educational and how BookTube could be used in educational
settings.
Data Analysis
Multiple processes and content analysis of data were used to establish credibility,
validity and reliability of the data sources used for this study. This included extensive
involvement with the data, the analysis, triangulating the data, and speaking with fellow
researchers who understood my study. I analyzed my data sources to create a list of patterns
of similar reading experiences and habits, viewer engagement, and understandings about
BookTube and its culture. Data for this study included a video viewing log, content analysis and
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transcripts of 16 BookTube videos based on the View Viewing Log, transcripts of 5 two-part
interviews with five booktubers, and reflective notes of both the data and continued research
for the literature review.
Data analysis consisted of four stages: writing analytic memos of the data, a first coding
cycle, second coding cycle, and post-coding wherein the study’s codes were transformed into
five major themes (Saldaña, 2021). The first stage consisted of organizing and checking the
transcripts of the sixteen videos I chose for the close-viewing content analysis, and 10 total
interview transcripts. I completed a line-by-line analysis following Saldaña’s (2021) method for
coding. I open coded these transcripts by organizing the data into readable chunks and
annotating the text with reflective notes. I also highlighted important passages that helped me
understand the BookTuber as a reader and as a content creator. I also looked for passages
which answered the study’s research questions. Doing so helped me understand the
similarities and contrasts between their reading experiences and their interactions with and
within the BookTube community, including with their viewers. I then created a codebook
based on codes revealed through the data sources. Similar and redundant codes were
combined and collapsed to create a list of categories for the final code book. Categories were
added based on the patterns which appeared. Category names were created based on shared
characteristics of codes (Saldaña, 2021, p. 9-10). Emergent themes were based upon central
ideas from established studies on BookTube.
Coding
Codes are words and phrases which symbolize data (Saldaña, 2021, p. 5). My first
phase of coding used initial coding within the transcripts as I annotated the transcribed text.
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As I read, transcribed, and organized the transcripts, I tried to note where subject changes
occurred or, during interviews, where I asked questions or interviewees veered off topic,
either prompted by my response or their own thinking.
The second coding phase involved more focus coding and descriptive coding within the
organized transcripts (Saldaña, 2021). From the close viewing and interviews, I noted key
words and highlighted participants’ and interviewees’ words which helped me understand
their experiences with reading and with BookTube. The codes in this research were based on
annotations and passages from the transcripts which helped me understand BookTubers as
readers and content creators. Through multiple readings of transcripts, I created an outline of
codes lists for each data piece which was then compared, contrasted, and collapsed, or
deleted based on their frequency amongst the data as a whole. I used existing research, my
research questions, and interview questions to form the eventual categories. As an added
reliability measure, I sought out a second rater to code 20% of my data transcriptions, with an
agreement of at least 80% to compare the consistency of codes. Once completed, I developed
themes across the three central data sources.
Table 3. Coding Instances
Theme

Category

Code

Code instances

Early Reading leads

Childhood reading

Parental guidance

22

to life-long reading

School reading

Peers

6

Adult reading

Friends and family

36

in adulthood
Table cont’d
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Theme

Category

Code

Code instances

Literacy

Adults

Friends/family who

35

Sponsorship

read
Peers

Viewers

14

Online networks

Friends in online

7

network/s who
read
Diverse Reading –

Diverse genres

Breadth & Depth

Learning about new 35
authors or genres

Diverse

Learning from

opinions/viewpoints

other content

25

creators or viewers
Different experiences

Learning via

26

reading
Networked

Reading communities

Bookstagram

Reading

on other social

BookTwitter

networks

GoodReads

Exchanges with

Collaborations

content creators

Digital apps

Table cont’d
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37

35

Theme

Category

Code

Code instances

Mentioning other

Inspiration from

12

Booktubers

other booktubers’
content

Counternarratives Under-represented

Diversity of voices

content creators

and experiences

Under-represented

Classics

genres

Science Fiction

10

28

Fantasy
Pressures within

Drama

19

BookTube community

Positionality
Maynes, Pierce, and Laslett (2008/2012) explain that researchers must identify their
proximity to their research in order to explain biases which may impact an interpretation of
the data or research participants. Positionality is an important part in conveying honesty in a
research study. I am an avid reader, an identity which lead me to my career as an English
teacher. Through my interactions with reading and reader culture on social media platforms,
including blogs and Goodreads, I discovered BookTube in 2012, during my first year of
teaching, a particularly rough year. I have never created a BookTube video, nor responded to
one through commenting, but I have used BookTube to find new titles, authors, and genres
which have expanded my understandings of literature. I am active on the Goodreads platform,
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which I joined in January 2012, likely after I discovered BookTube. Through my use of
Goodreads, following authors, booktubers, libraries, and educational researchers in English
education and young adult literature on social media, I am part of a networked knowledge
community. Much of what I have discovered through interacting with the BookTube NKC as a
viewer has informed my teaching and my literary and educational research. Although I have a
Master’s in Comparative Literature, BookTube provided me with a variety of readers and
reading experiences to bring into my own reading life. I bring my experiences as a teacher,
reader, literary scholar, and BookTube viewer into this research project.
Limitations
The limitations of this study occurred across geographical and social media access, as
BookTube is noted as being a fluid space as is all social media which is unbound by time and
physical space (Gurung, 2014). As I am not a member of the main book-centered social media
platforms such as BookTube, BookTwitter, and Bookstagram, I was virtually unknown to many
of my participants. BookTube is noted as being a white, middle-class, female-dominated
subcommunity (Doggett, 2019b; Perkins, 2017; Birke & Ferhle, 2018). This perhaps explains
why only one male interviewee took part in this study and two interviewees were non-White.
Given the community’s small size, snowball sampling brought one of the five interviewees. The
remainder of the participants were chosen through purposeful sampling, as I watched videos
for the first phase of this study and found their videos responding to my research questions or
my own queries about BookTube’s culture. These booktubers were contacted through the
email addresses provided on their YouTube pages or through Goodreads’ messaging system.
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As noted by several researchers, BookTube is a female-dominated community of
readers; therefore, male content creators make up a minority of booktubers (Albrecht, 2017;
Perkins, 2017). In order to attempt a representative sample of male booktubers, I contacted 7
male content creators, but John was the sole respondent to my interview request.
Delimitations
Delimitations are characteristics which “limited the scope and defined the boundaries
of your study” (Simon & Goes, 2013, p. 2). Due to BookTube’s smallness as a subcommunity,
several BookTubers knew each other or of each other prior to this study, as evidenced by
several collaborations between them that occurred during data collection or data analysis.
Therefore, I had little knowledge, unless explicitly stated in an interview, if booktubers knew
each other or spoke of this study amongst the community to derive answers to my interview
questions. As noted in several interviews, BookTubers participate in several public and private
group chats and messaging platforms, only one of which I had access to, an interviewee’s
Discord channel, in which he noted his involvement in my study and posed the interview
questions to his Discord membership.
All BookTube content creators for this study have established BookTube channels,
although one created her channel during the COVID-19 pandemic but has amassed a large
subscriber count in the five months she has been active in the community. BookTubers use
numerous social media channels and platforms to connect to their viewers and other
booktubers. While I attempted to follow their social media interactions, which became
overwhelming, which Jenkins, Ito, and boyd’s (2016) term “information overload;” (p. 98)
therefore, I chose to focus solely on my interviewees’ BookTube channels as a data source.
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When relevant I have included screenshots of specific instances of viewer interactions,
examples of BookTube culture, or reading statistics to provide context to my arguments. Using
Ariel Bissett’s video “Is BookTube Educational?” (2018), I used many of the points she used
detailing her interactions in BookTube and its effect on her literary studies to examine
booktubers as readers and content creators in order to determine BookTube’s potential for
educators and literary researchers.
In this chapter I have described my study’s research methodology including its
participants, sampling, data collection and data analysis. I have included key terms to
understanding BookTube and its content creators, booktubers, per previous studies. I have
detailed the theoretical frameworks which helped me understand reading and the collective
reading experience specific to social media networks as spaces of knowledge production. I
have described my research design, the study’s setting, and my positionality as a teacher,
literary scholar, and participant-observer of BookTube as a reader. In the next chapter I will
explain how the study’s three main data sources were analyzed and coded in order to
understand common themes which occurred in the research of BookTube as a community and
the booktubers who take part in it.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of my research study through an examination and
analysis based on BookTube videos and interviews with content creators. The purpose of this
qualitative study is to determine BookTube’s possible uses in education and within literary
study based on booktubers’ reading lives as explained through videos and interview
transcripts. This study also looked at how interactions between booktubers in and out of the
BookTube community to help explain the collective reading experience on social media
platforms.
In order to understand booktubers as readers and content creators, data was collected
through the creation of a video viewing log of 166 BookTube videos, out of those videos,
sixteen were selected for close viewing analysis to understand specific booktuber’s reading
habits, viewer interactions, and experience within BookTube. Based on these findings, and
after securing approval from my university’s Institutional Review Board, I requested interviews
with approximately fifteen BookTube content creators, five of whom agreed to be interviewed
twice as part of this project. Throughout this research, I made reflective notes during
transcription of my own responses and quandaries as a researcher about BookTube’s approach
to literature and literary analysis and where it could fit in classrooms at various levels.
The constant-comparative method (Patton, 2003) was used throughout my data
collection to understand major concepts occurring across BookTube as a community. I
transcribed videos for the close viewing analysis while I interviewed in order to reference
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relevant topics with my interviewees, as BookTube is constantly changing (Sorensen & Mara,
2014). I also transcribed the first set of interviews so they would be member-checked before
setting up a second interview.
An understanding of these concepts also formed through continuously reading for the
literature review, as numerous studies were published during data collection based upon
BookTube as an online community of literature enthusiasts. Continuous research reading for
the literature review helped me understand the most current research surrounding BookTube
and booktubers. I created alerts on Google Scholar for BookTube and booktuber. The majority
of writing based on BookTube from November 2020 to May 2021 was not in English. The
English-language articles that were published have been incorporated into the literature
review.
In this chapter, I will present the five major themes I discovered through watching
BookTube videos, the close analysis viewing of a portion of those videos, and two interviews
with five booktubers which helped me understand booktubers’ lives as readers and content
creators and how they believed BookTube was educational. In proposing these themes, I have
come to understand the stories that bring booktubers into the BookTube community, the
impact the community has upon its content creators as readers, and how educators can bring
their enthusiasm and critiques of literature and reading culture into their classrooms.
Themes
Themes from the video viewing log, close viewing content analysis, and the interviews
with booktubers revealed five major themes across the data sources: life-long reading, literacy
sponsorship, diverse reading, networked reading, and counternarratives which impact the
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BookTube community, booktubers as readers and booktubers as content creators on
BookTube.
Early Reading Leads to Life-long Reading
In nearly all the data collected for this study, booktubers mentioned a lifelong love of
reading and literature. Childhood reading habits spilled over onto later genre preferences as
booktubers grew into adulthood. Many described how early readings of Harry Potter (Rowling,
1997-2007), The Hunger Games (Collins, 2008-2010), and Divergent (Roth, 2012-2014) series in
the early 2000s to 2010s began their love of the fantasy genre, series, and brought them into
adult reading.
John revealed in his interview that his reading habits derived from his parents’ desire to learn
English, which lead to frequent trips to the library.
So very much Anglophones and part of that was going to the library on a regular basis.
Each weekend, we’d go, and it's funny, because a lot of it was just …I never even went
downstairs (to fiction) because my dad was always up in, like, nonfiction. Like in the
stacks, you know, the 700s and stuff like all of that.
And at home, there's always books, and always in the back of the books, sheets of
paper, where my parents were completely, my dad, especially, just so curious about
Western idioms, because these are things that just don't translate well like ‘kick the
bucket’ or ‘head over the heels,’ right? And. so they would write that down with sort of
a Korean translation. And same with larger words that didn't come across, like
conflagration that they typed, or whatever, and they would sort of write the Korean
equivalent. And so this sort of understanding of the importance of words, down even
to the word level is something that was important in our household and in our family.
And so it's just one of those things that by osmosis, I also was very much into, and as
far as reading goes, and the importance of words, books, and it just sort of progressed
from there.
John’s parents desire to assimilate and acculturate into Anglophone society in their
small town resulted in his being surrounded by literature, which also lead him to study English
at the university level.
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Katherine, too, also had parental support and modeling of reading habits while growing
up, which contributed to a life-long love of reading. She notes that reading was part of a
variety of activities in which she took part in during her childhood, but reading was a favorite.
I think for…I have a pretty common story in that, my parents loved reading, and they
they love teaching us to read and reading with us every night. You know, very
traditional family setup. And reading was always my favorite thing growing up, but
there can be that, that idea of the bookworm who does nothing else, which is an
interesting stereotype to me, because I have three siblings, and all four of us, reading
was just another thing that we loved doing.
Katherine also transferred her reading habits into formal study as she majored in Comparative
Literature at university. She has professionalized her literary studies as she now works in
publishing, a topic which often appears in her videos’ content.
Christie also presented an interesting case of beginning literacy, as she pointed out that
her parents also supported her early reading, but she was also influenced by her peers and
school environment.
And actually, I just realized this most of my friends read a lot, I think, in general. It was
one of the only kinds of media that was widely-approved of so or maybe just
dispositionally, I don't know, but most of the people in my kind of cohort we were all
deep readers.
There was a certain level of, like you, if you weren't reading recreationally, like you
were dumb, which is harsh, but, like, that was kind of seen as a part of being a smart
person, I guess in our school. So everybody kind of had their own things they were
reading. It didn't necessarily have to be super, like fancy or, like, advanced things, but
mostly just like yeah, like you. Why wouldn't you be reading something on the side?
That's just something we should be doing.
John also mentioned that his friends were readers and writers, but it was not as wide-spread
as Christie’s peer group, especially as she links reading habits with intelligence or a reasonable
action for students at her school. She also shared that her conservative Christian school also
advocated for personal devotional reading, which could have led to Christie being an
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omnivorous reader at an early age, a label which she identifies closely to now and is even part
of her personal branding.
Literacy Sponsorship
All five of my interviewees admitted to being brought into reading by a literacy
sponsor.
Brandt (2007) describes literacy sponsors as
…figures who turned up most typically in people’s memories of literacy learning:
older relatives, teachers, priests, supervisors, military officers, editors,
influential authors….Sponsors, as I have come to think of them, are any agents,
local or distant, concrete or abstract, who enable, support, teach, model, as
well as recruit regulate, suppress or withhold literacy – and gain advantage by it
in some way (p. 167).
The interviewees noted their parents as their first sponsors of literacy; although several named
a crucial English teacher who cemented their role as a reader within the classroom, who
somehow did not suck the joy out of reading but inspired the content creators to deeply
consider the texts they encounter.
John explained his high school English teacher’s role in helping him explore English and
reading as more than just a school subject. John later obtained an undergraduate degree in
English.
And having that nurture to, again, much like everyone, I have that critical teacher in
high school, that sort of opened my eyes to the power of reading as well, right?
Because, yeah, it is just that one person. He was an Oxford scholar that came in was
teaching…I know, right? …Teaching in our high school, and just having a profound
impact as far as what reading could be, and what English could be.
Katherine also shared a similar experience she had with her high school English teacher, which
was especially enlightening given that she was surrounded by classmates who were not as
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enthusiastic about classic literature as she was. In fact, Katherine noted that throughout her
school years, she always had teachers who were enthusiastic when speaking of literature.
One flashpoint that I had in an English class that I think, I could say that it directly led in
a lot of ways to loving and understanding classics better. It was, it was Pride and
Prejudice (Austen, 1813/2019) for me, but it was a specific interaction with this, the
same teacher, [name redacted] in 10th grade, where we had read the first section and
she said to the class, ‘Why doesn't Elizabeth like Mr. Darcy?’ and we're all being kind of
quiet. And then it just hit me, and I said, ‘Because he didn't want to dance with her,’
and she was like, ‘Yes, she doesn't like him because he didn't want to dance with her.’
Katherine noted in her response to her favorite genres that she likes Regency-era romances.
She also features a classics-to-contemporary comparison series on her channel. Lastly, she
during our second interview, she shared her plan to film a video sharing her opinions about
the Bridgerton (Robinson, 2020-) series that was recently released on Netflix and was an
adaptation of Julia Quinn’s Regency-era romance series (2000-2021).
In both John and Katherine’s experiences, their English teachers encouraged them as
readers through classroom interactions, including reading classics. Both spoke enthusiastically
about their former teachers. Katherine even remembered specific units of study and texts she
read in class. The passion that the interviewees’ parents and teachers had, as demonstrated
specifically by John and Katherine’s responses, show that having an enthusiastic reader-asteacher can have a profound impact on a person’s reading life.
BookTubers themselves are literacy sponsors for their viewers through their
recommendations, reviews, literary analysis, and critique of reading culture. The sponsorship
role takes on a different angle when a booktuber has their content monetized, by reaching a
certain subscriber count. The sponsorship roles become an exchange rather than a relationship
based on mentoring. Some booktubers have sought sponsorship from their viewers, through
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programs like Patreon, in which viewers and/or subscribers can become patrons, paying a
varying monthly fee, to access separate, privileged content. Several BookTubers who were
watched as part of the larger video viewing log and the close-viewing analysis have Patreons.
Their patrons have varying levels of linkages to the booktuber’s reading habits, which also links
to one of the research questions for this study, the influence between booktuber and viewers.
Emma (Drinking by My Shelf) has a book club for her patrons where they pick a book to read
together. Some booktubers have schemes wherein their patrons choose a book for the
booktuber to read and review, which therein become part of the channel’s content, or it may
even be privatized for patrons-only viewing.
None of the interviewees for this project have Patreons as of this writing. Christie
mentioned her sponsorship with an eyeglasses company and being a book reviewer for The
Jane Austen Society’s (Jenner, 2020) upcoming publication, both of which she believed were
honest, as she wears glasses and gave an honest review of the book. John was sent a book
lamp by a company. He reviewed the lamp in a video on his channel. His video does not
disclose a paid endorsement, so one can infer he was gifted it by the company. Annalise,
another interviewee, includes her affiliate links to Bookshop.org, an online bookstore, linked in
her videos’ descriptions with the disclaimer “I will earn a commission if you click through and
make a purchase.”
Diverse Reading – Breadth & Depth
BookTube as a community prides itself on being inclusive. While there are niches for
discerning readers wanting to stick with a certain genre, author, or literary trope, many
readers use BookTube to discover new favorites across genres, authors, themes, and tropes.
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All five interviewees admitted to using BookTube to find new reading content, but
many went past a cursory explanation. They noted that they used BookTube to diversify their
reading lists. Several admitted to following literary award prize long and short lists. Some of
the booktubers I followed in my viewing log have been judges for literary prizes, their status
later revealed through a BookTube video.
Katherine revealed in her interview that her entrée into BookTube was through the
Women’s Prize longlist and her opinions about the longlist. Her Comparative Literature
background also shines through as she advocates for translated literature, specifically Victorian
and Eastern European literature, on her channel.
So even for someone like me, who already knew that I loved the Victorian
period from studying it in English class, I don't know if I ever would have gotten
around to reading Trollope without seeing reviews of him on BookTube, and
now, he's one of my absolute favorite authors, not just favorite Victorian
authors.
So I don't, I can't really think about who I would be without having discovered
these people's specific works, essentially.
Katherine’s response demonstrates the reader response that she had when reading books she
and authors she discovered through BookTube. (Katherine also mentions epic-fantasy writer
Robin Hobb). Katherine also was well-researched in her recommendation of other prize lists,
noting the Michael L. Printz Award for young adult literature, the Nebula for science fiction,
the Booker and International Booker Prizes. In doing so, she proves herself a trusted source of
diverse literature through her knowledge of reading culture outside of the United States and
English-speaking world.
John noted that he turns to BookTube for its diversity of voices within and about
literature something that has transferred into his reading habits.
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…when I'm talking about books on BookTube, it's nice to come at it from an angle, and
sort of explore the book within the context of the culture, and how it fits within the
culture right now, and so the new releases are doing that and a lot of the issues that
are obviously, at front and center, as far as social media goes around, you know,
indigenous voices about Black authors, Asian Pacific authors, things like that. There's,
there's a lot more of that conversation going on, so I've seen myself shift in that sense
and be a little bit more conscious about what I'm consuming as well.
Of particular note is his advocacy for Korean and translated literature and Canadian literature.
His channel features videos on the 41st Toronto International Festival of Books, an Unboxing of
Korean books in translation, and videos on the BookTube prize, the community’s own literary
prize. In one of his latest videos as of this writing, he shares his opinions and reading of the
CBC 2021 Canada Read’s list.
Reading recommendations and reviews are central to BookTube’s video genres.
Through the interviews for this project, I discovered that they do have a positive impact on
viewers who may or may not be content creators themselves. While BookTube can often focus
on the same titles, genres, authors, and series, within the community, it does show how
strong an influence booktubers have on viewers’ reading habits.
Networked Reading
The booktubers watched and interviewed for this study advocate for reading on
multiple social networks and mediums. They draw recommendations from fellow booktubers,
mass media, and, most notably, from their viewers. Through social media, collective reading
becomes networked reading, as readers share recommendations, opinions, and analyses
through a variety of online platforms.
Booktubers seek to create and share knowledge through series on specific genres,
authors, tropes, and issues impacting reading culture. In doing so, they inspire their fellow
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booktubers, viewers, and subscribers to engage with them in talking about literature, its place
in their lives, and the impact it has on their daily experience, which often includes dilemmas
about problematic readings.
Annalise in particular has taken on BookTube’s culture, literary culture, publishing, and
problematic authors through a series on her channel. A network of sources on BookTwitter
provide her with content for this series, which she provides commentary on, and then requests
responses from her viewers in the videos’ comments section. Many booktubers prompt
questions in their videos, especially at the end, to encourage discussion in the comments
section. Several of Annaliese’s viewers shared their appreciation for the work that she does to
create content. One viewer shared “You very clearly do the research (and show us the
receipts), you call out the BS, and you also note you are open for feedback. Thank you for
putting forth the emotional labor to call out the racism in the book industry and community”
Through the series, she provides knowledge to make viewers more aware of issues that impact
reading culture, allowing readers to curate elements of their reading lives.
Interestingly, the most apparent form of BookTube being a networked knowledge
community occurred before John’s first interview with me. He shared my interview questions
with his Discord subscribers; therefore, he positioned himself as not only a booktuber, but an
intermediary for other content creators. (NB: I do not know if his users are also booktubers,
but several referenced or linked BookTube content in their responses). One subscriber
explained “I’ve done videos on middlegrade [sic] books and they are some of my most
popular/highest watch counts…on the flip side I’ve also had kids literally leave comments
asking me to help them with their reading homework because they didn’t read and want me to
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answer the comprehension questions.” She also explained “I treat it as more of a tool for
parents and educators. My reviews are more for them than aimed at the kids. Like there are
book similar to this popular one that your kids might be interested in or here are the new
released that have educational value for educators/librarians to think of adding to their
collections.” John responded “So there is an opportunity for curation and directing attention
more broadly outside of what the ‘traditional curriculum might afford” Another user
commented “I just went to pull up my review of a book that I posted with teachers and
librarians in mind.” A third subscriber added “It could be fun to get kids who may not enjoy
writing out book reports to make a booktube review video of it.” Booktubers are already
creating content for educational stakeholders. The original respondent to John’s question
shared “I would happily make content for teachers to use. Since part of what I do is already
aimed at them.” This left me wondering if these videos are being used by educators, librarians,
parents, and young readers, which is a question that John asked his subscribers, too. John’s
interactions with his Discord subscribers shows how a networked knowledge community
works to create answers for problems stemming outside of a platform. He also
Misty of BookRat Misty uses her blog in tandem with her YouTube channel to promote
specific authors, blog tours of upcoming published titles, and a series that is near to her,
Austen in August (AIA). In bringing Jane Austen to several social media platforms, she creates a
network knowledge community based on the cult of Jane Austen (Johnson, 2000; Johnson,
2012). During Austen in August she provides thirty-one days of linked content to fellow
bloggers, booktubers, authors, and excerpts from Jane Austen Society of North America’s
journal, Persuasions (Benson, 1989; Ray, 1993). She creates a space where passionate
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amateurs and Austen scholars come together to share enthusiastic learning about Austen. She
also advocates for rereading of Austen’s work, as for the first six years of Austen in August
centered upon re-readings of Austen’s six main novels. In her 2019 series, she reconsiders her
initial and evolving interpretations of Austen’s characters, showing how her life experience has
changed her interpretations of Austen’s heroines and villains.
Counternarratives
Going along with BookTube’s diversity of voices and reading experiences some
surprising counternarratives appeared during my viewings, interviews, and analysis. I was
surprised at the number of adults within the BookTube community. While BookTube is known
for promoting, recommending, and reviewing young adult literature (de Leon, 2018; Hughes,
2017; Lo, 2020; Perkins, 2017); most of its content creators are adults and the majority create
content as a passion project rather than a career, which John and Christie both mentioned
during their second interview (Birke & Fehrle, 2021). I was also surprised that BookTube is
unafraid of revealing its own conflicts and controversies. As with any community, drama is
expected, but BookTube is nonplussed at calling out its problems, even when it comes to
fellow booktubers, publishing, and authors. These content creators demonstrate awareness of
their role in the BookTube community towards its subscribers and viewers.
During my second interview, Katherine brought up her experience in publishing,
critiquing author advances depending on the genre. She covered her take on the publishing
industry in a video on her channel and referenced it as well during our conversation.
He and I both work in publishing, and we did a video where we answered people's
questions about our specific publishing jobs.
There are a lot of things that I would say in response to questions that people have for
me, but I also have really complicated thoughts about the industry, and, of course,
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when you're on the inside, you see the amazing things that people would never be
privy to, and you also see all of the cracks and flaws, and the…the ugliness. You see the
ugliness of this industry as well and I think it would be hard for me to make an honest
video about publishing, one that I thought was worthy of being put up on BookTube
and still be employable.
Katherine, along with several other BookTubers viewed for this study are employed in
the publishing industry in a variety of roles, including being part of publishers’ YouTube
channels. Her insight on the “cracks and flaws” gives her viewers revelations about the
industry behind the vibrant covers and words on the page that BookTube viewers come to the
community to enjoy. Katherine, like Annalise, provides viewers with an insider’s view of
reading culture outside of BookTube, yet, as shown in Chapter 2, publishing relies on
booktubers as reading influencers. Interestingly, several content creators have been able to
negotiate both their work and publishing and their roles as content creators. Her response
shows that booktubers understand that part of their role as literary sponsors (Brandt, 2007) is
to make their audience aware of the benefits and backlash that occur with reading. While
BookTube prides itself on expanding viewers’ reading tastes, they will call out problematic
authors, publishers, and content creators.
Furthermore, booktubers also critique their own community. In one of her book culture
news videos, Annelise noted BookTube’s issues with The Reading Rush 2020, hosted by
booktuber Ariel Bissett – the same booktuber who brought up this dissertation’s central
question – and her cohost Raeleen Lemay. The event was a week-long readathon occurring
from July 20-26, 2020 with an assortment of prompts, corresponding events, and general
literary enthusiasm. Their announcement of the event’s common read, Kiley Ried’s (2019) Such
a Fun Age, a book that is centered upon conflicted Black-White relationships and performative
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allyship, was announced on Juneteenth, the annual holiday celebrating the ending of chattel
slavery in the United States (Brown, 2016). Yet, the event was also plagued by what Morris
(2020) labels as performative allyship, which she noted occurred throughout BookTube in the
wake of George Floyd’s murder in June 2020. She explains
In the wake of Floyd’s murder, booktubers flooded on their channels and Instagrams to
do one or both of the following:
1. Address their role in upholding white supremacy through what and how they
consume – and the content they produce.
2. Promote Black-authored books and Booktubers of colour.
(Morris, 2020, para. 4)
Annalise points out in her video that Bissett and Lemay’s failure to both read the book and
acknowledge their error was poor form towards their viewers and the reading community at
large, but also a failure in promoting a book that speaks largely to the current social conflicts.
Annalise also says that Book Twitter specifically called out Bissett for her numerous missteps in
running the event. Throughout Annalise’s video, she provides linkages to other social media
users through screenshots and links in the video’s description, to fortify her points. In doing so,
she shows the broad reach of BookTube’s power as a subcommunity.
The codes revealed in the interviews showed that the booktubers are invested in
reading culture and find community in BookTube. The codes follow a reader’s life. Reading in
childhood leads to life-long reading habits, which has led four out of the five interviewees for
this project to pursue literature-related studies at the university level. Their reading habits
were fostered by literacy sponsors, a role which they now take on for their readers. Because of
their interactions with BookTube, they have sought out new reading experiences through
diverse reading choices. Their interactions within BookTube have permitted and encouraged
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them to take part in reading across social media platforms and through digital communications
such as group chats, which shows the fluidness of BookTube as a networked knowledge
community. Two interviewees interacted with each other on BookTube through video
collaborations. BookTube also is a space for counternarratives both literary and when speaking
of reading culture. While BookTube began with advocating young adult literature (Perkins,
2017; Lo, 2020, Birke & Fehrle, 2018, p. 77), booktubers are now diversifying the genres in
which they read. The diversification may be their attempts to make their own mark in the
BookTube community as the ”go-to” source for a specific author, literary genre, or trope, but
may also be the result of taking part in BookTube and other literary-centered social media.
Booktubers are informed by each other and by their viewers, as seen through several calls on
videos for recommendations to be shared in the video’s comment section. BookTubers are
both inspired by and inspirational to each other and their viewers in pursuing a well-read life. I
will now return to this study’s research questions to show how the three data sources
responded to the central questions that guided this study.
In reviewing the three data sources for codes and themes, I also sought to understand
how they responded to the study’s research questions. I will now use evidence from the data
to respond to the four research questions which guided this study and also helped to
formulate the study’s interview questions:
Research Question One: What motivates BookTubers’ to participate in BookTube networked
knowledge communities (NKCs)?
In analyzing the data for this study, I discovered that many booktubers entered the
community because they craved communion with fellow readers. For Katherine, Christie, and
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Annalise, they found BookTube after other engagements with literature through previous
academic study.
Through the video content analysis, many booktubers speak to their early years in the
BookTube community and the influence BookTube has had not only on their reading lives but
also on their daily lives. Interviewees spoke to the friendships they have made off-screen with
fellow booktubers, which they maintain through social media and technology apps due to the
geographical and technological distance. Thus, BookTube goes beyond reviewing and
recommending literature for its content creators and viewers, as they come together over
literature, but connect in ways outside of literary pursuits.
Video Viewing Log
In her August 13, 2020 video “Reconnecting (This is a Ramble)” Misty (BookRat Misty)
showed how the communal aspect of BookTube can be vitally important. She admitted to
disconnecting from literature over the course of her six-month absence, yet she sought to
reconnect to her viewers, explaining her lack of videos, but also expressing her desire to
reconnect to not only the community but to literature. She asked her viewers for reading
recommendations.
I mean I do have some things to say. I have read a couple of things, and I had videos
that I started before I got sick back in February, some that were almost completely
edited that I just, you know, when my brain broke, it was like they didn't exist anymore,
so I mean there are some things you know bookish things to talk about but mostly I just
kind of want to reconnect with you guys and just thought we could have a little chat, so
want to know what's going on in your life.
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It doesn't have to be pandemic related, you know, if you're trying to escape from that,
you know, horrible reality and want to share some nice things, I would love to hear
them.
I know everyone's sick of Coronavirus and politics. I'm not sick of talking about those
things because I think they're important, so I will gladly chat about those with you but if
you want to chat about other things too, I am game.
Tell me the good things that have been going on in your life and tell me, you know,
have you been sending snail mail and trying to reconnect with people in this kind of
new normal of a socially distant world.
You know, have you been teaching yourself new skills? Have you been learning to bake
bread and you started gardening for the first time this year?
Misty’s discussion and questioning reveals that her relationship with her viewers goes past
literary pursuits and recommendations. Her readers are her friends, though in an online space.
Several of my interviewees for this project noted the prevalence of livestreams in
BookTube. I watched one livestream hosted by Ashley from Bookish Realm, “Let’s Reach our
Reading Goals,” which spanned four hours and twenty minutes on December 19-20, 2020.
During the event, which was later archived on her channel, she encourages her viewers to
achieve their reading goals through reading sprints, twenty-minute blocks of silent sustained
reading. One observation I noted in my field notes journal was that, although viewers were
supposed to be reading, the event’s chat box was in constant use, which Ashley herself noted
when sprints ended and she returned to the discussion. She responded to viewers’ questions
and comments about reading and non-literary related subjects. Ashley herself made a pie
during this event and listened to an audiobook.
Video Content Analysis
In Emma’s (Drinking by My Shelf) “The BookTube Oldie Tag,” she notes the friendships
she has made with fellow booktubers, some of whom she often collaborates with in her
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videos.
The other booktubers, that I've met are amazing. I've made like genuine, genuine
friends from BookTube, and we can now do like collabs and stuff together which is
really fun, but also have made friendships that go beyond BookTube, like we will just
chat about our lives now and like, somebody like Emma Tobias, we met through
Bookshare but she's now like a genuine, one of my best friends.
Emma shows how BookTube friendships can result in actual friendships for booktubers who
may live near each other, but booktubers have been known to extend their travels. These
friendships extend from a common interest in literature to life in general.
Olive (A Book Olive) cohosted Nonfiction November, which is in its sixth year on
BookTube and other social media platforms. In her introduction video for the event, she shares
her love for the nonfiction genre and her hope that viewers will take part in order to integrate
more nonfiction in their reading lives. She also shares how viewers will be supported during
the event if this is their first foray into nonfiction through posting a later TBR video with
recommendations (“Nonfiction November TBR + Recommendations). The event included a
month long read-a-long of Sarah Broom’s (2019) memoir, The Yellow House. The event also
demonstrated BookTube as an NKC through its presence on Twitter, Instagram, Goodreads,
and TikTok, connected by a hashtag #nonfictionNovember in which the collaborators and
participants can take part in nonfiction enthusiasm. Her event demonstrates how booktubers
can encourage and advocate for underrepresented or underappreciated genres.
….Nonfiction November is a great time to get started. It’s a great time to join in on the
community-wide excitement about nonfiction that happens during November. It's a
good time to find some recommendations for nonfiction books you might be interested
in reading. It's a great time to find new creators to follow. And it's just a great time to
get to know yourself as a nonfiction reader, so if you normally don't read any
nonfiction at all, we simply challenge you to read at least one nonfiction book during
the month of November, if you already pick up a good amount of nonfiction, then
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maybe pick up a little more than you normally would. It can be as laid back or as
rigorous as you would like. The only requirement to be a participant is that you read at
least one nonfiction book in November, but because nonfiction is such a huge genre
and because we also do have a lot of existing nonfiction readers who want to join in on
the fun.
Olive gently encourages her viewers to consider nonfiction through small and actionable steps
and with a supportive network of content creators and readers alike. She explains that
Nonfiction November’s participants have varying experiences in nonfiction, so newcomers to
the genre will be in good company. Notably, she encourages viewers to get to know
themselves as readers, demonstrating nonfiction works’ potential to
Interviews
Christie noted in her interview that she joined BookTube because of her experience in
her undergraduate and graduate literature seminars.
I began with BookTube in Spring-Summer 2017 and I was feeling a lot of, uh, lack of just
like kind of book-related community in my life.
I had been in grad school getting a master's in, like religion and literature, so it was a lot
of very discussion-oriented classes and a lot of like discussing books, and I just was
really missing that. So I was trying to find a way to kind of cultivate some community
around books, um.
And it was also just a hard time in life in terms of my father was sick, and I just needed
something like a project. I was looking for kind of a project to take on.
Her comments show that BookTube provides the discussion-like quality found in education,
but with the freedom of choosing what one reads and choosing whom to include in the
discussions.
Katherine’s response to her entrance into BookTube furthers Christie’s comments that
the community provides a space for literary-based discussion.
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I discovered BookTube at the beginning of 2016. I've been watching for about six
months, around the time that the Women's Prize shortlist for that year was
announced, and it was the first time in my life that I had the space and the ability to
read a full prize shortlist, so I read all six books, and had strong opinions about them, so
I went to BookTube, which was my new place, for a book talk. I found a lot of different
reviews of the six books. In particular, there's one book called The Improbability of Love
by Hannah Rothschild (2001/2015), that I thought was deeply mediocre, but it was
getting so many positive glowing reviews on BookTube. And then equally, there was
another book called The Portable Veblen by Elizabeth McKenzie (2016), that was
getting what I thought were not very thoughtful reviews; it was my favorite of the list,
like, I loved it so much, and I also thought that it was a brilliant comic novel.
Katherine pointed out throughout her second interview the differences in opinion surrounding
books that BookTube encourages. Diversity of thought is supported and responded to on a
larger network than with written literary reviews and critiques. Discussion can also occur on a
variety of platforms because BookTube is, according to Jenkins, Ford, and Green (2013),
spreadable media. YouTube’s embedded Share button allows videos to be shared across social
media platforms outside of YouTube.
Layla created her BookTube channel after first creating a scrapbooking-centered
channel. Some booktubers have multiple channels focused on separate personal interests.
I was already on YouTube. I actually had another channel where I do
scrapbooking, so I had a little bit of a presence on YouTube anyway, and then I
found out about BookTube.
I…probably through some sort of Facebook group or something, someone
mentioned bookish content on YouTube.
And I had never heard of it and so I immediately went and started watching
some videos and looking up some videos.
And then I was completely obsessed with it, because there were people talking
about books, which are my favorite things and I think a couple months into
watching other people do it and talk about it. I started thinking I could do this.
And I did. [nods positively]
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Along with that, some booktubers now host major publishers’ booktube channels, as in the
case of Emma of Drinking by My Shelf and Jean of JeanBookishThoughts, who are both
featured on Pan Macmillian’s UK BookBreak channel. Like Katherine, she also speaks to the
linkages between social media platforms, namely between Facebook’s groups based upon
personal interests and YouTube.
John demonstrated how fluid media is through social networks before our first
interview for this study. As explained earlier, he shared the interview questions with his
Discord, which included several BookTube content creators. He also shared during his
interview how he came upon BookTube after book blogging and reviewing books on
Goodreads.
And I was like, I couldn't help it, I wanted to see what the environment was like
and I had an ulterior motive in that, in the corporate world, as well, video is
becoming very much a marketing tool and more and more larger organizations
are looking to video to get their message across.
So it seemed like all these things converging, it was an ability for me to find out
what my daughter was up to, what this YouTube space was like, and also build
up my chops as video editor and just get a sense of how to shoot, record and
edit, and do the sound, all of those different aspects with a real-world
application.
Books just seem like a natural thing, because again, maybe it is as like an adult, I
just, you hear all these stories about how toxic it can be, and, just, how strange
of an environment and BookTube, which I've been watching for a while, seemed
like a safe, self-enclosed environment that was less toxic than perhaps some of
the larger corners of YouTube.
John’s comments speak to the two possibilities that YouTube presents for content creators: a
space to develop professional skills but also reach a large audience and a space to express and
explore personal interests, and network with like-minded creators. Interestingly, John also
revealed in our interview that he formed a book club at his workplace, though he did not
mention whether his colleagues know of his status on BookTube. He also hosts a monthly book
club on his Discord channel. Through multiple venues, John has created numerous cultures of
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literacy where he is a literacy sponsor (Brandt, 2007). Jacobson (2017) explains that in schools,
a literacy culture “means children, and even family members, are engaged in literacy
experiences not just during the school day, but also after school and in the community in ways
that don’t feel like an assignment” (p. 22). John, his Discord users, and his viewers all
participate in and perpetuate cultures of literacy in their shared knowledge of literature and
the discussions that happen within these spaces.
Annalise also spoke of the networks that exist between social media platforms when
she began BookTube, as the community shared similarities with BookTwitter. Annalise also
gathers information for her bookish culture series, wherein her friends and viewers share
stories of interest with her through multiple platforms. Throughout the videos for this series
she provides screenshots as a means of citing textual evidence. She noted in one video in this
series that she bookmarks specific tweets that she wants to discuss during her videos, rooting
her research in BookTwitter. She also mentioned subtweets during her interview.
I've been on Twitter for a long time, and then started following more bookish
Twitter, so authors and readers, and this is something that happens on all of
Twitter, but sub tweeting when people like tweet about things, but they won't
say exactly what they're talking about, and so this kept happening with books
[air quotes] ‘controversies,’ if you will, and I, I got so frustrated because I'd have
to talk to a bunch of different people to figure out what was happening.
Annalise also speaks to the cross-pollination that occurs between social media platforms which
both informs and problematizes issues and conflicts between readers, viewers, and content
creators. She explains, “And then something…when I had just started my channel, there was a
drama going on between people on TikTok or [air quotes] ‘BookTok’, if you will, and Book
Twitter.” Annalise was the one of several booktubers analyzed for this study who spoke of and
responded to the “drama” that occurred within the online reading community; however, her
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voicing these issues is not necessarily adding to the drama, but rather presenting it to
viewers/readers as a means of informing them about the issues and conflicts impacting the
community at large, and, likely, reading culture. If one is to argue that BookTube is
educational, then the educating must including critiques of BookTube culture as attends to
disputes within reading culture, publishing, and social media. Presentation and discussion of
these conflicts, and maybe their resolutions, help viewers make informed decisions about
what they read and watch on account of BookTube and booktubers.
Research Question Two: How do participants engage and contribute in NKCs via shared book
hauls (either purchased or through the library), book recommendations, book chats on
literary analysis and themes, book tags (responding to a list of random questions posed by
another booktuber), reading challenges/read-a-longs, and meet-ups with other creators, and
film adaptations of books?
The relationships formed due to BookTube demonstrate the communal response that
results out of a collective reading experience, that reading can have a greater impact than just
conveying knowledge or provoking an emotional response (Rosenblatt, 1938/1995,
1978/1994), but that literature in all its forms and formats can bring people together over a
shared interest.
Video Viewing Log
The video viewing log provided several examples of how knowledge, particularly
literary knowledge, spreads across the BookTube subcommunity. Exchanges via
recommendations, reviews, video responses, and comments encourage booktubers and
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viewers to consider new authors, genres, series, and literary formats. For example, before
Nonfiction November began, Olive (abookolive) shared her to be read list for the event and
gave recommendations to her viewers in her video “Nonfiction November TBR +
Recommendations.” In doing so, she hoped not only to share what she intended to read, but
also present the nonfiction genre as approachable and interesting. Due to the sheer number of
books that are published yearly, booktubers and their viewers are required to curate their
shelves, choosing which books to read and which to put aside.
As this study was completed during the end of 2020, many booktubers shared their Top
10 lists based on themes, such as Favorites, Worst Reads, and planning their reading for the
coming year. Another popular video throughout the month of December is vlogmas (video log
+ Christmas) wherein booktubers upload daily videos each day. Ashley (Bookish Realms)
formatted her vlogmas videos around popular Christmas songs. In each video, she gave the
song’s history and why she chose it. Then, she shared books based on the song. In “Vlogmas
Day #5: Bookish Wishlists | ‘I Want a Hippopotamus for Christmas,’” she discussed books that
she wanted to purchase, some of which included books for her young daughter. While this
video may seem consumerist, as a whole, Ashley’s vlogmas series shows great creativity and
dedication to her viewers.
While reviews and recommendations may be mainstay video genres in BookTube,
these videos are only a portion of the subcommunity’s offerings to engage viewers with
literature in a variety of ways. Content creators take tried-and-true video genres and remix or
adapt them to their personal interests, personality, or viewership. BookTubers also largely
learn from each other, too.
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Video Content Analysis
In Emma’s (Drinking by My Shelf) The BookTube Oldie Tag is actually a mix of two
different tags which she responds to in her video. She shares “and then also the people in the
community who aren't actively making videos but are still engaging like it's so much fun to talk
to you guys and hear what you think about things.” She explains that engagement on
BookTube does not just occur within the platform amongst other booktubers, but also with
viewers. Emma shows that viewers are an integral part of her experience with Booktube.
Charlotte’s (Wonderfully Bookish) “3 Things I’d Like to See More of in YA”
demonstrates how booktubers use the platform to gather book recommendations, yet this
video also shows the gaps in the young adult genre, and likely the BookTube community as a
whole.
I thought it would be really great if I could kind of almost turn this into a bit of a tag,
where I can ask some other people what they want to see in their kind of favorite, not
genre-wise and genre, but you know what I mean, like, they're kind of the books that
they read a lot. Three things that they would love to see more in their favorite kind of
books. So, yeah, let's see how this goes. Or, if you want to just share yours in the
comments below, and I thought it could be a really good way for people to share book
recommendations of those things, so if there are books that do have those things in,
we can kind of recommend books to each other with the things that we really want to
see more.
Her video goes beyond asking for recommendations, but is a critique of a well-loved
genre in BookTube and of the publishing industry. In creating this video, the beginning of a
TAG, she opens up the discussion to other content creators and viewers, in hope to amass
recommendations and a greater understanding of LGBTQ+ young adult literature.
Misty (BookRatMisty) is also well-known for creating and hosting the Austen in August
event that occurs through multiple social media platforms. Her videos featured heavily in my
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viewing log as she has a playlist dedicated to the event. She uses her blog The Book Rat
(www.thebookrat.com) as a landing space for links to an assortment of social media and
resources, such as read-a-longs of Austen’s novels and, in later years, adaptations, author
interviews, discussions and guest posts from fellow bloggers and booktubers, and even
academic sources such as nonfiction on Austen-related topics and Regency era history. The
event is rooted in literature but relies on a collective reading experience, not only in Austen’s
work but in modern adaptations and interpretations of the writer’s original six novels. In doing
so, Misty provides her readers/viewers with an assortment of media to learn from that does
not solely rest on her knowledge of Jane Austen’s works and culture but the larger Janeite
community. While Austen in August is a yearly event, the conversations that begin during this
fixed time-period could continue well-past the event, as there are more resources that one
could pursue because of Misty’s extended network of Janeites and recommended reading.
Furthermore, Misty’s website includes previous renderings of Austen in August for newcomers
to pursue.
Interviews
The interviews illustrated that booktubers view themselves as content creators many
of whom are committed to producing unique content that goes beyond the community’s
known video genres.
Christie explained her creative process in choosing what videos to film for her channel.
She importantly noted that because her channel is not her primary job, (she is what John
refers to as a “passionate amateur”) she wants to enjoy making content.
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I want to have a mix of video type, which includes what genre is the focus for a video,
that includes the type of video, so I do reading vlogs, like list kind of videos, like
recommendation type videos, more, like, I guess, “negative” [makes air quotes] videos.
And then, like, kind of BookTube staples of, like, reading wrap-ups, reviews, hauls, um.
So I try to be deliberate about having a mix of video types.
And then since the pandemic has started, I've started doing live streams on Tuesday
nights, and those tend to be like discussion-based topics.
So, yeah, I try to just make sure I'm not doing a lot of the same content over and over
again, within a short amount of time, like, I want to have some variety.
Christie’s attempts to present a variety of videos on her channel focusing on a mix of literature
indicate that she sees her channel as a passion project and an extension of her graduate
studies in literature.
Layla also spoke of her BookTube content as a creative endeavor. She seeks to set her
channel and content apart from the traditional video genres. She also collaborates with a
friend for a series focused on the lists for which BookTube is known.
Sometimes it's…I kind of have my normal videos that I film, you know. I do my, my TBR
is, you know, my to-be-reads every month.
And then I do a video series with a friend of mine, where we do our [list series] every
Thursday, so those are kind of automatic, and then I do book hauls, because everyone
likes to see what you buy.
As far as other things, sometimes I really struggle trying to find something that's
creative, because I don't just want to do what everyone else is doing, so I found myself
a few times just, you know, struggling to come up with something that's different
enough, from other people.
Sometimes it's hard, sometimes something just will pop in my brain, or I'll have a
conversation with somebody and I'll think, ‘Ooh, that could be a cool video concept,’
and then I'll try to you know, do that. And then sometimes if there's something
trending, a lot of my viewers will ask me to do something like that, so I take that into
consideration as well.
Layla also shows that she responds to her viewers in her content creation, which leads to
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inspiration for her own reading and channel. This puts her viewers in the position of
collaborators, as they exchange literary knowledge based on their personal reading habits.
Layla’s explanation also points to the work that booktubers do in creating content for their
channels, which can be difficult especially when attempting to set oneself apart as a creative in
a relatively small community.
Research Question Three: What is the relationship between BookTubers and their viewers’
reading habits?
The relationship between booktubers and their viewers’ reading habits seems to be
reciprocal. The mainstay video genres in BookTube are reviews and recommendations, which
come not only from a booktuber’s viewers, but other booktubers (Albrecht, 2017; Perkins,
2017; Gold & Wender, 2018).
Video Viewing Log
The video viewing log showed that a favorite genre of BookTube videos is the
recommendation video wherein a booktuber recommends books on a given theme, genre,
author, or other topic. Recommendations or a variance of the term (seasonal, top 10 lists)
appeared 27 times in the video genre category. This establishes the booktuber as a literary
sponsor (Brandt, 2007), as a reader who, because of their social media presence, established
reading practices, and viewer support via subscriber or view count, can recommend literature.
Recommendations often include a short summary and critique of the work in discussion, as a
justification of why a viewer should enact upon the recommendation. Recommendation videos
have spawned a response video genre in the “BookTube made me Read It” video, which if
Googled, renders 20, 600 videos.
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The video content analysis highlighted booktubers rely on their peers and viewers’
recommendations as much as they give them, creating a recursive cycle of recommending and
reviewing between content creator and viewer, further extending an understanding of
BookTube being a networked knowledge community.
Video Content Analysis
The video content analysis revealed several instances of how booktubers and their
viewers interact. BookTubers showed how they keep their viewers in mind when making
content and reading choices. Hannah from A Clockwork Reader noted several times during her
“Top Ten Books to Read This Fall” (2020) video how she received messages encouraging her to
read several books that appeared on her list.
I feel like I get messages on a daily basis saying, like, ‘Please read The Starless Sea,’
asking me to do a reading vlog for it, telling me that I’m going to love it, and like I
already know I’m going to love this book, and, yes, I’ve already planned a reading vlog
when I read this book because I absolutely have to vlog my experience of it because,
um, I’ve been dying to read it for so long, so I’ll definitely film a vlog while reading this
book so I promise you that will happen.
In her comments, she shares that in return, she will create content around her reading
experience. She also shares her excited expectation to read Morgenstern’s book, which likely
transfers to readers who have not read Morgenstern’s first book The Night Circus (2011). She
also explains the debate raging amongst her viewers, showing the connection she has with
them.
This is the second book by Erin Morgenstern. If you don't know, her first novel is The
Night Circus (2011) which is like my favorite book of all time, probably, I don't know I
have a hard time saying that because now sometimes I say something is my favorite
book or I just really love a book and then people are like ‘No, that's Hannah's favorite
book.’ I'm like, [holds hand up] ‘but I didn't for sure say that I just said I really love it’ so
I don't know, but The Night Circus is definitely on top of my list of all-time favorite
books, one of my favorites ever.
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Here, Hannah enacts reader response theory to reflect upon her prior reading experience and
predicts her future encounters with Erin Morgenstern’s writing. She also notes the impact she
has on her audience’s perception of her reading preferences, which are on display when her
list videos are uploaded. Audience preferences were also brought up in the interviews with
booktubers.
The second most apparent instance of booktuber-viewer interaction occurred with
author and booktuber Merphy Napier’s video “Books I Don’t Want to Read (But You’ll Make
Me).” In the video, she speaks about books that have been recommended to her, but she
encourages viewer interaction by having them vote on which one she will read during the next
month’s TBR.
Today, we're going to mention, five? Five of those series that are constantly
recommended to me and I just don't have any motivation to pick up.
And at the end of the video, you guys are going to vote on which one I'm going to pick
up, despite not really feeling, feeling like it.
So of course I don't have any negative feelings about these books, it's just that they're
not, they're just not on my radar, they're just not on my radar, but you guys really want
me to read them, so I'm going to pick one up in March. It's going to be on my TBR. But
you're going to tell me which one it is.
Interestingly, she notes her apathy or lack of awareness surrounding the books listed, but she
demonstrates the shared trust she has in her viewers, who she believes have her best interest
at heart. She also demonstrates that booktubers are like many readers who fluctuate in their
reading preferences. Sometimes in order to find one’s next great read, they just need a gentle
push in the right direction. Interviews with participants also showed that booktubers take their
viewers’ wants into consideration when creating content, often using it as inspiration for both
reading and content creation.
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Interviews
The interviews also showed two instances in which booktubers engaged with their
audience. First, Christie shared how she keeps her viewers in mind when choosing literature
during our second interview.
And also just, like, I want my viewers who maybe aren't like me in some meaningful
way to know that, like, I am reading books by and about people with their same
experiences, so I think it's pushed me to be a much more purposefully diverse reader.
Christie exhibits a sense of responsibility she has towards her reader to choose a wide variety
of books. She admitted during our first interview that she is known for being diverse reader,
exhibiting both diverse reading and depth and breadth in her reading life. The quest to read
widely and diversely is a life’s goal for many readers.
Layla also noted during her second interview that she keeps her viewers in mind when
creating her content. She explained “And then sometimes if there's something trending, a lot
of my viewers will ask me to do something like that, so I take that into consideration as well.”
Layla’s response included the term ‘trending,’ meaning that her viewers watch other
BookTube channels. They want to understand her reading choices on a given topic too.
Viewers are attuned to BookTube-wide trends, yet also want to understand how several
booktubers take on a certain video genre. Layla’s response demonstrates how viewers
navigate BookTube as a networked knowledge community, gathering information about
reading and literature across several content creators, which is a form of learning about
reading culture at large.
Research Question Four: How does BookTube reposition academic authority?
BookTube’s main potential is that it opens up new literary interpretations to a wide
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audience, one that may have limited to access to spaces where traditional discussions of
literature regularly occur, including classrooms and university-level seminars. The fluidity of
BookTube as an NKC makes it ideal for all levels of education. BookTube is not timedependent; therefore, viewers can dip into a booktuber’s archive of videos depending on their
interests. BookTube is a learning space in that it promotes a wide-range of reading interests
and formats, while also
BookTube can also encourage students to take part in social media platforms that they
may only use to keep up with their friends, expanding the potentials of many social media
platforms.
Video Viewing Log
The video viewing log showed several videos and booktubers who spoke either directly
or indirectly about what they learned through BookTube or their experiences as a content
creator. They also speak largely to what they would want to see and read in larger reading
culture. BookTube can alert readers to a variety of genres, issues, and themes that they would
not have explored otherwise. In Summer 2020, many booktubers advocated for books that
spoke to the Black experience and reading Black authors. Sanne at Books and Quills posted a
video titled “Learning, Reading, and Using Your Voice | Black Lives Matter” in which she
encouraged viewers to use reading to inform themselves about race, racism, and privilege.
Angel Trazo posted several videos as part of her Asian American Book Club series in April 2020
which included children’s book recommendations. Children’s books are often ignored by
BookTube as a genre; although some booktubers like Jen Campbell, who is a children’s
literature author, and Ashley from Bookish Realms, a youth services librarian, will review the
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genre on their channels.
View Content Analysis
Claire (Unclearly Claire) posted a very telling video detailing her experiences with a lack
of diverse young-adult literature during her childhood.
It was Zora and Me (Bond, 2010) by Victoria Bond and T.R. Simon, and this was
just the first memory of me that had a black girl at the helm and I was like,
twelve, and that was just so cool, as someone who looked like me being a hero
and that was just something that was very important.
Growing up in this genre, it just feels like you're perpetually peering into a world
that you can never really immerse yourself, ‘cause I think that's what books are
for, right?. You're supposed to immerse yourself in the story. You’re feel like
those characters are along there with you. You're growing with them, and it
wasn't until I found these books with people of color as protagonists, with black
girls and black boys as protagonists that I really, I just felt like…elephant in the
room and like I was stepping into a world that wasn't really catered for me.
Claire speaks to the larger conversations that BookTube sparks in the community. Claire
admits that she is not the first to bring up these issues, but she wants to contribute to the
discussion. She also speaks to why diverse literature, of any genre, is necessary. She also
comments on the affect that literature can have upon readers, yet how texts exclude readers,
too. She does give several recommendations at the end of her video, including Bud, Not Buddy
(Curtis, 1999).
Samantha’s (Thoughts on Tomes) video “What BookTube has Taught Me” shows that
being a content creator also means building up a set of skills that can be applied to creators’
professional lives, notably, how to work with technology, establishing one’s online identity,
and realizing the work that goes on behind book publication.
And lastly, to wrap it up, I've obviously learned how to prioritize my reading as
an adult with an adult job. I was in graduate school for a lot of, like, my
BookTube career. I've been in very intense, emotionally draining jobs. I would
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not be reading if it weren't for BookTube, and BookTube at this point has taught
me how to read, like, more and prioritize it, even when I have really stressful
jobs and that's something that is beneficial to me because reading is such, like, a
self-care thing, that if I didn't have that I'd be, like, bummed that I wasn't
reading, but I'd also be like, “I don't know how,” but this point, I've taught myself
how. There’s other people that talk about it on BookTube. There's just, like, the
motivation to be, like, a creator and, like, to talk to other people and it's like a
social outlet. So prioritizing reading has been a thing that BookTube has taught
me that I never would have expected and I would have never expected to read
as much as I do, either.
Most notably, she points out how BookTube has impacted her engagement with literature as
an adult, where she does not have the demands of reading for school but chooses to be a
reader as part of her daily life. Samantha has spoken in other videos about how she takes part
in the online gaming community, demonstrating that reading is not her whole life, but an
important part of it.
Interviews
As part of my second interview questions, I asked my interviewees “Is BookTube
educational?” based on Ariel Bissett’s 2018 video. I also asked a follow-up question of how
they thought BookTube could be used in educational settings such as classrooms and libraries.
Nearly all of the respondents commented on how BookTube encouraged them to diversify
their reading habits, provoking an awareness to new genres, authors, and readings.
John responded
But as far as being educational, yeah, I think there's just such a diversity of content. I
have to admit, I'm not a huge BookTube consumer. I like creating the stuff and I do
watch a little bit of it, but I don't consume a lot of it. Yeah, I don't know, like, how it's
changed my reading and made me a little bit more aware of almost how the sausage is
made, and how content, the books that we're reading, how that fits into the larger
ecosystem, and how representation matters. And how….
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Yeah, I just educational in the sense of just I've become a little bit more educated as far
as diversity goes, as far as my reading with indigenous reads, LGBTQ reads, and a whole
myriad of voices.
I certainly love a lot of Korean authors are writing in English or translated in English and
that has been really helpful for me to sort of get a larger context, especially around
translated works, and thinking about it in terms of the culture that's driving it, as well
as reading the experience of being Asian- American, and how that's represented in
fiction as well. So I find that there's just a lot of stuff in that sort of milieu that's, yeah,
opened my eyes a little bit and prompted me to other readings, as I'm doing stuff for
BookTube, as I'm exploring different texts that I'm reading, trying to widen that and
just explore other avenues that the book opens up.
John’s response notes the influence of publishing (“how the sausage is made”) which is helpful
when understanding the marketing of texts to audiences. He comments about how BookTube
has made him a more diverse reader, an important theme that carried over from existing
studies, critiques, and mass-media articles on BookTube and a comment that threaded
throughout this study’s video viewing log, video content analysis, and the interviews. He
specifically explained how BookTube encouraged him to look into translated works, including
those related to his own Korean background. Both Katherine and he brought up BookTube’s
influence on their reading translated works.
In true BookTube form, Katherine helpfully made a list of BookTube’s educational
possibilities.
So, the first one is that booktube is about modeling passionate reading outside the
classroom.
The second thing I thought of is that, like it was for me, it can be an introduction to
contemporary writing and exploring current voices. Um, and, and that gives people the
broader understanding that great works of literature, don’t just appear out of the
ether.
Thirdly, you learn about the structure of book reviewing, and distinctions of reviewing.
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Number four, of five, is that people make videos on analysis, close reading, and
annotation. Those are definitely educational type videos. I love those kind of videos,
seeing how people annotate their books, for example, it's, it's really fascinating.
And I constantly get that sense when I'm listening to someone's analysis of a book, I
never would have noticed that, I am so glad that I listened to this person discuss this
book, because I feel like I'm seeing the whole book turn itself, and I'm seeing a
different face of the book that I thought I knew, just by having read it myself.
And the fifth way that I think BookTube can be educational is to learn about publishing
itself, that there are people deciding what books are even available to you; deciding on
their titles and covers, and always betting on what kinds of stories will interest people.
So many students associate books with their English teachers, but those teachers for
the most part, not always, but generally, they aren’t the ones bringing books into the
world. And beyond all that, publishing is a business there are people making videos,
sometimes about the business decisions, and biases that go into the books you might
end up reading, so in that sense, BookTube can make you a more informed consumer
of this medium.
After our interview, I encouraged Katherine to make a response video to Bissett’s original
post. Katherine’s response shows numerous potentials as to BookTube’s use in education. Her
point about modeling passionate reading is largely seen in the reading vlogs that booktubers
post of their reading works over a period of time. Her second topic, focusing on contemporary
voices links to a series on her channel pairing classic and contemporary literature, both of
which she widely advocates. Her third idea about book reviewing and the qualities of a book
review is a contentious conflict in the previous research I read for this study. While BookTube
heavily relies on book reviewing, the idea of what constitutes a book review is conflicted,
which I will speak more to in Chapter 5. Her fifth topic is one that establishes BookTube as not
just a venue for book reviews and recommendations. Several booktubers I watched as part of
this study, including another interviewee, Christie, take part in close reading and analysis of
specific authors, genres, tropes, and literary works. This comment also speaks to the type of
work that booktubers do on their channel which may be largely overlooked by critics and
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mass media. She also explained during this interview that she made a video with a friend
about the publishing industry. When she member checked this interview, she emailed me an
article about some of the issues that we talked about during our interview.
Layla’s response was informed by her studies in library and information sciences, which
she had completed just before our original interview in late Fall 2020.
I think the education aspect of booktube can come from more [pause] letting
people know what books are coming out? When they're coming out? What the
book is about? Who is the author? What is the type of reader that this book is
marketed for? There's a whole lot of marketing things, I think that can happen
behind the scenes that a lot of readers don't understand: you know, they get
marketed towards certain audiences for certain reasons.
And, you know, what are the aspects of this book, kind of like the content
warning that was talking about, you know. I think that's part of an education so
that people can pick up a book, and I think they would be more comfortable
picking up a book thinking or having the confidence that they're going to enjoy it,
because they heard about it on someone's channel and they basically know what
it's about. They know who the author is and they can make a decision from
there, whether or not they think they're going to enjoy that book, so I think
that's more of the educational part.
And then obviously, there's a lot of booktubers who do nonfiction, who talked
about nonfiction, and that the nonfiction books are always educational,
depending on the topic of them.
So I think that's, that's more of the part of it where we're just letting people
know, here's what's coming out. Here's what to look forward to, or here this
book came out five years ago, I just read it. Is it a dated book, you know, can you
tell it was written five years ago or does this hold up over time? You know, things
like that.
Layla’s response shows that she views BookTube as a conduit to introducing viewers to new
and upcoming literature. She too, speaks of the marketing angle of literary production and,
perhaps, a booktuber’s role in presenting a book to a wide range of readers, even those
outside the intended audience range. It is also interesting that she spoke to supporting backlist
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titles, too.
Annalise’s answer demonstrates how she sees BookTube as a network where readers
share their experiences with literature, which links to Rosenblatt’s (1938/1995, 1978/1994)
transactional reader response theory, explaining the varying responses that readers have with
literature. She also speaks to the literacy culture (Jacobson, 2017) BookTube creates across a
broad range of readers who learn from each other.
So you can learn a lot from people, especially just different people, different
backgrounds, how they interpret a story, and learn from that, learn their
experience.
Also, like I said, like learning about good fat represent, representation in books
and, and other things like that. Just learning what, you know, may not…for
groups, that I'm not a part of, what may and may not be good representation
that has taught me.
And then just like some of the discussions that people, people have about
different issues or panels, [canine begins to whine and plead] and you can also
learn about publishing. I mean, I've been learning through the videos that I
make, because I see the things happen, but then I often have to go like, look up
things, and I've learned so much about the publishing world, just in this little bit
of time being on BookTube […]
But there are some really great creators who really put time into their content,
and they do, maybe intentionally or not intentionally teach with their channel.
Annalise’s response, like Katherine’s, also notes the publishing industry’s influence on how and
what is read, especially front-list and bestseller titles. She notes how she uses BookTube to
learn about books focusing on body positivity (“fat representation in books”) and body
diversity. She has uploaded two videos in which she speaks about body positivity: a popular
fantasy book series’ fans fat-shaming and her own body image issues. Annalise shows the
transaction between real life experience and reading habits. She uses her reading to inform
her personal outlook on the world around her. Finally, Annalise positions booktubers as
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teachers, whose content can be used as educational resources by students and, potentially, by
teachers.
Christie’s answer was notable, as she responded to both how BookTube was
educational and how BookTube educated her. She admitted in our first interview that she is an
omnivorous reader who reads broadly and widely across genres, though she is mostly known
for her videos on a mid-twentieth century British crime writer, which brings viewers, especially
students, to her channel.
I learn a lot about well, um..,I think it teaches me about how to critically look at
books from different angles. Like, I think seeing so many different responses to
one book is really informative in terms of like, there is no such thing as an
objective opinion. Like, you know, there's no such thing as like, this book is, like,
just the end-all, be-all, and all there's somebody who's going to hate a book that
you think is amazing. There's also going to be books that you hate that other
people think is amazing, so I think it forces you to have a broader perspective on
even just like the nature of evaluating a book.
Here, Christie reflects on the variety literary opinions that BookTube fosters within its creators
and viewers. Her opinion separates viewing BookTube as an online book club or merely
focusing on book recommendations and reviews. Literary analysis happens throughout
BookTube and the strong reactions show how divers the community is in its opinions about
literature. BookTube also encourages its viewers and content creators to consider these
diverse opinions to broaden their reading choices. BookTube becomes an educational space
with both its content creators and viewers becoming educators.
I think it teaches…like, the more I review books, the more I learn how to talk
about books in a way that is honest to my experience of it, but is also sensitive to
how other people may perceive a book.
So I think it teaches you a lot about sort of like critical engagement with books,
and just the variety of ways of looking at one text.
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BookTube also keeps its participating readers current with upcoming publications, best-sellers,
and literary prize schemes. These titles’ appearances can become recursive with new book
releases, especially in the case of book series, movie and television adaptations, or even new
book covers. The recursiveness is largely because readers are forced remind themselves of
plot, characters, conflicts, and resolutions before beginning a new book. It also gives readers
time and space to reconsider their previous readings, as one never reads the same book twice,
which is also shown in reader response theory, as readers bring their experiences into what
they read yet also leave a text changed by what they have read. (Rosenblatt, 1938/1995,
1978/1994)
I learn a lot about just like, what is coming out, so just from a purely like, if you want a
way to keep up with like, not well, things that are coming out, for sure. Because there
is, I think, kind of a premium on front-list discussion, because that's, frankly, where a
lot of the money is, but also just like the how many different books like I mean, I used
to work in a bookstore, so I had some sense of this. But like, there's just so many books
out there, and like, you can just learn so much about like, you know, if you like this
specific trope and fantasy with this kind of setting there, you know, you'll probably be
able to find a video about that somewhere, like, just get in terms of like finding things
to read, I learned a lot.
Christie’s response shows her in-depth knowledge of the publishing industry that impacts
readers. She also noted the prevalence of newer front-list titles being at the forefront of most
reader’s minds. She also acknowledged how viewers can use BookTube videos to narrow their
focus because “there are so many books out there” but also the sheer variety of books that are
available for readers who want heterogeneity in their literary choices, an opinion that was also
shared by Merphy Napier in the close viewing analysis. Christie also explained how she learns
technical skills from fellow booktubers.
And then I think, as somebody who's like making content, I learn a lot from other
booktubers, about how they edit something, or how they approach integrating a
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sponsorship or how they whatever, like just I learned from the content creation side of
it.
Christie explained how she believes her viewers learn from her content. Interestingly, she
interacts with students who come to her for help with required reading. Her response points
out a way in which BookTube and its content creators could be an educational resource for
students both in an out of class.
And then in terms of like, how other people learn from my content. And I mean, some
of this may be that some of the books that I'm talking about are more prone to be the
kinds of books that get assigned. But I get, I would say easily two or three messages a
week from students or from people who are like, trying to…like, it's clear that they're
engaging in the book for some kind of like official educational capacity. So I think a lot
of people use it for supplemental, kind of like either understanding what the book is
about. I've definitely gotten a lot of requests of like, ‘Could you tell me what you think
the answer to this question is?’ Like. in terms of, you know, maybe they got some sort
of, you know, like a worksheet with like five questions on it about this book, and
they're trying to figure out what the answer to one of those questions. So it's clear,
people are using it as sort of like a research tool, I'm sure also some people are using it
as a new version of like, Cliff's Cliff's Notes kind of thing.
Which I don't, you know, so I don't love it, when somebody literally is quite clear, like,
I've gotten multiple requests, like, ‘Can you make a video about this by this date?’ and
it's very clear, they're wanting like somebody to do their homework for them.
So like, that I don't like, but I don't have a problem with people who are like…
She also pointed out that she gets messages from a number of English language learners (ELL)
who come to her to check their understanding of their English reading. Vizcaíno-Verdú,
Contreras-Pulido, & Guzmán-Franco (2019) also pointed out in their research that ELLs use
BookTube to learn English and read literature in English.
A lot of times I get requests from people who English is not their first language
and they're reading a book in English and they're not sure that they're
understanding, like the nuance of what something means, or if they missed a
plot beat, or if they couldn't figure out who this character was. So like, I, to me,
that's, I think that's a completely valid to me, I don't see…see that as like
cheating or something and they're learning because, like, they're asking
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somebody to help them understand it. And like, you know, so I'm always happy
to answer those questions.
[…]And it's very clear YouTube for books, is kind of that capacity for a lot of
people have, like, ‘I need to, I need somebody to help me think through what my
opinion about this book is going to be.’ So yeah, I think people definitely use it
that way.
Christie’s answer demonstrates how BookTube can act as a community where viewers can
come to reflect upon the literature they have read. Like Katherine’s answer, she took on
numerous potentials of BookTube as a learning space where viewers can critically consider
literary works and hear other readers’ opinions about books. Her response to this question
specifically shows how some students, particularly English language learners, have reached out
to her to understand the literature that they read in class. She also has several videos and
series on her channel highlighting the classics, along with literary and character analysis.
Summary
The data gathered, reviewed, and analyzed for this study aligned with themes and
conflicts brought up in previous studies of online reading cultures, collective reading, and
BookTube. The video viewing log showed that booktubers are creative individuals who convey
strong identities as readers, literary enthusiasts, and content creators.
BookTubers are often life-long readers who discovered kindred spirits in the
subcommunity. Some found BookTube through other social media platforms, proving that
BookTube is part of a network of literacy cultures on the internet. Many booktubers speak to
BookTube as being part of a project that keeps them creatively connected to reading.
Katherine, Christie, and John’s comments that they connected BookTube’s literary discussions
to previous academic study, yet with more choice and stronger opinions.
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BookTubers are literacy sponsors (Brandt, 2007) who support diverse and varying
reading tastes. While critics of BookTube may feel the subcommunity’s relies too heavily on
reviews and recommendations, these central video genres take considerable literary
consideration and are based on the booktuber’s transactions with the text. Literary reviews
and recommendations are fluid, which several booktubers revisit in their videos, through
rereads, reflections, and viewing and considering others’ analyses, part of reader response
theory (Rosenblatt, 1938/1995, 1978/1994). Interestingly, booktubers also often speak of
books they “hate read,” meaning they went into a text knowing they would strongly dislike the
results. BookTubers also freely admit when they do not finish (DNF) books and give extensive
reasoning why DNFing should be used by readers, cautioning “so many books, so little time.”
BookTube promotes diverse reading both in breadth and depth. BookTubers are avid
readers, as pointed out by Christie in her interview when she stated her omnivorous and
prolific reading habits. She commented that last year, she read about 200 books and this is a
repeated theme that I encountered throughout my experience in BookTube for this project
and even before taking on this study. While critics have stated that BookTube should do better
at reading, reviewing, and advocating for more works by Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color (BIPOC), my viewings show that even before the events of Summer 2020, booktubers do
attempt to be diverse readers and they are quick to act upon criticism that they have narrow
reading tastes. It will be interesting to see in the coming months and whether diversity is still a
paramount theme in BookTube’s reading habits.
BookTube takes part in networked reading. Reading and discussion of books happen on
a variety of platforms both in and out of BookTube. BookTubers take part in collaborative
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videos which link their reading and discussions together. Presently, as noted by Layla and
Christie in their interviews, livestreams have become a popular video genre which connects
content creators and viewers in various formats, as a live chat appears on-screen for viewers
to interact with each other and the content creator during the event. In BookTube, live
streams often take on the format of reading sprints, where a booktuber reads with the
audience. Reading discussions can also take place if a booktuber has a common read as part of
their programming. Another popular livestream format is the discussion or chat video in which
several booktubers take on an issue within reading culture and discuss it together, which
Annalise and Christie did earlier in Spring 2021. Networked reading allows for viewers to
discuss not just literature but also conflicts plaguing reading culture across various social
networks. This networking also allows booktubers to have a broader reach to more screens as
they link a variety of social networks on their channels and on each video’s information
section.
Counternarratives occur on BookTube in two mediums: in text preferences and in
BookTube’s culture. Booktubers promote new and old genres, titles, and authors, which
refutes the criticism that BookTube is mainly concerned with young adult literature, front-list,
bestselling books, and series. BookTubers such as Katie from Books and Pieces (Victober) and
Olive from abookolive (Nonfiction November) promote a wide-range of reading. They create
events such as month or week-long read-a-thons with events interspersed to support their
viewer-readers. Counternarratives in BookTube culture occur through booktubers who choose
to speak out on the subcommunity’s conflicts whether they be with content creators, authors
and publishing, or with texts themselves, as with the call to diversify reading reviews and
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recommendations. These pushes to diversify and speak to owned voices, LGBTQ readers and
authors, and works with diverse characters, conflicts, and experiences. So too, BookTube seeks
to diversify its pool of content creators. The future of BookTube relies on its ability to adapt to
new literary experiences and reach broader audiences of readers, its success is yet to be
written.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this narrative qualitative research study was to investigate how
BookTubers viewed themselves as readers and how they brought the reading experience on
screen in the BookTube subcommunity of YouTube. This study examined how BookTube is a
networked knowledge community through its videos such as reviews, recommendations,
literary analysis, and critiques of reading culture at-large. The study’s data findings responded
to each of the research questions.
Introduction
The participants in this study were BookTubers within the subcommunity of YouTube
focused on literary texts, reading, and discussions. This study adds to a meaningful discussion
about social media content creators as literacy sponsors (Brandt, 2017), providing a unique
contribution to discussions of existing research as it investigates BookTube content creators’
reading and creative lives, online reading communities, social networking, digital literacy, and
the collective reading experience.
Discussion of Findings
When considering the theoretical frameworks of this study, specifically in Network
Knowledge Communities (Gurung, 2014; Sorensen & Mara, 2014), the data revealed that
booktubers are often informed by numerous knowledgeable sources within the
subcommunity. These sources include other booktubers, subscribers, viewers, and social
network platforms that participate in online reading culture. They create a networked
knowledge community (Gurung, 2014; Sorensen & Mara, 2014) in that they exchange
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perspectives on their reading experiences, the impact of reading on their lives, their
connection to other booktubers and viewers, and the skills that they use to create content.
Booktubers identified themselves as life-long readers who attempted to read diversely and
discuss these texts with the community. Booktubers are also critical of their own community,
reading culture, and especially publishing.
One surprising finding was how receptive the interviewees were in connecting
BookTube to education and learning. One interviewee, Christie, saw her channel’s content as
particularly useful to students as she often reviews and analyzes classic literature, which is still
part of the secondary and college/university-level curriculums. Three of the five booktubers
interviewed for this study pursued university-level English or literature-related degrees, which,
based on the video viewing log, is not admitted by many booktubers, even those who have
mentioned attending college or university. These booktubers already have experience
analyzing texts, relating literature to personal experience, and how school-settings standardize
reading.
Another surprising finding was that interviewees and the booktubers reviewed in the
content analysis described themselves as diverse readers when some of the literature review
research, especially articles found in mass media, criticize BookTube for its narrow reading
habits, preferring new, bestselling titles, young adult literature, white authors, and white
cisgendered characters. The interviewees in particular identified a variety of authors, literary
genres and traditions. Of particular note is the advocacy for middle grade, the classics, nonWestern authors, and translated texts.
Furthermore, BookTube is often viewed as focusing on consumerist practices with
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booktubers displaying colorful bookshelves packed with hardback books, reviewing advanced
reader copies of upcoming published titles, granted free by publishers, and hauling loads of
books they have no intention of reading. However, none of the interviewees who participated
in this study featured hauling mentioned hauling in their videos.
Implications for Practice
The focus of this study was to understand the collective reading habits and literary
enthusiasm present in BookTube. Understanding these elements will help to determine the
educational potentials of BookTube for educators both in the secondary classroom and literary
researchers. Two of the interview questions were (how) Is BookTube educational? and how
could BookTube be used in education? specifically addressed implications for educational-use.
The BookTubers interviewed presented several strategies which could be useful to
educators, particularly at the secondary and college-level. First, Katherine discussed in her
interview that she recommended using BookTube for background material prior to diving into
a literary work, time period, or author. She also mentioned having students respond in class to
a booktuber’s review or analysis.
Then, getting back to the review aspect that I mentioned, you can find
individual reviews, and - if we're talking about a classroom setting - you can
pause it, ‘What would you say to this booktuber if they were here in the
classroom? Do you agree or disagree with their points? How did your reading
experience differ? Find something in the text to argue your own opinions about
this book that you have also read,’ you know?
Likewise, Christie also noted BookTube’s educational possibilities in her interview.
I think one thing you could absolutely have is like, two different videos with
people who had like, exact opposite opinions about a book as a way to talk
about, like, different responses to the same text. Like, I think that could be an
interesting way to, to kind of engage, like, with the spectrum of reactions to a
book, like, basically, reader-response.
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I think there are plenty of videos out there that are very, like informative, like
they're very based on like, ‘Here's the history of this book,’ or whatever and I
think that could be an interesting sort of, like, part of like, the secondary
materials to support analyzing a book, instead of giving somebody like, ‘Here's
this article about whatever having to do with the book;’ it's more engaging to
see a video about it.
There's plenty of like live panels people have done on books. I think that could
be an interesting thing to watch and discuss.
Both Katherine and Christie supported the idea that BookTube might be a venue or even a
catalyst where students could express and discuss their differing opinions of literary texts. The
interviewees also posited BookTube as an (alternative) assessment tool for students to
analyze, evaluate, and criticize the literature that they read in class.
Second, the booktubers recommended collaborations between booktubers and
students to discuss literature in tandem. When John pressed this question to his Discord
followers, many seemed receptive. Layla did note in her interview that, due to BookTube’s
random and sometimes unscripted format, guidelines for both students and booktubers be
laid out prior to the encounter. Teachers should always preview BookTube content before
showing it in the classroom or having students interact with it for assignments.
Lastly, a class-created BookTube channel would be a creative, practical, and modern
medium in which students could express their opinions about literature experienced in class
and perhaps even in their extracurricular reading, such as with Accelerated Reader, Silent
Sustained Reading, and in-class or school-wide book clubs. Whether the resulting BookTube
channel is privatized and shared only within the school or school district ecosystem would be
determined by administration, but YouTube privacy settings are somewhat customizable, with
channels being set to private, controlled users and editors, and turning the comments option
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off for posted videos. In a truly ideal situation, students would create channels, create and film
videos based on their reading, post the videos, and interact with fellow readers on BookTube.
Doing so would demonstrate social media’s influence on reading culture as well as the
importance of conveying one’s ideas in a succinct manner. Uploading a video on BookTube
could be comparable to writing a literary analysis, a persuasive paper, or holding an in-class
discussion, with a larger audience and potentially larger reach. Another, more low-tech idea is
to implement reading challenges, read-a-longs, or literary analysis viewed in BookTube videos
into the classroom space without watching BookTube content.
Academic Authority
BookTube bases its work in literature and reading. Booktubers’ discussions of literature
are like the literary analysis done in classrooms and seminars amongst students and teachers.
BookTube resituates who can talk about literature with authority. As noted in several of the
interviews, booktubers do position themselves as authorities on what they read. Four of this
study’s participants have academic backgrounds in literary studies. Christie and Katherine from
the interviews and Misty (BookratMisty) and Katie (Books and Things) among others have
created extensive content based on their favorite authors, literary movements, and genres,
largely rooted in academic content, such as nonfiction texts and academic journals,
but this is not the case for all booktubers, who are what John referred to as “passionate
amateurs.” Through reading, one can become an authority on a topic, genre, author, or trope.
Literary authority is repositioned in the classroom through reader response theory
(Rosenblatt, 1938/1995; 1978/1994). Rosenblatt positions the reader as the true authority on
what is read as they process their reading experience through personal experience.
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BookTube’s audience serves as the ultimate respondent, absorbing reviews and
recommendations in their own reading lives.
Cultural and Social Capital
BookTube relies on both cultural and social capital to attract viewers. Readers on social
media create cultural capital via reading. They set their content against colorfully laden
bookshelves demonstrating an implied vast literary knowledge. Reading implies that the
reader has attained a certain level of knowledge and has the time and resources available to
read. Perkins (2017) highlighted in her study the pressures that booktubers have to read and
present content on their channels. Namely, there is a great economic and social cost to being a
popular booktuber. Albrecht (2017) also emphasized in her study the economics behind
becoming a booktuber, that one must constantly purchase newly-released titles in order to
keep up with popular reading. John pointed out during his interview that there is a luxury
behind reading and this is through both having the money to acquire books and the time in
which to read them free of distractions. BookTubers are often in competition with each other
to obtain and consume special-edition and hardback copies of best-selling titles. Books then
become a status symbol of competitive and quantified reading.
Reading on BookTube normally exists outside of the academic context, relying on
popular, front-list, best-selling literature versus the literary canon consumed and discussed in
classrooms. Thomas (2020) notes the aesthetics of Bookstagram, especially how a reading life
is presented to a viewer. Birkes and Friele (2017) explain that the materiality of books creates
cultural capital for BookTubers even if they have not read the books presented in book hauls
or on their bookshelves. BookTubers create social capital through the interactions they have
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with their viewers. Content creators on BookTube must present themselves not only as
knowledgeable readers but likeable personalities that attract viewers’ attentions. They must
create a community around the presentation and discussion of the act of reading, thus taking a
solitary act into the public space.
Critiques and Academic Authority
BookTube presents a space where anyone can critique literature regardless of
academic and/or reading experience. Booktubers’ ability to critique literature contrasts it to
literary scholars who analyze and interpret literature as part of dedicated scholarly study.
Several scholars have pointed out the contrasts between academic authority and literary
analysis. Without going into great detail about her critique of internet literary critics, Fay
(2012) noted in her article that book reviews on the internet introduce a new medium in which
anyone could become a book critic. She posits the digital age as a hopeful one for a more
inclusive form of reading and reviewing, especially for lesser-known literary works. Several
studies noted in the literature review take academic authority within reading groups.
Gonzales’ (1997) study on Nancy Drew readers noted participants’ discomfort with discussing
their favorite book series with literary scholars, afraid of having their opinions regarded as
underdeveloped. Berg’s (2008) study with her students emphasizes how academic authority
and academic settings can impact discussions surrounding a literary work. In contrast, several
researchers have conducted studies on the trustworthiness of literary reviews outside of
serious academic study, notably, Goodreads (Matthews, 2016; Vlieghe, Vandermeersche, &
Soetart, 2016). The research studies point out what teachers should be attentive to, which is
that students should be encouraged to share their views on literature openly regardless of the
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setting or discussion leader. Matthews focused on the role one takes on Goodreads as a
reviewer or an author, especially in light of negative reviews. Vlieghe, Vandermeersche, and
Soetart’s (2016) study highlights the validity and reliability of Goodreads reviews. Their study is
of particular note because the participants were student teachers who were asked if they
would use the platform in their future classrooms. Their participants questioned the
usefulness of writing reviews on the site, especially given that users may not have given a
literary work proper analysis. The study shows the tensions between academic reading which
is based on literary analysis versus leisure reading. On BookTube, content creators show that a
reader can do both equally well. BookTubers may begin reading an author, work, or series for
pleasure, but can evolve to serious study which is then shared with their viewers. The eventual
discussion simulates a literary classroom where booktuber and viewer learn from one another
through exchanges in the comments section or on other social media platforms.
Recommendations for Future Research
What is a book review?
One of the major conflicts discovered during research for this project was the
disagreement over what constitutes a serious literary review, particularly a book review. Fay’s
(2012) article and Vleghe, Vandermeersche, and Soetaert’s (2016) study demonstrate the
distrust that some have about the reliability of any reader having the ability to review
literature. This leads to the greater question of who gets to say what is worthy to read? Who
can say who is a book reviewer or not? Such questions lead back to Katherine’s suggestion that
BookTube helps students understand a book review’s format and elements.
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Quantified Reading
Competitive reading also seems to be a simmering issue within BookTube, with some
content creators taking on the anti-TBR stance and refusing to take part in yearly reading
challenges. Ashley from Bookish Realm (2021) posted a video “BookTube’s (Our) Obsession
with Reading Numbers” (2021) after this study’s data collection ended, in which she discusses
the community’s fixation with quantifying reading. The discussion leads back to conversations
that educators have concerning reading levels, Accelerated Reader, and the tangible rewards
that come with reading a certain number of books at a certain level. More research could be
done with booktubers who have refused to quantify their reading habits and the results that
has on their content production, viewer engagement, and the impact this stance has on their
reading and channel.
Information overload
Jenkins, Ito, & boyd (2016) brought up concerns about information overload when
internet users have a variety of options of where to share their lives and interests (p. 98).
While this study was originally supposed to follow booktubers’ video postings, social media
accounts, reading habits on Goodreads, and viewer interactions, doing so was impossible early
on due to the overwhelming quantity of responses that occur on social media platforms. Of
particular interest is the challenge versus benefits that having a broad reach across social
networks has upon booktubers and other content creators on YouTube. Furthermore, of
particular concern to BookTube, how can one read numerous amounts of literature when one
must write, record, edit, post, and respond to video comments and postings across social
media platforms? A case study analysis of one booktuber’s interactions on social media or with
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viewers on a specific video would be a needed voice in the conversation surrounding
BookTube, especially as so many booktubers watched as part of the video viewing portion of
this study commented that they relied upon their viewers’ recommendations.
Conclusions
This study was inspired by Ariel Bissett’s (2018) video “Is BookTube educational?” In
doing so, the study sought to bring together education and literary studies within social media.
There are numerous spaces where readers talk about their reading habits, recommendations,
reviews, and opinions about what they have read across the internet. In the internet’s early
years, these conversations happened on message boards, but now readers have several social
media platforms to choose where to share their reading lives and experiences. Social media
opens up places for young readers to interact with literature and readers in spaces which they
use in their daily lives to share everything about their lives. The use of social networking sites
like Instagram, Twitter, and more recently, TikTok, opens up these spaces to foster cultures of
literacy. For picky readers, BookTube is niche enough to help them find the genres, authors,
characters, and tropes they could like. For avid young readers, BookTube’s overwhelming
choices of what to read next could keep them occupied for years. BookTube also does the
work of literary analysis and criticism that is part of classroom discussions and assessment.
Bringing BookTube into the classroom opens students’ minds up to the possibility of
experiencing literature in novel and applicable ways to their technology-driven lives.
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APPENDIX A:
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Interview 1: A booktuber’s own reading life
*During interviews/data collection, analysis will compare and contrast participants’
responses in order to inform the next set of open-ended, semi-structured interview
questions.
1. What brought you to reading? Why do you read?
2. How has reading changed you as a person?
3. How did school impact your reading?
4. What are your genre preferences? (Have these preferences changed over time?
Why?)
5. How much do you interact with literary culture (people who read and discuss
literature) in your daily life? How much do you interact with literary culture in your
online life?
Interview 2: A booktuber’s experience within the BookTube community
1. How did you begin with BookTube?
2. How has BookTube impacted you as a reader? How has BookTube impacted you as
a person?
3. How do you go about deciding what videos to film? Tell me about your creative
process.
4. How has BookTube evolved since your involvement?
5. How is BookTube educational? (Bissett, 2018)* [How is BookTube educational?]
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6. How could BookTube be used in an educational setting (for example, an English
class or school library? Would you participate in these experiences and how?)
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APPENDIX B:
VIDEO VIEWING LOG
Date
Watched
1/7/21

Date
Uploaded
1/21/18

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

1/7/21

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:12:02

Setting

Link

TBR /book
discussion
Favorites

Book Rat Misty

1/12/18

Series I HAVEN'T Finished and
IDKW
Favorite books of 2017!

bookshelves

A Clockwork
Reader
Books with Emily
Fox
Ruby Granger

0:29:29

bookshelves

0:16:35

bookshelves

0:04:48

closet doors

Books with Emily
Fox
JAEKpop

0:12:05

bookshelves

0:07:46

bookshelves

0:11:06

bookshelves

Best & worst list

A Clockwork
Reader
BookRatMisty

0:17:17

bookshelves

First Week of Class + surprise
packages (CC)
Disappointing Eye Candy | Top 5
Wednesday
Summer Cosy Reading Night
Vlog
Books I'm Thankful for (vol 2) |
Top 5 Wednesday
Unhauling Books by Badly
Behaving Authors for New Year
Haul of Shame

Vlog

Whitty Novels

0:19:56

apartment

Top 5 Wednesday

Thoughts on
Tomes
The Book Castle

0:04:24

bookshelves

0:03:28

apartment

0:04:07

bookshelves

0:18:57

bookshelves

0:15:58

bookshelves

BookCommuniTEA Tuesday:
Authors Behaving Badly

booktube
discussion

Thoughts on
Tomes
How to Train your
Gavin
Insert Literary
Pun Here
Jess Owens

0:40:48

television/
Christmas
decorations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Q_Z8lkCO4fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jyLOgMz8DFM&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=W7YTVXoEuoM&t=209s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Y6A4Tkx5s44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tOMiFADkclM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vmqieP1GXDk&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fkLzy4OjK0s&t=160s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Vx4H2wMygdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OhOT1m3IkJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Qj4KnBfNvM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WeljzADLYeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=F7rUAGJcKMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NoaLZOBj5a8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FtT2FqaQq1s&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mL714PU5G2U

1/3/21

12/28/20

21 Books I want to Read in 2021

2021 tbr

1/3/21

11/7/17

How to

1/3/21

12/30/20

12/31/21

3/22/17

12/30/20

1/5/18

12/30/20

1/9/18

How to Read More || How I
Read 102 Books in a Year!
The Last Wrap Up! || December
2020
Top 5 Wednesday: Favorite
Angsty Romances
Top 10 Book Series I NEED to
Read!
Best and Worst Reads of 2017

12/30/20

8/31/18

12/30/20

1/27/18

12/30/20

8/18/19

12/30/20

11/22/17

12/30/20

12/26/19

12/30/20

12/23/20

12/30/20

12/29/20

Wrap Up
Top 5 Wednesday
Top 10 List

Reading vlog
Top 5 Wednesday
Book unhaul
book haul
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Date
Watched
12/29/20

Date
Uploaded
9/29/18

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Reading The Wicked King &
Debating New Moon (CC)
Reunited with Sophie: The 12
vlogs of Christmas
Popular Books WORTH the Hype

reading vlog/life
vlog
vlog series

Whitty Novels

12/28/20

12/28/20

12/28/20

10/21/20

12/28/20

12/23/20

12/28/20

12/27/20

A COZY HOLIDAY VLOG ||
Gingerbread Cookies, "A
Christmas Carol," and a puzzle
The last vlog

12/28/20

12/27/20

The Day After Christmas

12/28/20

12/19/20

12/28/20

11/5/17

12/28/20

12/28/20

Announcing the 2021 READ
YOUR BOOKSHELF CHALLENGE!!
My Top 10 Favorite Nonfiction
Books
Past and Future Readathon TBR

12/28/20

12/27/20

12/28/20

12/6/20

12/28/20

12/5/20

12/28/20

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:21:51

Setting

Link

apartment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=krZl1qmet3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KqbSP5zcc0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OAyzTHG4WOg&t=96s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=O_-NPnqvmg0&t=1s

Drinking By My
Shelf
Peruse Project

0:04:57
0:13:08

bookshelves

Morgan Long

0:17:07

apartment

vlog

Whitty Novels

0:32:44

apartment

life and reading
vlog
reading challenge
TBR
Top 10 List
Recommendation
Readathon TBR

all D books

0:09:53

Chantel at an
Intentional Life
abookolive

0:13:50

multiple
places
bookshelves

0:09:52

bookshelves

Books and Things

0:10:29

bookshelves

life and reading
vlog
Vlogmas

Drinking By My
Shelf
Bookish Realm

0:11:03

apartment

0:15:02

bookshelves

Vlogmas

Bookish Realm

0:15:56

bookshelves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=x_jesmba8l0

12/18/20

Christmas Packing Panic: The 12
vlogs of Christmas
Books that Have Been on My
TBR the Longest | Vlogmas Day
#6 - "Every Year, Every
Christmas"
Vlogmas Day #5: Bookish
Wishlist | "I Want a
Hippomatamus for Christmas"
Winter 2020 Favorites

seasonal favorites

abookolive

0:13:23

bookshelves

12/27/20

12/27/20

Top 10 Nonfiction Books of 2020

abookolive

0:20:28

bookshelves

12/27/20

9/9/19

Top 10 Classic Novels |
Favourites Week

Top 10 List
Recommendation
Favorites

Books and Things

0:15:22

bookshelves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BSRR4EJQI7A&t=85s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9Hpanx9kWfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CsZEaQfKLcg

book
recommendation
reading vlog
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Yudo2nq9sx0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4Y_7KGWwB4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hLQ7R1W2Mxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WyaHHlqOdsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nzFUm56wa6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PO5qDY7L0Ns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=N923nCD5CVQ

Date
Watched
12/26/20

Date
Uploaded
12/26/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

12/26/20

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:09:07

Setting

Link

vlog

12/21/20

A day at my job: the 12 vlogs of
Christmas
Pre Christmas Book Haul

Drinking By My
Shelf
Books and Things

house

0:12:11

bookshelves

Drinking By My
Shelf
Books with Emily
Fox
A Clockwork
Reader
Peyton Reads

0:06:05

house

0:08:05

house

0:06:37

bookshelves

0:14:02

bookshelves

booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:16:36

TV/Christmas
Tree

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=O32EYYC68RU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0vCqE5kyhXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nq39Jmu8p2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=-0HApoxY1EA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rb6rkDQY6J8&t=185s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rb6rkDQY6J8&t=185s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IywxSHl3nxw

12/26/20

12/25/20

The 12 vlogs of Christmas

vlogs

12/25/20

12/22/20

book discussion

12/24/20

12/19/17

How to Read 100 Books a Year
|| Tips and Tricks I Read
End of the Year Book Tag!

12/24/20

12/20/20

Worst Books I Read in 2020

list

12/23/20

12/22/20

12/23/20

12/18/20

12/21/20

12/17/17

Book PostitiviTEA: Not What You
Were Waiting For, Huh? This is
POSITIVE Bookish News [CC]
You Recommend: Best Winter
(Holiday) Reads
A BookTube Christmas

viewer
recommedations
collaboration vlogmas
literary culture recommendations
favorites - genre
specific
(standalones)
live - reading sprint

Book Roast

0:19:57

bookshelves

Jen Campbell

0:14:47

house

12/21/20

12/21/17

12/20/20

11/19/19

3 Literary Documentaries to
Watch (Recommendations)
All Time Favorite Standalones

Climb the Stacks

0:09:18

bookshelves

A Clockwork
Reader

0:24:31

bookshelves

12/19/20

12/19/20
20 (live)

Let's Reach Our 2020 Reading
Goals

Bookish Realms

house bookshelves,
computer,
recliner

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DX2q6lLV8Eo&t=3s

recommendations

The Brain Scoop

4:52:00
AM
(Live
streamed
7:45 PM12:45 AM
(CST)
0:07:56

12/18/20

10/4/17

Emily's Recommended Reading!

museum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8Lv3tW7bWzU&ab_channel=the
brainscoop

book haul

Tag
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uezJPoOaiIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fr6hYIv2dvo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aDdIVSqhxmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zROUBWt1U70

Date
Watched
12/18/20

Date
Uploaded
12/14/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:14:39

Setting

Link

Most Disappointing Books of
2020

vlogmas 2020 yearly reviews

Books with Emily
Fox

bookcases

Mike's Book
Reviews

0:18:57

bookcases

TBR - end of year /
planning

Jess Owens

0:06:18

bookcases

Searching for the Perfect Book

Seasonal reading
(winter)

Jen Campbell

0:26:56

house

12/17/20

Books I NEED to Finish Before
the Year Ends [2020] [CC]

year-end TBR

Jess Owens

0:06:18

bookcases

12/17/20

12/12/20

Best Books of 2020

vlogmas 2020

Books with Emily
Fox

0:13:36

bookcases

12/17/20

12/10/20

I Read 3 Books! | Vlogmas
Reading Vlog 2020

vlogmas 2020

Books with Emily
Fox

0:12:39

throughout
house

12/16/20

12/15/20

Vlogmas Day #2: Most
Anticipated Releases for 2021

vlogmas 2020 patreon choices

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:11:15

bookcases

12/15/20

12/15/20

booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:35:53

Christmas
tree

12/15/20

12/4/20

Vlogmas 2020 genre specific

Bookish Realms

0:17:20

bookcase

12/14/20

12/3/20

Book CommuniTEA Tueday,
Publishing Is Quite White, Don't
Mess With Romanceladia
Vlogmas Day #4 | "The
Christmas Shoes" | Books that
Made me Cry
Vlogmas Day #3: "Frosty the
Snowman" | Favorite Children's
Books

Vlogmas 2020 genre specific

Bookish Realms

0:12:03

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hgu_DSuWuQ&ab_channel=BookswithEm
ilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3aBFWqkdaE&ab_channel=Mike%2
7sBookReviews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7zdJJiVqo1w&ab_channel=JessO
wens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Qmb7QEw2Qdw&t=1s&ab_chan
nel=JenCampbell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Qmb7QEw2Qdw&ab_channel=Je
nCampbell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7zdJJiVqo1w&ab_channel=JessO
wens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jU6l1AYhx_8&ab_channel=Books
withEmilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Lpas4eu8WN8&ab_channel=Tho
ughtsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Lhe8jMpX_Vo&ab_channel=Jess
Owens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xWIcvLZyxWE&ab_channel=Book
ishRealm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Z6ewd3XgO5g&ab_channel=Boo
kishRealm

12/18/20

12/7/20

Kindle Oasis Update: Six Months
Later

reading culture devices

12/18/20

7/22/20

Series I Want to Finish Before
the Year Ends! | 2020

12/18/20

12/17/20

12/17/20
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Date
Watched
12/14/20

Date
Uploaded
12/2/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Setting

Link

Bookish Realms

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:15:30

Vlogmas Day #2: "Holly Jolly
Christmas" | Books that Make
Me Happy
Vlogmas Day #1: "All I Want for
Christmas Is You" | Favorite
Romances
12 Classic Books I Want to Read
in 2021

Vlogmas 2020 genre specific

bookcase

Vlogmas 2020 genre specific

Bookish Realms

0:20:27

bookcase

2021 TBR/TBR
planning

A Book Olive

0:10:43

bookcase

Current TBR - Feb/March

monthly TBR /
planning

BookRatMisty

0:07:59

bookcase

12/12/20

New Year, New Goals: Channel
Goals 2021 [CC]

channel/booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:12:28

bookcase

12/11/20

12/10/20

End of the Year Book Tag!

Tag

Chelsea Palmer

0:05:13

bookcase

12/11/20

12/11/20

BookTube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:35:40

Christmas
tree

12/11/20

12/9/20

BookTube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:37:28

Christmas
tree

12/11/20

12/11/20

Book CommuniTea, Part 2:
Foolery Just Don't Stop.
ReadWithJenna, Epic Reads &
Consumerism again? [CC]
Book CommuniTEA, Part 1: Tis
the Season to Act a Fool: Jess
Cluess
10 Winter Reading
Recommendations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9_vjNBL0os&ab_channel=BookishRealm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RRlHUOdOeXs&ab_channel=Boo
kishRealm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zu3iW6XWt6o&ab_channel=abo
okolive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VhZbDibeROA&ab_channel=Book
RatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8Ze9RRLsUvs&ab_channel=JessO
wens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dmH69ppvQQQ&t=17s&ab_chan
nel=ChelseaPalmer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SiHcb_E5aWo&t=1881s&ab_chan
nel=JessOwens

12/13/20

12/1/20

12/13/20

12/13/20

12/13/20

2/15/20

12/12/20

Jean
BookishThoughts

0:19:24

bookcase

12/9/20

5/11/20

Popular Book Series I'll
(Probably) Never Finish

book
recommendations/
seasonal reads
reading critique

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:10:24

bookcase

12/9/20

6/5/20

Black lives- Booktube - No
longer working with BookOutlet
- Colorism

BookTube
discussion

NayaReadsandSm
iles

0:18:03

bookcase
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qUhqzr_qjxI&t=1s&ab_channel=J
essOwens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=75JJo1q2PKs&ab_channel=JeanB
ookishthoughts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WyD7XFYwDdo&t=3s&ab_chann
el=ThoughtsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u_YoeRvRjBs&ab_channel=Naya
ReadsandSmiles

Date
Watched
12/9/20

Date
Uploaded
6/7/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Setting

Link

Books and Quills

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:11:01

Learning, Reading, and Using
Your Voice | Black Lives Matter

BookTube
discussion

bookcase

Tag

Peruse Project

0:13:02

bookcase

BooksLikeWhoa

Live

bookcase

book shopping from home

Booktube
discussion
(livestream)
Book Haul

polandbananasBO
OKS

0:11:23

bookcase

2/19/18

Best Books I've Read Because of
Booktube! | Mackenzie Lane

Book
recommendations

Mackenzie Leigh

0:10:17

bookcase

12/7/20

10/6/20

Booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:29:08

bookcase

12/7/20

3/24/20

0:17:05

bedroom

12/7/20

Reading
critique/ranking
Book review

Irish Reader

12/7/20

bookcase

https://youtu.be/9lgbNW8p_LA

8/18/20

Thoughts on
Tomes
Jess Owens

0:07:08

12/7/20

0:37:22

bookcase

12/7/20

7/28/20

Book CommuniTEA: Hannah
Witton, Stephen King is at it
again…[CC]
Ranking YA Characters from Best
to Worst
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
(Spoiler Free) | Review
Book CommuniTEA Tuesday:
Consensual Hex, Author
Subtweets, Ableism & More [CC]
Book CommuniTEA Tuesday:
The Reading Rush 2020 [CC]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Kh5anMCUZRg&t=6s&ab_channe
l=booksandquills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fDOs4MprvFE&t=129s&ab_chann
el=PeruseProject
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qI5eqqmySPI&ab_channel=books
likewhoa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DD_3gMlRsUI&t=297s&ab_chann
el=polandbananasBOOKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PGzTiFnWEKc&ab_channel=Mack
enzieLane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PCA9O6KwCAM&ab_channel=Jes
sOwens
https://youtu.be/uet7TWC__wE

12/9/20

11/28/20

Popular Books I Won't Read
|The Anti-TBR Tag

12/8/20

12/8/20

Booktube & Accountability:
Booktubers Behaving Badly

12/8/20

6/10/20

12/8/20

Booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:17:39

bookcase

12/6/20

12/2/20

CommuniTEA Breaking News:
Sasha Alsberg, a creator…

Booktube
discussion

Jess Owens

0:24:00

bookcase

12/6/20

5/21/20

Things I Love About Booktube |
Booktube Discussion

Booktube
discussion

BooksLikeWhoa

0:14:58

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nh_CkQi1qrs&t=1812s&ab_chan
nel=JessOwens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9ak5Y8UD7Fw&ab_channel=Jess
Owens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JAkOqNdtMIU&ab_channel=Jess
Owens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tHOOJSYEY4k&t=6s&ab_channel
=bookslikewhoa

Booktube
discussion
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Date
Watched
12/6/20

Date
Uploaded
8/24/14

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:04:39

Setting

Link

TBR | Books about #CanLit

TBR

Hello Hemlock

bookcase

A Clockwork
Reader

0:33:35

house

Booktube

abookolive

0:12:51

bookcase

Most Anticipated Book Releases
of 2021 | Books to Read
Books I want to read before the
end of the year - end of the year
book tag
Popular Books I Won't Read ||
Anti-TBR Tag

Tag

Books with Emily
Fox
Peyton Reads

0:13:11

bookcase

0:12:46

bookcase

Tag

Books with Emily
Fox

0:14:04

bookcase

11/8/20

Fall Book Haul 2020

Book Haul

Connor O'Brien

0:12:37

bedroom

12/2/20

12/2/15

Boy Booktubers?!

booktube critique

Connor O'Brien

0:01:38

bookcase

12/2/20

10/8/20

book
recommendations

angeltrazo

0:10:00

outside

12/2/20

2/18/20

Asian American Book Club Ep. 2
Filipina American Children's
Books
Books I'm Giving a Second
Chance

reading
critique/TBR

Merphy Napier

0:11:48

bookcase

12/2/20

12/2/20

Reading vlog: the one with the
Midnight Library | Book Roast

Reading vlog

Book Roast

0:25:23

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QeLuMgJI0NQ&ab_channel=Hell
oHemlock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cdRTmL8DDKE&t=31s&ab_chann
el=AClockworkReader
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UVk_gKib7zM&t=9s&ab_channel
=abookolive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LnpL0tjdXfo&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yAHEAmnpTA0&ab_channel=Pey
tonReads
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qS3D223Itq4&ab_channel=Books
withEmilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kHZz0wi4MZs&ab_channel=Conn
orO%27Brien
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LnpL0tjdXfo&list=PLut4N_uRk8g2
XKlMhXhhUYtujMRVPJWU&ab_channel=ConnorO%27Brien
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Gb5w6vJM1Y&ab_channel=angeltrazo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=09mrpPsYw1c&ab_channel=Mer
phyNapier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=HSTnIJFWF6w&ab_channel=Book
Roast

12/6/20

12/4/20

reading books and attempting
to get my life together

reading vlog/life
vlog

12/6/20

12/6/20

2021 Reading & Channel Goals

12/5/20

12/4/20

12/3/20

12/2/20

12/3/20

12/2/20

12/2/20

Tag
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Date
Watched
12/1/20

Date
Uploaded
11/30/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Setting

Link

Book Roast

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:23:34

December TBVATAR (+
downloadable cards and board)

Game

bookcase

Currently Reading

BooksLikeWhoa

0:15:08

bookcase

genre/themed

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:16:49

bookcase

December 2020 TBR

TBR

abookolive

0:11:05

bookcase

9/30/20

The Anti-TBR Tag (Original)
books I will never read

booktube critique
& Tag

Nicole and her
Books

0:15:38

bookcase

12/1/20

11/30/20

The Anti-TBR Tag

booktube critique
& Tag

ThePoptimist

0:08:21

bookcase

11/30/20

3/4/18

Do You Still Read YA / Discussion

booktube critique

baldbookgeek

0:03:33

bedroom

11/30/20

11/21/20

Mentors to Lovers |
Recommendations

book
recommendations

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:08:21

bookcase

11/30/20

11/19/20

Why are People Leaving
Booktube

booktube critique

baldbookgeek

0:09:21

bedroom

11/30/20

4/15/18

Booktube critique

abookolive

0:09:47

bookcase

11/29/20

11/20/20

A Ranty Discussion: Three Dark
Crowns, YA Publishing, and
Expressing Opinions on
BookTube
3 Books on Russia | The Soviet
Legacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hNkHPj0FbOU&t=855s&ab_chan
nel=BookRoast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ES3dgemtSao&ab_channel=book
slikewhoa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0YkDa5Bisu0&ab_channel=Thoug
htsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EciVaou6UoQ&ab_channel=aboo
kolive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4j_11fD44EU&ab_channel=Nicol
e%26HerBooks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tBU7b9vnPa0&ab_channel=TheP
optimist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PD8oihOfpEU&ab_channel=baldb
ookgeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Ybmii00bRk&ab_channel=ThoughtsonTo
mes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TQ8E0YWXUKU&t=176s&ab_cha
nnel=baldbookgeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nbSv0Ad99po&ab_channel=aboo
kolive

12/1/20

11/19/20

12/1/20

3/18/20

What I'm Reading Right Now (27
books read so far!) | November
2020
Ranking Popular YA Books

12/1/20

12/1/20

12/1/20

book
recommendations

abookolive

0:16:29

bookcase
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eivsYr9sDw&ab_channel=abookolive

Date
Watched
11/29/20

Date
Uploaded
11/17/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:11:19

Setting

Link

What is Booktube when You're
Not Reading

booktube critique

Insert Literary
Pun Here

wall

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:10:05

bookcase

Booktube
explanation

Merphy Napier

0:11:03

bookcase

Tier Ranking BookTube Drama

Booktube critique

Just Angus

0:16:04

ranking
screen

6/10/20

What do 'experts' say about
Booktube

Booktube critique

Emmmabooks

0:20:54

desk

11/26/20

11/19/20

Cozy Reads! Must Read Winter
Book Recommendations

book
recommendations

Peruse Project

0:14:39

bookcase

11/26/20

5/29/20

Before You Read! Discworld

reading critique

Daniel Greene

0:12:32

screen

11/26/20

3/14/20

dear mari, why do you hate read
books

reading critique

MyNameIsMarine
s

0:23:54

bookcase

11/23/20

11/19/20

Guess the Classic #BookBreak

game

BookBreakUK

0:05:33

office
bookcase

11/23/20

10/11/20

Nonfiction November TBR +
Recommendations

book
recommendations

abookolive

0:20:29

bookcase

11/23/20

11/23/20

Fantastic BookTubers You
Should Be Watching

recommendations booktuber

Lauren Wade

0:08:05

bedroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ov3pW6Lf_8&t=9s&ab_channel=InsertLiterar
yPunHere
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qwCUdjMjULE&ab_channel=Tho
ughtsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qBB9paNgB4w&ab_channel=Mer
phyNapier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0GIMpZ9jlc8&ab_channel=JustAn
gus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ofyotfP2fHU&ab_channel=emm
mabooks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bvbwmKVJgI4&t=162s&ab_chan
nel=PeruseProject
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xouqVZ7Hbz4&ab_channel=Dani
elGreene
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=M49VjHPwUA&ab_channel=mynameismarin
es
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H1_0Nuum5SU&ab_channel=Bo
okBreak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oryUjvBPG4&ab_channel=abookolive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7VPS0nGxDsQ&ab_channel=Laur
enWade

11/27/20

2/12/20

Most Hated Romance Tropes

reading critique

11/26/20

7/16/19

Explaining BookTube
Terminology

11/26/20

4/18/20

11/26/20
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Date
Watched
11/23/20

Date
Uploaded
6/4/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:08:57

Setting

Link

What does this all have to do
with BookTube

Booktube critique

MyNameIsMarine
s

bookcase

Shelby Masako

0:06:50

wall

Game/collaboratio
n

Drinking By My
Shelf

0:06:40

bookcase

YA FANTASY FOR OLDER
READERS

book
recommendations

Jessie Mae

0:18:37

bookcase

11/16/20

The Top 10 Classics on my TBR

TBR

Jean
BookishThoughts

0:14:57

bookcase

11/19/20

3/20/20

best books for binging

book
recommendations

Ariel Bissett

0:26:17

bookcase

11/19/20

11/19/20

Why I Hate Rating Systems {A
Rant} [CC]

book chat/critique

Merphy Napier

0:12:56

bookcase

11/18/20

2/10/20

5 Amazing Books by Latinx
Authors You Should Read

Book
recommendations

Pero Like

0:09:29

office
bookcase

11/18/20

11/18/20

Book Series That Should Have
Been Standalones (or Could!)

critique

Books with Emily
Fox

0:16:52

bookcase

11/17/20

10/10/20

Revisiting my favorite books of
2015

review/recommend
ations

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:09:27

bookcase

11/17/20

6/20/20

Life Update |Let's Chat Moving,
Getting Published, Writing &
Ph.D

vlog/chat

Jean
BookishThoughts

0:32:42

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yHWicIem330&ab_channel=myn
ameismarines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WXhhTwMsiJc&ab_channel=Shel
byMasako
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=o5CO5ysTQeo&ab_channel=Drin
kingByMyShelf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uw6bZH6EhIw&t=645s&ab_chan
nel=JessieMae
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=S4n50qn0CYA&ab_channel=Jean
Bookishthoughts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=igSyCophYJ4&t=840s&ab_channe
l=ArielBissett
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nOcg24bhJzo&t=2s&ab_channel=
MerphyNapier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2OCPSQ_Rjlk&t=339s&ab_chann
el=PeroLike
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AiDAXQcP4vw&ab_channel=Boo
kswithEmilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nOsxaZPXW3s&t=196s&ab_chan
nel=ThoughtsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UofWEVifb8o&t=1s&ab_channel
=JeanBookishthoughts

11/23/20

12/12/16

Vlogmas Day 12: Not a
BookTube Newbie Tag (Original)

Tag

11/23/20

6/29/18

Guess the Book Challenge Feat.
Emma Tobias

11/20/20

5/11/20

11/20/20
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Date
Watched
11/17/20

Date
Uploaded
11/17/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:16:15

Setting

Link

November Book Haul | 2020

Book Haul

Jean
BookishThoughts

bookcase

BookRatMisty

0:13:47

bookcase

Theme

Merphy Napier

0:10:51

bookcase

Rapid Fire Book Tag

Tag

GirlReading

0:04:30

bookcase

11/16/20

BookTube Oldie Tag

Tag

Drinking By My
Shelf

0:13:31

bookcase

11/15/20

8/13/18

My Jane Austen Collection

Theme (Austen in
August 2018)

BookRatMisty

0:11:17

bookcase

11/15/20

8/31/20

Beef AlaMode

Theme - Eat Like
Austen

BookRatMisty

0:06:17

kitchen

11/15/20

11/12/20

Worlds I Want to Live In [CC]

Theme

Merphy Napier

0:08:37

bookcase

11/15/20

9/23/20

0:10:02

bookcase

11/9/20

Wrap
Up/Recommendati
ons
Chat

Books with Emily
Fox

11/14/20

Best Books I've Read During
Quarantine ||
Recommendations 2020
Checking In to say hello

Jen Campbell

0:22:24

bookcase

11/14/20

11/12/20

The End of the Year Book Tag!

Tag

Lauren Wade

0:07:13

bedroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=FdNRfoDG638&t=2s&ab_channel
=JeanBookishthoughts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A1158I6rDzM&ab_channel=Book
RatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4BM8a4dO8E&ab_channel=MerphyNapi
er
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=q46EzDWdSY&list=WL&index=66&ab
_channel=GirlReading
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vhh3wSpbnZE&ab_channel=Drin
kingByMyShelf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RWPQgzaQscc&ab_channel=Boo
kRatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fSXgZoGACnA&t=2s&ab_channel
=BookRatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sWr7hD4U__8&ab_channel=Mer
phyNapier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=foe9FOO0kvY&t=234s&ab_chann
el=BookswithEmilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rYswBcmxTsA&ab_channel=JenC
ampbell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9s7X7ZGSpgA&ab_channel=Laur
enWade

11/17/20
20

8/6/18

A Big Ol' Abigail Reynolds
Review Fest | #AusteninAugust

Book
Review/critique

11/16/20

2/20/20

Popular Series I Don't Want to
Finish (but you'll make me)

11/16/20

6/7/16

11/16/20
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Date
Watched
11/14/20

Date
Uploaded
11/12/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:10:41

Setting

Link

Book
recommendations

Books with Emily
Fox

Book review

8/11/19

Popular Standalones Worth the
Hype | BookTube
Recommendations
Did it or didn't it? What
happened in Tara Westover's
Educated
Unusual Jane Austen Retellings

bookcase

The Poptimist

0:05:34

bookcase

Book
recommendations

BookRatMisty

0:10:04

bookcase

There's Something About Darcy

book review

BookRatMisty

0:05:20

bookcase

11/1/20

Stop Sleeping on CanLit Dammit

book
recommendation

The Poptimist

0:09:35

bookcase

11/13/20

7/24/20

East Goes West and the genesis
of Korean-American literature

ThePoptimist

0:06:25

bookcase

11/13/20

3/2/19

BookTube in a Nutshell

book
chat/recommendati
ons
satire

readwithcindy

0:06:11

wall

11/12/20

8/30/19

More (and more) Jane Austen
Retellings

recommendations

BookRatMisty

0:17:28

bookcase

11/12/20

8/1/20

TBR/ Read a Thon

Spill the Tea and
Read

0:06:41

bookcase

11/12/20

8/30/13

Ambitious August TBR | Tome
Topple and Basically a
Readathon
Beyond Jane Austen (for
Beginners)

recommendations

BookRatMisty

0:12:30

bookcase

11/12/20

9/16/20

What BookTube has Taught Me

BookTube
discussion

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:12:36

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Fgb6WR-Wlc&ab_channel=BookswithEmilyFox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QY_lsblsRoM&ab_channel=TheP
optimist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oYIlanQUQjA&ab_channel=Book
RatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RFMg9cPm34c&ab_channel=Boo
kRatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mkhuoyq9NXI&ab_channel=TheP
optimist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yiEBa_RDxAo&ab_channel=TheP
optimist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zeEjWp2SrcM&ab_channel=read
withcindy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hHK9KO1rEBU&t=1s&ab_channel
=BookRatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=He6HdIM8Mes&ab_channel=Spill
theTea%26Read
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CWnBW0tv3ws&ab_channel=Bo
okRatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MhUU0sXGk9U&ab_channel=Th
oughtsonTomes

11/14/20

8/1/18

11/13/20

11/13/20

11/9/19

11/13/20
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Date
Watched
11/11/20

Date
Uploaded
5/9/19

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Setting

Link

baldbookgeek

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:07:57

So you only read YA /discussion

Book chat

bedroom

Book chat

The Artisan Geek

14:23:00

bookcase

books I bought to read during
quarantine

Book Haul

thisstoryaintover

0:18:10

bookcase

What do I hate about Booktube?
Do All Booktubers get along |
Booktube AMA
Favorite Books by Black Authors

Q&A

Thoughts on
Tomes

0:37:33

bookcase

Recommendation
(theme)

Plots with a Twist

0:14:15

sofa

3/15/17

YA Books on the Teen Black
Experience

Recommendation

BookRiot

0:06:34

bookcase

11/10/20

6/5/20

BookTube needs to be held
accountable

Book Chat

Aissata Amadou

0:16:40

bookcase

11/10/20

10/16/20

let's talk about YA novels +
representation

Book Chat

unclearlyclaire

0:10:55

bedroom

11/10/20

7/17/20

What is (And What Happened
To) New Adult

Book Chat

Reedsy

0:08:06

bookcase

11/9/20

11/8/20

Loads of Books I DNF'ed Part 2

Review

Mercy's Bookish
Musings

0:15:56

bookcase

11/8/20

7/31/20

3 Things I want to See More in
YA Fiction [CC]

Book Chat

Wonderfully
Bookish

0:08:14

bedroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GQp0EdAfy9E&ab_channel=bald
bookgeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QqxJVG5z0aA&ab_channel=TheA
rtisanGeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NgUHiIkJCpo&ab_channel=thisst
oryaintover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eot0wv4x8U0&ab_channel=Thou
ghtsonTomes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=psCxbv_9zy4&ab_channel=Plots
WithaTwist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=M3jgObnITsM&ab_channel=Book
Riot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2ZkJqZrcjW0&ab_channel=Aissat
aAmadou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hYNYcFWrCgg&ab_channel=uncl
earlyclaire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eof58AGbN2Y&ab_channel=Reed
sy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RKJNv68zjE&t=747s&ab_channel=MercysB
ookishMusings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=244QtlFA5ME&ab_channel=Won
derfullyBookish

11/11/20

6/5/20

Intentional Reading and Self
centeredness in poc literature

11/11/20

4/2/20

11/10/20

3/21/20

11/10/20

2/18/20

11/10/20
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Date
Watched
11/8/20

Date
Uploaded
10/31/20

Video Title

Video Genre

Booktuber Name

Setting

Link

angeltrazo

Run time
(h:m:s)
0:10:03

Asian American Book Club Ep. 3
Young Adult Books: Feat. LGBTQ
& Queer Authors + protagonists
[Fil-Am Heritage Month]
Intentional Reading and How to
Diversify Your Reading Material

Recommedations

outside

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XJhJzCtcTyo&ab_channel=angeltr
azo

11/7/20

6/20/20

Book Chat

The Artisan Geek

0:14:23

bookcase

How to Find the Best
Booktubers [for you]

Book Chat

Merphy Napier

0:04:37

bookcase

12/6/18

Why I DNFed a Discovery of
Witches

Critique

peacelovebooksx
o

0:05:22

bookcase

10/18/20

10/6/20

Summer Reading Wrap Up |
More Literary Fiction

Wrap Up Review

Mercy's Bookish
Musings

0:12:17

bookcase

10/17/20

10/4/20

Top 10 Books to Read This Fall

Top 10 List
Recommendation

A Clockwork
Reader

0:19:08

bookcase

10/17/20

10/4/20

Announcing Nonfiction
November

Announcement Series

abookolive

0:08:52

bookcase

10/17/20

8/13/20

Reconnecting (This is a Ramble)

Chat

BookRatMisty

0:11:57

bookcase

9/5/20

9/7/20

Balancing the Books for August

Wrap Up Review

Drinking By My
Shelf

0:29:07

bookcase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ewvYyZT6wW0&ab_channel=The
ArtisanGeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gTqKCflYBMs&ab_channel=Merp
hyNapier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kVRAuaYPw8&ab_channel=PeaceLoveBooks
xo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u8RQ3LntlFE&t=76s&ab_channel
=MercysBookishMusings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bn9lnIWgOrU&ab_channel=AClo
ckworkReader
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4Qxuy43X5yg&t=1s&ab_channel
=abookolive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oXSF_3M4r_s&ab_channel=Book
RatMisty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vq5EKLXaQoE&ab_channel=Drink
ingByMyShelf

11/6/20

3/21/19

10/31/20
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